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Abstract
In this thesis lessons learned from the use of computer algebra systems and machine assisted 
theorem provers are developed in order to give an insight into both the problems and their 
solutions.
Many algorithms in computational algebra and automated deduction (for example Grobner 
basis computations and Knuth-Bendix completion) tend to produce redundant facts and can 
contain more than one proof of any particular fact. This thesis introduces proof diagrams 
in order to compare and contrast the proofs of facts which such procedures generate. Proof 
diagrams make it possible to analyse the effect of heuristics which can be used to guide 
implementations of such algorithms.
An extended version of an inference system for Knuth-Bendix completion is introduced. 
It is possible to see that this extension characterises the applicability of critical pair cri­
teria, which are heuristics used in completion. We investigate a number of executions of 
a completion procedure by analysing the associated proof diagrams. This leads to a better 
understanding of the heuristics used to control these examples.
Derived rules of inference are also investigated in this thesis. This is done in the formalism 
of proof diagrams. Rewrite rales for proof diagrams are defined: this is motivated by the 
notion of a transformation tactic in the Nupii proof development system. A method to 
automatically extract ‘useful’ derived inference rales is also discussed.
‘Off the shelf’ theorem provers, such as the Larch Prover and Otter, are compared to spe­
cialised programs from computational group theory. This analysis makes it possible to see 
where methods from automated deduction can improve on the tools which group theorists 
currently use. Problems which can be attacked with theorem provers but not with currently 
used specialised programs are also indicated.
Tietze transformations, from group theory, are discussed. This makes it possible to link 
ideas used in Knuth-Bendix completion programs and group presentation simplification 
programs. Tietze transformations provide heuristics for more efficient and effective imple­
mentations of these programs.
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1 INTRODUCTION
1 Introduction
In this thesis we formalise an abstract framework for investigating heuristics in proof pro­
cedures. To do this we introduce the notion of the proof diagram, which is a graph-like 
structure. We use a graph-like structure rather than a tree to convey that in some proof pro­
cedures certain facts can be generated in more than one way. For instance, in an execution 
of the Knuth-Bendix completion procedure or a Grobner basis computation there is usually 
more than one way that each equation can be generated. We are then able to reason about 
global and local properties of the proof diagrams to see if there is any information we can 
learn for future proof attempts.
With this formalism we are able to introduce the notion of a proof P  of a fact a being 
minimal with respect to a proof B  of a. There are two criteria we would like such proofs P  
of a to satisfy:
•  the proof of a uses no completely irrelevant information
•  there is no ‘shortcut’ to get to ‘useful’ facts which we know from the proof B of a
The second criterion is characterised by the notion of ‘throwing away’ stmcture. If, given 
a number of facts, we know about an inference which avoids some complex structure, we 
wish to use it. Thus if we have a sequence of steps U1G2 . . .  aea^ag in a proof of a fact a 
and we know that G2 U6 is a valid step, we would wish the proof of a to use the following 
sequence of steps: a ia 2«6 «7 <T8 -
We show that the concept of a proof P  of a being minimal with respect to a proof B  of 
a corresponds in an obvious way to notions which occur in Denzinger and Schulz [35] 
and Levy [81]. We also prove various properties of such proofs P  of a, for example each i
inference derives only one fact and there are no cycles in the associated graph structure. |
We are also able to model derived inferences in the formalism of proof diagrams. It is |
1shown that the notion of a derived inference in this context is a sound extension to the j
system. We can then define the concept of a proof diagram rewriting rale: the motivation j
for this comes from the definition of a transformation tactic in Nuprl [29]. We are able |
to rewrite complex parts of proofs and replace them with syntactically simpler ones. We i
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also discuss the possibility of automatically generating derived inference rules, and give an 
algorithm for doing so in the setting of proof diagrams.
Knuth-Bendix completion is investigated in this thesis. There are a number of choices 
which have to be made during any particular execution of the Knuth-Bendix completion 
procedure. For example, which ordering you choose and which critical pairs are calculated 
can have a large effect on the efficiency of an execution of the procedure. This leaves a lot of 
scope for different heuristic approaches. One type of heuristic used in completion is critical 
pair criteria (see Bachmair and Dershowitz [6]). These heuristics detect the generation of 
redundant equations. There are intricate methods for proving properties of such criteria, 
but very little is understood as to when a particular criterion should be applied. We will 
introduce an extension of the inference rule formalism of Bachmair [5] for completion, 
which characterises the use of critical pair criteria.
We also look at the application of techniques from completion to group theory. We do this 
in a number of ways. One area of interest is seeing how general purpose systems compare to 
the software which group theorists conventionally use. Two ‘off the shelf’ theorem provers. 
Otter [93] and the Larch Prover [45], are compared against an implementation of the coset 
enumeration algorithm and a specialised string completion program. Also, problems out 
of the scope of conventional group theory programs are mentioned and techniques from 
automated deduction for solving such problems are discussed. We also investigate how the 
generality of the systems can be used to represent interesting phenomena in group theory, 
and use these to guide the search.
Completion is also investigated in terms of Tietze transformations. It will be shown that 
Tietze transformations are in some sense a generalisation of ideas in completion. This gives 
rise to a discussion on how completion and group presentation simplification programs can 
be enhanced through ideas from Tietze transformations.
1.1 Computational Mathematics
Computational techniques have become increasingly important in mathematics: this can be 
seen by the proliferation of computer programs which address problems in mathematics and 
engineering. These programs can be fundamentally different in nature: for instance, there
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are specialised programs for checking large search spaces (such as the proof of the four 
colour theorem in graph theory by Appel and Haken) and also programs which rigorously 
check proofs in a particular logic. This diversity may make it seem as if these programs have 
little in common, but a theme in most areas of computational mathematics is the feasibility 
of solving ‘large’ problems.
1.1.1 Computer Algebra
Computer algebra programs (such as Maple [26] and Mathematica [126]) are ubiquitous in 
many aieas of engineering and science. They contain implementations of algorithms for 
performing routine symbolic computations such as factorising polynomials, solving equa­
tions and simplifying algebraic expressions.
One algorithm which is implemented in computer algebra systems is the Grobner basis 
algorithm. Suppose we are given a generating set G for an ideal /  in a polynomial ring over 
a field k and a well founded ordering on monomials. The Grobner basis algorithm computes 
a generating set G' for I  which can be used to reduce any /  6 /  to the zero polynomial. 
Grobner bases have many applications in commutative algebra and algebraic geometry (see, 
for example, Cox et al [33]). Some useful properties can be proved about this algorithm: 
given any finite generating set for the ideal and any well founded ordering on monomials it 
can be shown that the algorithm terminates.
The algorithm was shown to be doubly exponentially complex in Mayr and Meyer [92]. This 
means that even ‘small’ examples become unfeasible. Thus the problem for Grobner basis 
computations is not termination but termination in a feasible time. Choosing which ideal 
generators to calculate and which ordering to use can have a great effect on the viability 
of computations, and much recent work has investigated these heuristics in a mathematical 
framework (see Davenport [34]).
Software has also been developed for specific problem areas in group theory. Consequently, 
computational group theory is a well developed subject in its own right (see, for example, 
Sims [112]). Specialised group theoretic programs were used in one of the greatest advances 
in algebra: the classification of finite simple groups. These programs were used to check 
large search spaces for sporadic groups (see Conway et al [32]). Packages such as GAP
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[109] and Magma [10] have also been developed and are used extensively in the group 
theory community. They contain implementations of many standard algorithms and provide 
a language so that users can easily extend the system.
There is also a crossover from work in automated deduction to the sorts of problems in­
vestigated by group theorists. The Knuth-Bendix completion procedure can sometimes 
construct a rewriting system which solves the word problem (i.e. it can identify when a 
particular word is equal to the identity element) for groups. In certain cases, for instance 
finite groups, it is known that a finite rewriting system exists: i.e. the completion procedure 
terminates. In Chapter 6 we give a family of examples of presentations of groups where 
each group is isomorphic to the trivial group. Computational techniques (including coset 
enumeration and Knuth-Bendix completion) have great difficulty in verifying this fact for 
even small instances of the problem.
Many pathological examples exist to show that attractive conjectures about heuristics for 
Knuth-Bendix completion are false. In Chapter 6 we see empirical evidence that with the 
use of the recursive path ordering (for the examples presented), the Knuth-Bendix comple­
tion procedure is generally quicker than with the length then lexicographic orderings. In 
Madlener et al [88] a family of rewrite systems Km,n is constructed, where Krn,n is an 
n-generator presentation of the trivial monoid with 0 {m  +  n) rules. The Knuth-Bendix 
completion procedure with the lexicographic recursive path ordering is shown to generate 
A(m, n) inteimediate rales (where A(m , n) is Ackeiman’s function) in order to construct 
the final rale system which has 0 (m  -f n) rales. This example shows that a greater under­
standing of the heuristics used in completion is needed.
There has been a great deal of work in investigating heuristics and data structures for Knuth- 
Bendix completion in the context of group theory and also for more standard computational 
techniques in group theory such as coset enumeration. Sims [112] gives an introduction to 
many of these issues.
1.1.2 Automated Deduction
The automated deduction community has shown much recent interest in computational 
mathematics. General purpose ‘machine assisted theorem proving’ environments have been
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designed and developed in order to investigate and prove results in this and related areas.
The basis for this is that mathematics can be formalised. This is done by expressing math­
ematical statements and proofs in a concise language. Any such language must have strict 
grammatical rales and an unambiguous semantics. The accuracy of formal manipulations 
of mathematical statements can be tedious for humans to analyse: there is a lot of fine de­
tail which needs to be verified. Fortunately, computers are well suited to such tedious but 
completely defined tasks.
A proof procedure is a mechanical procedure for constructing a proof in a formal system. 
We paraphrase the following from Gordon and Melham [46]. Backward proof procedures 
organise the search as a tree, beginning with the objective (or goal). The goal is then de­
composed, successively if necessary, into what one hopes are more tractable subgoals. The 
goal is said to be solved if it is reduced to the empty set of subgoals. In this thesis we will 
investigate a number of forward proof procedures which have a particular form. We can 
think of these proof procedures informally in the following way:
Starting with a set of assumptions, some subset of those assumptions is used 
to produce a conclusion which is then added to the set of assumptions. This 
process continues iteratively until the conclusion produced is that required to 
prove some theorem.
Examples of such techniques are Knuth-Bendix completion and resolution. Proof proced­
ures can also be hybrids of forward and backward procedures.
The resolution method has a simple premise: a single inference rale, the resolution rale, is 
applied to a set of clauses S. The resolution rale generates a clause c from «S, c is added 
to S  and the procedure continues iteratively. The method depends on the fact that S  is 
satisfiable if and only if «S U {c} is satisfiable. Thus if the empty clause is generated, S  is 
unsatisfiable. Haken [51] showed that there is an exponential lower bound complexity for 
resolution. Restrictions of resolution which cut down the search space have been introduced 
(see, for example, Jager [63]). These methods are generally not complete for arbitrary sets 
of clauses.
There are many areas of automated deduction where search plays an important role, and 
there are many systems which incoiporate complex methods for controlling search. In this
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thesis the phrase ‘machine assisted theorem prover’ will mean any program which includes 
an implementation of a proof procedure, or allows the user to define one. We will now see 
that further distinctions can be drawn between classes of machine assisted theorem provers; 
in particular a number of existing projects will be discussed. There are many more machine 
assisted theorem provers which are worthy of mention, but it would be impractical to list 
them all here.
NQTHM [11] is a mechanical theorem prover for a logic o f recursive functions over finitely 
generated objects. It has little user interaction and has complex heuristics which have been 
built up over a number of years. Proofs often have to be guided by the user suggesting 
lemmas and high level ‘hints’, but the heuristics in NQTHM are well developed enough 
so that inductions and the subgoals of inductions can be proved completely automatically. 
Examples of proofs carried out by NQTHM include a formalisation of Godel’s incomplete­
ness theorem (Shankar [111]) and the checking of the RSA public-key encryption algorithm 
(Boyer and Moore [12]).
Proof development systems such as Nuprl [29], Isabelle [100] and HOL [46] need a lot of 
user interaction, and are based on a set of primitive inference rules; the correctness of each 
proof is guaranteed as all proofs must eventually be justified in this underlying logic. The 
primitive inference rules are coded in a meta language: new functions can be written in this 
language which automate multiple steps in the primitive inferences. In fact, complex proof 
procedures can be coded in this way. These heuristics are called tactics, and as the tactics 
have primitive inferences as building blocks, it can easily be seen that each tactic is sound 
with respect to the underlying logic. It can be argued that having a small set of primitive 
inferences as a basis is inefficient for constructing proofs, but the complexity of some of the 
results proved with these systems belies this. For example in Nuprl a constructive proof of 
Higman’s lemma (Murthy [97]) has been formalised and Nipkow [99] formalises a number 
of Church-Rosser proofs in an implementation of Higher Order Logic in Isabelle.
It should be noted here that Isabelle is a logical framework, meaning that the meta logic 
of the system has been designed to define new object logics which can be studied further. 
HOL and Nuprl both have fixed logics.
An expansion of a proof of a theorem into the underlying primitive inferences could in­
crease the number of proof steps, but tactics mean that these large proofs aie in some sense
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hidden from the user. The process of finding new tactics can be seen as a similar process 
to defining new heuristics for other machine assisted theorem provers: they both involve 
finding common patterns in proofs.
Of particular interest in this thesis are systems which include an implementation of the 
Knuth-Bendix completion procedure: two examples are Otter [93] and the Larch Prover 
[45]. Otter [93] is a resolution theorem prover, and has performance as a primary design 
consideration. Otter uses a weighting system which can be used to prioritise terms and 
clauses. To a naive user this weighting system seems somewhat ad hoc, but very impressive 
performance results have been achieved by using these methods. Also, an elegant data 
structure called a discrimination tree has been developed. Otter is mainly designed for 
non-interactive use, but has a primitive interactive mode. The Larch Prover [45] (LP) is a 
theorem prover for multi-sorted first order logic. It has been used primarily for software 
verification, but has also been used to prove results in algebra (Martin and Lai [89] and 
Linton et al [85]). Although it is not as efficient as programs such as Otter, LP has a 
greater degree of user interaction and more inference mechanisms which are useful on many 
examples.
1.1.3 Search in Automated Deduction
It has been shown that search is a major area of interest in computational mathematics. 
This is obviously a rich and complex area, and there seems little likelihood that any general 
theory of controlling search exists.
Notwithstanding, there have been a number of recent papers in which new theorems in 
various areas of mathematics have been proved with the aid of machine assisted theorem 
provers. For instance, McCune [94] shows that the Otter system can identify and verify new 
single axiomatisations for groups and in [95] proves new results about cubic curves. Fujita 
et al [42] show that model checking techniques can be used in an area of combinatorics. 
There has also been interest shown in formalising complex theorems in mathematics. Linton 
et al [85], formalise and verify a theorem about the wreath product of two infinite cyclic 
groups. These advances have been made possible by both the mathematical insight of the 
user and the ability of the systems to guide the search.
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Heuristics are used to control search. Pearl [101], defines heuristics in the following way:
heuristics stand for strategies using readily accessible though loosely applic­
able information to control problem-solving processes in human beings and 
machine
Mathematicians develop an ‘armoury’ of useful heuristics as they learn new subject areas. 
Particular families of examples are generally tackled by specific techniques: for example, a 
proof of the associativity of plus for the natural numbers would generally be carried out by 
mathematical induction and not a diagonalisation argument.
It would be advantageous to be able to automatically generate heuristics and be able to 
analyse the success (and failure) of particulai' techniques. This has been an area of particular 
recent interest. Most notably, the DREAM group at Edinburgh University has developed a 
theory of ‘proof plans’. Bundy [19] informally defines proof plans in the following way:
A proof plan captures the common patterns of reasoning in a family o f similar 
proofs and is used to guide the search for new proofs in this family.
The proof plans developed have been mainly in the area of inductive reasoning and their 
development involved looking at large numbers of proofs and identifying common patterns 
of reasoning. These are represented computationally. Proof plans introduce a notion of 
meta-level control into search. They are implemented through:
•  tactics, programs from LCF-style theorem provers which automate tedious parts of 
the proof while guaranteeing soundness (more will be mentioned in Chapter 5),
•  methods which specify tactics
•  critics analyse failed proofs and suggest ‘patches’ to partial proofs
Denzinger and Schulz [35] introduce a method which looks for repeated patterns in Knuth- 
Bendix completion. In an execution of a completion procedure finding certain ‘useful’ 
equations can be extremely important in guiding search. For example, if we are trying 
to prove that a group with a presentation which has n > 1 generators is isomorphic to 
a finite cyclic group, we would wish to find equations which showed that n  — 1 of the
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generators could be rewritten in terms of the other generator. For any family of examples, 
finding ‘good’ proofs of ‘useful’ equations can guide a completion procedure effectively. A 
number of evaluation functions ar e presented in Denzinger and Schulz [35] which learn how 
to generate equations which are useful in certain situations. The examples in Denzinger and 
Schulz [35] show significant speed increases using the methods presented.
In Levy [81] the approach is somewhat different. The irrelevance of certain facts and in­
ferences in logical systems are investigated in an abstract framework. A space of possible 
definitions for iiTelevance is given. Intuitively, a fact (or inference) a  is strongly irrelevant 
if a  can be removed from any proof of a fact f  and a proof of f  is retained. A fact (or 
inference) a  is weakly irrelevant if there exist proofs of a fact 4> in which a  can be removed 
and a proof of <j) is retained. In this setting, a ‘good’ heuristic is one which avoids using 
irrelevant (for some notion of irrelevance) facts and inferences.
1.2 Layout of Thesis
Chapter 2 discusses a mathematical characterisation of ‘throwing away structure’. The 
history of the ‘homeomorphic embedding theorems’ and the well quasi-order are discussed, 
and a proof of a restricted version of Kruskal’s tree theorem is given. This proof follows 
Klop [71].
In Chapter 3 we introduce proof diagrams to reason about heuristics in automated deduction. 
We represent proofs of facts through proof diagrams. We also introduce the notion of a proof 
P of a being minimal with respect to a proof B of a. Such proofs P  of a have properties 
which correspond to ideas of good proofs in Denzinger and Schulz [35] and Levy [81]. In 
particular it uses the idea of ‘throwing away structure’ which was discussed in Chapter 2. 
Some of the results presented here appear in Shand and Brock [110].
An extension of the inference system for Knuth-Bendix completion due to Bachmair [5] is 
introduced in Chapter 4. This inference system holds information which can be thought of 
as modelling the idea of a critical pair criterion; a complex heuristic in completion. Various 
other heuristics for completion in the context of the formalism introduced in Chapter 3 will 
also be discussed.
Chapter 5 introduces a method for reasoning about derived inferences in terms of proof dia-
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grams. This is done in order to allow us to ‘rewrite proofs’. We also discuss the possibility 
of automatically finding ‘useful’ derived inferences. The motivation for this work appeal’s 
in Shand and Brock [110].
A more applied approach to using automated deduction systems is discussed in Chapters 6 
and 7. In particular we investigate how machine assisted theorem proving can be applied to 
group theory.
Chapter 6 identifies areas in which techniques in automated deduction can be applied to 
group theoretic problems, and compares this to standard approaches in computational group 
theory. Some areas in which there are no standard tools are also indicated, and possible 
approaches to these problems are discussed. A version of the work presented here can also 
be seen in Linton and Shand [83, 84].
The relationship between Tietze transfoiinations, a standard idea in group theory, and Knuth- 
Bendix completion is investigated in Chapter 7. Possible enhancements to completion pro­
grams and group presentation simplification programs are discussed, and some preliminary 
results in applying these ideas are indicated. This work expands on ideas in Linton et al 
[85].
We conclude in Chapter 8. Some areas of possible future work are also discussed.
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2 HOMEOMORPHIC EMBEDDING
2 Homeomorphic Embedding
2.1 Introduction
In this chapter we develop a version of Kruskal’s tree theorem. This theorem states that 
given an infinite sequence of trees t — {tit2 . ..)  there is i < j  such that U Q t tj, where 
Q t  is the homeomorphic embedding relation on trees which will be defined in the chapter. 
There are many similar definitions for and statements of this theorem. Indeed, the title of 
the paper (Kruskal [75]) calls it a frequently rediscovered concept. Gallier [43] presents a 
number of equivalent definitions for trees, the homeomorphic embedding relation on trees 
etc. We prove a restricted version of the theorem which appeal's in Klop [71]: the restriction 
is that the trees have a bounded branching order; i.e. each node in a tree has a bounded 
number of ‘successor’ nodes. A terse outline of a proof appears in Klop [71], and we 
expand this to a full proof.
We choose to prove the restricted version of Kruskal’s tree theorem which appears in Klop 
[71] as it most intuitively captures the notion of throwing away structure in trees. This 
relates back to the discussion on heuristics in Chapter 1, as we wish to characterise ‘short 
cuts through proofs’.
In fact, there are many versions of ‘homeomorphic embedding theorems’ for different stmc- 
tures. Higman [59] proved a version for strings and Robertson and Seymour [105] prove a 
version for graphs: this is called the graph minor theorem. We do not use Robertson and 
Seymour’s work in this thesis as the relation on graphs is different from that on trees (an 
example of this will be given in Section 2.3) and also because there is no version of the 
graph minor theorem for labelled graphs.
Section 2.2 will prove Kruskal’s tree theorem in the notation presented here, and will fill 
in the gaps from the proof which occurs in Klop [71]. Necessary notation for the rest of 
the thesis is also introduced in Section 2.2. In Section 2.3 the history of ‘homeomorphic 
embedding relations’ will be investigated and some results from these investigations will be 
stated.
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2.2 A Proof of KruskaPs Tree Theorem
In this section some basic definitions of relations, orderings and trees are given. Also, a 
version of Kraskal’s tree theorem is developed. The definitions presented here are standard, 
and can be found in, for example. Green [48].
2.2.1 Orderings and Trees
Definition 2.1 Let A be a set. :<C A x  A is said to be a relation on A.
Definition 2.2 A relation X on a set A  is said to be:
• reflexive if (Væ € A)(æ ,t)
•  irreflexiveif (Væ G A)(-i(æ æ))
•  transitive if (Va;, y, z G A)((æ y) A {y ■< z) {x z))
•  antisymmetric if (Va;, y G A){{x < y) A (y ■< x) (x =  y))
• symmetric if (Va;, y G A)((a; -< y) ^  {y ^))
Definition 2.3 Let A be a set.
•  A preorder on A is a reflexive, transitive relation on A,
•  A partial order on A is a reflexive, antisymmetric, transitive relation on A,
•  A strict partial order on A is an irreflexive, transitive relation on A
• A total order A on A is a reflexive, transitive, antisymmetric relation on A in which 
(Va;, y £ A){x < y y  y < x)
Definition 2.4 Let d  be a preorder on A and suppose a;, y G A:
•  the relation hiG A x A is defined by x ^  y if and only if y < x,
•  the relation -<Ç A x A is defined by a; X y if and only if x ■< y and y x
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• the relation >- Ç A x A is defined by x y  y if and only if y ■< x and
• X and y are said to be incomparable if neither x ■< y nor x X y. This is denoted x | y
The following definition of tree comes from Klop [71]. We use this definition as we will 
prove a version of Kmskal’s tree theorem which appears in Klop [71]. There are many defin­
itions of tree (see, for instance, Gallier [43]) for which Kmskal’s theorem can be proved, 
but Klop’s version makes the notion of ‘throwing away stmcture’ intuitive. A version of 
Kraskal’s tree theorem in Gallier [43] is for ordered trees; i.e. trees in which the order of 
the successor nodes of a node is important (the successor nodes of a node can be thought 
of as nodes which are minimally less in the partial order on the nodes of the tree). The 
definition of tree here does not differentiate between successor nodes. If the order of the 
successor nodes is fixed in some way, then the definition of tree in Gallier [43] and the one 
below are equivalent.
Definition 2.5 A tree is a pair t = {{D,<,p) ,L)  where D is a non-empty finite set, (called 
the nodes of t), p is a distinguished element of D  (called the root), and < is a partial order 
on D  satisfying the following conditions:
1. ( V 6 G D ) ( 6 < p )
2. (V&, c, d e D){{b < c A b < d) {c < d V  d < c))
Lisa,  map L : D N  which assigns labels (natural numbers) to the nodes of t.
Let T  denote the set of all trees.
The next two definitions and lemma show a necessary consequence of the partial order on 
the nodes of a tree. This condition will be exploited when a definition of the homeomorphic 
embedding relation is given.
Definition 2.6 Let t — ((D, <, p ) , L) be a tree and suppose that S  C D. b e D is an 
upper bound for 5  if Vs G 5', s < 6. UB{S,  t) denotes the set of all upper bounds for S  in 
t.
Definition 2.7 Let t =  ((D, <, p ) , L) be a tree. 6 G H is called a supremum of a set 
S  Ç D i f  and only if 6 G UB{S,  t) and Vc G UB{S^ f),c  < b c — b.
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Lemma 2.8 Let t = ({D, <, p ) , L) be a tree. Then for S  Ç D, there is a unique supremum 
o f S.
Proof — There is at least one upper bound of S  as the root is defined to have the property 
that iffd £ D){d < p). The set U B (5, t) is certainly finite as it is a subset of D,  and there is 
thus at least one smallest element with respect to the partial order <. Therefore a supremum 
exists. Now suppose a supremum was not unique; then there exist x , y  G UB(S, t )  for 
which there is no zg G UB{S, t )  where (zi y) zi < y or (zg ^  x) zg < x. As 
æ, y G UB{S, t ) , yc  Ç. S  c < æ and c < y; thus by condition 2 of Definition 2.5 æ <  y or 
y < X. Either case yields x = y. So for S  Ç D,  the supremum of 5  is a unique node. □
We will now denote the unique supremum of the set {d, 6} by d V b.
2.2.2 The Homeomorphic Embedding Relation
In this section the homeomorphic embedding relation on trees will be defined as in Klop 
[71]. It will also be shown that the relation is a preorder on the set of trees.
Definition 2.9 Let s =  ((Do, <o,po) ,Lo) and t = ((Di, < i,p i)  ,Li) be trees and let 
/  : Dq Di. /  is said to be sup preserving if Va, b G Dq, /  (a V 6) =  /(a )  V f{b).
Definition 2.10 Let s — ((Do, <o,Po), Lo) and t = ((Di, < i, p i ) , Li)  be trees and let 
/  : Do —> Di. /  is said to be label increasing if (Va G Do)Lo(a) < Li ( /(a )), where < is 
the usual ordering on the natural numbers.
Definition 2.11 Let s =  ((Do, <o, Po), Lo), t =  ((D i, < i, p i ) , Li) G T  be finite trees, s 
is said to be homeomorphically embedded in t, (s Q t  Q, if Btt : Dq D i such that:
•  7T is injective
• 7T is monotonie
• 7T is sup preserving
• 7T is label increasing
14
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Figure 1 : An Example of the Homeomorphic Embedding Relation 
The relation Q t is called the homeomorphic embedding relation on T .
There is a recursive definition of the homeomoiphic embedding relation on trees which 
is given in papers such as Gallier [43]. The above definition is different from a version in 
Gallier [43] as this definition works for unordered trees; i.e. the order of the successor nodes 
of a node is unimportant. It should be noted that the notion of homeomorphic embedding for 
trees in Gallier [43] has similar properties to the definition above. In particular, Gallier [43] 
has the monotonicity, label increasing and sup preserving properties mentioned in Definition 
2 .11 .
In Figure 1 an example of the homeomorphic embedding relation can be seen. We claim 
that ti can be obtained by a ‘controlled throwing away’ of stmcture from (g. The nodes 
of ^1 can be thought of as a subset of the nodes of ig in which information on the partial 
order of the nodes is preserved. However, this is certainly not an arbitrary subset of the 
nodes of £g,  as the notion of homeomoiphic embedding preserves more stmcture than this. 
We can see from Figure 1 that the throwing away of stmcture also preserves information 
about common ancestors of nodes. This means we can not arbitrarily ‘throw away’ common 
ancestors of nodes, as the sup of two nodes is preserved in the mapping. For example, as 
the nodes which are labelled 4 and 5 in ti are mapped to the nodes labelled 5 and 6 in £g,  
the sup of {4,5} in t\ is mapped to the sup of {5,6} in £g. The label increasing condition 
of the mapping also means that the label of the sup of {4,5} in £i is less than or equal to the 
label of the sup of {5,6} in £g.
Lemma 2.12 Homeomorphic embedding is a preorder on T.
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Proof- To prove that homeomorphic embedding is a preorder on T, it will be shown that 
it is a reflexive and transitive relation on T.
•  homeomorphic embedding is reflexive on T
Suppose that there is a tree t =  ((£),<,/>), L). Now map tt : D -)■ D such that 
Vd e D w(d) d and assume x , y  e D:
-  7T is injective
As X = 7r(a;) =  7r(y) =  y, tt is injective.
-  7T is monotonie
Consider x < y where æ, y G D. The mapping gives 7r(z) =  x and 7r(y) =  y 
so æ =  ir{x) < n{y) — y and the mapping is monotonie.
-  TT is sup preserving
The mapping defines 7t{x V y) = x V y = 7t{x) V 7r(y). Thus the mapping is 
sup preserving.
-  7T is label increasing
As n{x) = X ,  L(x) = L ( 7 t ( x ) )  and the mapping is label increasing.
The four conditions for homeomoiphic embedding have been satisfied, so homeo­
morphic embedding is reflexive on T.
• homeomorphic embedding is transitive on T
Let a =  {{Dq,<o,po) ,Lo), b -  ((Di, < i, pi> , Li) and c =  {{D2 , <2 , P2) , L 2) 
be trees. Suppose that there is a mapping ttq : Dq Di such that a Gj- h and a 
mapping tti : Di —f D 2 such that h Q t c. Consider the mapping 7T2 : Dq -> Dg 
where ^ 2  =  ^ 1 ° ttq and assume that x^y e Dq:
-  7T2 is injective
If 7T2(æ) =  7T2(y) then 7ri(7To(æ)) =  7ri(7ro(y)). As tti is injective 7To(æ) =  
7To(y). Therefore æ =  y as ttq is injective.
-  7T2 is monotonie
® < 0  Î/ => 7ro(æ) < 1  7To(y) (ttq is monotonie )
7ri(7ro(a;)) < 2  7Ti(7ro(y)) (tti is monotonie )
7T2(z) <2 7T2(y)
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Therefore 7T2 is monotonie.
-  7T2 is sup-preserving
7Ti (7To(a?) V 7To(y)) =  (7To(æ)) V 7Ti {wo{y)) (as 7Ti is sup preserving)
7ri(7ro(a: V y)) ~  7ri(7ro(o:)) V 7ri(7ro(y)) (as ttq is sup preserving)
7 T 2 ( æ V y )  =  7 T2 ( . r )  V 7 T 2 ( y )
The result comes straight from the definition of 7T2.
-  7T2 is label increasing
As 7To and tti aie label increasing, Lq{x) < Li(7To(a;)) < L2(7Ti(7ro(a;))) =  
T2(7T2(æ)), so 7T2 is label increasing.
As Ç t  is reflexive and transitive on T  it is a preorder on T.  □
2,2.3 Subtrees
The next task is to prove a version of Kmskal’s tree theorem. The version which will 
be proved is the restriction of the theorem which appears in Exercise 2.3.12 of Klop [71] 
pp. 34-36, using the structure and notation of the proof sketched there. The proof which is 
sketched in Klop [71] is rather terse and some of the proof steps omitted, so we present a 
full proof here.
Definition 2.13 Let t = ((D, <, p ) , L) be a tree and suppose D.
•  The nodes i?(d, t) = {p G D\p < d} are called the nodes restricted by d in t.
•  The structure t]_ = {{R{d, t ) , <Ti, d) , Li) is defined to be a subtree of t, where L\ is 
the restriction of L to J7(d, t) and Va, b G R{d^ t){a < b ^  a < t i  b) . If d p then
is called a proper subtree of t.
Now two necessary lemmas about properties of subtrees will be proved.
Lemma 2.14 Let t — ((D, < t p , ) , L) be a tree. Then any subtree o ft is a tree.
17
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Proof- Suppose d G D. The subtree ti =  {{R{d, t) , < t i ,  d ) , Li)  has a finite set of nodes 
as E(d, t) is a subset of D and D is a finite set. The paitial order < t i  on R{d, t) has the 
following properties:
• Vp G R(d, t) {p <Ti d) by the definition of R{d, t) and
• V6,c,/  G R{d,t){{b <Ti c) A (6 < t i  /) )  44^  (c < t i  / )  V ( /  < t i  c ) as ((6 < t  
c) A (6 <T / ) )  <=> (c <T / )  V ( /  <T c).
Thus the subtree ti is a tree. □
Lemma 2.15 Let s = ((Do, < q ,  po), L q )  be a subtree o f the tree t =  ((D i, < i, p i ) , Z-i). 
Then s Ç t  t.
P roof- As s is a subtree of t, Dq Ç Di, there is a map tt : Dq Di such that Vd G 
D q , 7r{d) =  d.
• The mapping is injective
If 7r(æ) =  7r(y) then x — y from the definition of the mapping.
•  The mapping is monotonie
X <Q y ^  X < 1  y from the definition of subtree. As 7t(.t) =  x and 7r(y) =  y the 
result is immediate.
• The mapping is sup preserving
this comes straight from the uniqueness of the supremum and the definition of the 
mapping.
•  The mapping is label increasing
As Lq is a restriction of Li to Dq this is immediate.
Thus s Ç t  t- o
We can now give notation for successor nodes: nodes in a tree which are minimally less 
(with respect to the partial order on the nodes of the tree) than a given node. We will also 
be able to refer uniquely to each argument of a node.
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Definition 2.16 Let t  = ((D, < t ,  p) , L) be a tree and suppose b , d  £ D. 6 is a suc ce sso r  
o f d  in t i f b  < t  d  and Vc G D, 6 < t  c  < t  d => [c= b V  c =  d).
Definition 2.17 The order of a node d G D in a tree t = ((D, < t,p )  , L) is the number of 
nodes b of t such that 6 is a successor of d. This is denoted by 0 (d , t).
Definition 2.18 The branching order of a tree t — ((D, < p ) , L) is
br{t) = m ax{0{d, t)\d £ D}.
The set Tn = {t\br{t) < n ) is called the set o f trees with maximum branching order n (for 
n > 1 ).
Note that n is the fixed maximum branching order for the elements of 7^. 7^ is the set of 
trees for which the embedding theorem will be proved. In the general case, a version of 
Kmskal’s theorem can be proved for sequences of trees in T . This proof will be restricted 
to trees with a fixed branching order, i.e. %,■ From now on in this section, when a tree is 
referred to, this will mean an element of 7^. This restriction is applied to ensure that the set 
of successors for a node in a tree t is bounded.
Notation 2.19 Let t = {{D, < t ,  p ) , L) G Tn- Suppose that {di, dg,. . . ,  d^} are the suc­
cessors o fd £  D in t (m < n). Then, for  1 < 2 < the subtree {{R{di, i), di) , Li) 
is called the ith argument o fd  (denoted Argt[d, i) ),
Notation 2.20 L ett £ Tn- Then |i| is the number o f nodes o f t.
2.2.4 Sequences
Some elementary definitions for sequences are given, and basic properties of these se­
quences are proved. In particular, a theorem due to Higman [59] about a set of equivalent 
notions in the theory of relations will be stated.
Definition 2.21 Let S be a set of symbols.
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•  Let N denote the set of natural numbers, and N* denote the set {z, 2 +  1 , . . Given 
an n G N i let [n] denote the finite set { 1 , 2 , ,  n}, and let [0] denote 0. A  finite 
sequence s of S  is a fimction s : [n] —^ E. We denote this by s =  [siS2 .. .a^). 
The sequence with domain [0] is called the empty sequence and is denoted by e. 
The set of all finite sequences of E is denoted by S*. An infinite sequence f is a 
function t : N i E. The set of all infinite sequences of E is denoted by Ey. We 
call the set 5ey(E) =  E* U E^ the set o f all sequences o fE . If s is a non-empty 
sequence, let S{ denote the zth element of that sequence. We denote an arbitrary 
sequence t — ( tit2 . . . ) and will state if finite or infinite,
•  Let X = [xiX2 . ..) be a (possibly infinite) sequence. Then a finite sequence y is 
called a prefix o fx  if and only if y is the empty sequence or there is a j  such that y — 
{x\X2 .. ‘Xf). Given a sequence x =  (ziaig . . .),  (æ)i denotes the empty sequence 
and for i > 1, (æ)*+i denotes the prefix (æiZ2 .. .æ*),
•  let s =  (siS2 . ..),  i =  {tit2 . ..) be infinite sequences, s is a subsequence of t (written 
s <sub 0  if and only if there are natural numbers ni < rz2 < . . .  such that for all
k G N , s/j — .
•  let i =  (^1^2 . . . ) be a (possibly infinite) sequence of E. Then a finite sequence s is 
a contiguous subsequence of t {s <cs t) if and only if s is the empty sequence or 
s = (5 1 S2 ■ • • Si) and there is a j  G N such that Sk = tk+j for A; =  1 , . . . ,  i,
•  let s =  {siS2 . . . ) , (  =  {tit2 . . .) G Seq{Tn) be infinite sequences of trees, s is said 
to be a subtree sequence of t (written s <ss t) if and only if there are natural numbers 
ni < ii2 < - such that for all G N, Sk is a proper subtree of tn^.
The following definitions are taken from Gallier [43].
Definition 2.22 Given a preorder ■< on A, a non-empty sequence x =  [xiX2 . . .) of A is 
said to be a decreasing chain if Xi >- for all z > 1. It is said to be an antichain if Xi | Xj 
for all 1 < z < 7 . If there are no infinite decreasing chains then >- is said to be terminating. 
If X 3:2 d  - - then x is called a weakly ascending sequence. If a: is a weakly ascending 
sequence and x <sub y, then x is said to be a weakly ascending subsequence o f y. If there is 
an element Xm of x such that there is no n < m  with Xm -< x^, then Xm is called a maximal
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element of x. If there is an element azp of x such that there is no q with p < qxp y  Xg, then 
Xp is called a final element of x.
Definition 2.23 Given a preorder X on A, a sequence (æi.T2 . ..) of A is said to be good 
if 3z < 7 : d  ^ 3 - It is said to be bad otherwise. A preorder ■< is said to be a well
quasi-order (abbreviated wqd) if and only if every infinite sequence of A is good.
Now a number of equivalent properties of infinite sequences can be stated. This theorem is 
essentially Lemma 2.4 and Lemma 2.5 from Gallier [43], but for completeness we present 
the proof here. These equivalent conditions have been extensively studied (as noted in 
Kmskal [75]), especially in Higman [59].
Theorem 2.24 Let < be a preorder on a set A. The following conditions on A are equival­
ent:
1. every infinite sequence is good
2. there are no infinite decreasing chains and no infinite antichains
3. for every infinite sequence x — (æiæ2 . •.), there is a weakly ascending subsequence 
o fx
Proof-
(1) => (2) If X = (xiX2 . . . ) is an infinite sequence, then by (1) it is good; i.e. 3z < j  : X{ :< Xj.
Thus X{ and xj are not incomparable and x is not an antichain. Now suppose that x 
is an infinite decreasing chain. Then VA: > 1 Xk >• Xk+i and Xk+i ^  Xk. From (1), 
however, it is known that 3z < j  : xi X Xj. If j  =  z +  1 there is a contradiction 
immediately. If j  > (z +  1) then Xj y  a:, >~ X{+i y  .. . y  x j - i  y  Xj. So Xj y  x j - i  
by the transitivity of y ,  and there is a contradiction.
(2) (3) Suppose that there is no infinite weakly ascending subsequence of x =  {x\X2 ...).
We split this argument into cases as follows.
Case 1 An element Xg of x occurs infinitely many times.
Then there exists an infinite subsequence {xgXgXs . ..) of æ. This subsequence
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is weakly ascending as Xg :< Xg :< . . .  (X is reflexive on A), and this gives a 
contradiction.
Case 2 Each element of x occurs finitely many times.
We can assume, without loss of generality, that each element of x occurs only 
once, as we can take a subsequence of x in which we only include the last 
occurrence of each of the elements.
Case a There is no maximal element of x.
Thus there is an infinite ascending subsequence of x, which is a contradic­
tion.
Case b There is a maximal element Xi of x.
Denote X{ by yi. Now consider the sequence ...).  If there is
no maximal element of this sequence Case a applies, so a maximal ele­
ment will occur in this sequence, and we denote this by =  Î/2 - 
This constmction continues, and an infinite subsequence y — (yiy2 • • •) 
of X is constmcted. The maximality of the elements used to constmct this 
sequence means that
(*) for each a < b  either y a >- % or y a \yb-
By hypothesis, there are no infinite decreasing chains, and so, in particular, 
there is no infinite decreasing chain which is a subsequence of y.
Case bl There is no final element of y.
There is thus a subsequence of y which is an infinite decreasing chain, 
and this gives us an immediate contradiction.
Case b2 There is a final element yp of y.
Note that % occurs only once. We denote yp by z±. We now look 
at the sequence (yp^.iyp+ 2  . ..). If there is no final element of this 
sequence. Case b l applies, and so we may assume that there will be a 
final element of this sequence, which we denote by Z2 . We can continue 
this construction to obtain an infinite sequence . ..). As this is 
a subsequence of y, we know from (*) that for each a < b either 
Zo >- Zb or Za I zb. As each element of z is a final element of z by 
construction, we have Za | Zb. This gives an immediate contradiction
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to the hypotheses of (2 ), as z is an infinite antichain.
Thus each infinite sequence has a weakly ascending subsequence.
(3) => (1) As there is a weakly ascending subsequence for every sequence x — . « »), there
is i < j  : X i  :< X j .  Thus every infinite sequence is good.
Thus the properties of the theorem are equivalent. □
Example 2.25 Now we show an application of this theorem. The underlying set is the 
natural numbers N, which are preordered (actually totally ordered) by <. It is easy to see 
that condition 2 of the Theorem 2.24 is satisfied. All members of N are comparable (as < 
is a total order) and there are no infinite decreasing sequences (as N has a smallest element,
0). Thus N, equipped with the preorder < has the properties of Theorem 2.24. This fact 
will be used later.
2.2.5 Some Topological Arguments
The proof of the version of Kruskal’s tree theorem for trees with restricted branching order 
proceeds by looking for a minimal counter-example to the statement of the theorem, which 
says that in an infinite sequence t = [tit2 . ..) of trees there i < j  : U tj. The 
next definitions give some properties of these sequences. The definitions from topology are 
standard, and can be found in, for example, Sutherland [118].
Definition 2.26 The function dist : A x  A R>o is a metric on A if Vs, t, G A:
•  dist{s, t) = 0 s — t
• d ist{s,t) = dist{t,s)
• dist{s, t) < dist{s, u) +  dist{u, t)
Definition 2.27 The distance metric on Tfj is defined in the following way: suppose s, t G
T n, where s = (siS2 . . . ) and t = ((1^2 . . . ),  then
dist{s, t) =  2 “* if (s)i =  (t)i but Si
=  0  if s =  A .
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Lemma 2.28 The distance metric is a metric on T f .
Proof- Let x = {x\X2 .. ~  (2/1 ^ 2  • • •) and z =  (ziZ2 . ..) be sequences of trees in T f .
•  dist[x, y) =  0  if and only if æ =  y by definition.
•  The distance metric is defined such that dist{x, y) =  2"* if [x)i =  (y)i and Xi 7  ^y*. 
So (y)i =  (a;)* and yi 7  ^ æ*; hence dist{x^y) =  dist{y,x). If dist[x,y) ~  0 then
X — y and the symmetry of =  gives y = x: thus dist(y^ a:) =  0 .
• There are five cases to consider:
-  First consider the case when æ, y, z  are distinct. Suppose
1 . dist{x^y) — 2~ \
2 . dist{y^z) = 2 ~ f
3. dist{x, z) = 2~^ and
4. 2"* > 2~J +  2~^
Thus the fourth condition gives i < j  and i < k. So now the definition of the 
distance metric and the above conditions say that {x)i = {y)i = (z)*, Xi 7  ^ y, 
and yi = z%. So Xi /  z* and k < i. Thus there is a contradiction and 2"^ < 
2~j 2 “ *.
-  If .T =  y, y 7  ^ z  then dist{x.i y) =  0. Immediately dist{x, z) =  dist{y, z) and 
0 < dist{x, z) +  dist{y, z ) .  The cases where y 7  ^ a;, x = z  and x y ,y  = z 
are proved similarly.
-  If a: =  y =  z  then dist{x^ y) ~  dist{y^ z )  =  dist{x, z) = 0 and 0 < 0 +  0. 
Therefore the distance metric is a metric on 7 ^ . □
Definition 2.29 A metric space is a pair (A, d) where A is a non-empty set and d is a metric 
on A.
Thus a metric space of sequences of trees can be defined. The metric space which is of 
interest is the space M et — (7^ , dist), where dist is the distance metric.
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Definition 2.30 Given a metric space (A, d), a point a £ A  and a positive real number €, 
the e-neighbourhood of a in (A, d) is the set
W(a, e) =  {æ £ A|d(a, z) < e]
Definition 2.31 Given a metric space (A, d) and a subset H  of A, x is a limit point of H  if
W(a;, e)C\{H -  {æ}) 7  ^0 for all € > 0.
Definition 2.32 A subset id of A in a metric space (A, d) is said to be closed under d if x 
is a limit point of H  implies that x £ H.
Now a definition of a minimal sequence of trees can be given (this definition appeal's in 
Klop [71]). It will then be proved that a minimal element for a subset of T f  exists. This 
will then be used to show that the set of bad sequences of T f  has a minimal element and a 
contradiction will be derived from this to show that the set of bad sequences of Tfj is empty.
Definition 2.33 Let M  Ç T f  and t — (ii i2 • • •) G M. Then t is minimal in M  if (Vs £ 
M )((\fk £ Ni)(s)a: =  (t)k ^  lAjfe! < |8 &|).
Notation 2.34 Let M  C such that M  7  ^ 0, and i G N  then
Mirii{M) — min{\mi\ | (mim2 . ..) G M }
Note here that for M  7  ^0, M ini (M) will be non empty for any i.
Definition 2.35 A nest o f subsets o f M  C T f  (where M  is non-empty) is defined as fol­
lows: M  D M l D M 2 2  • • • where:
Ml =  {(?7%im2 ...) G M  I |mi| =  M ini{M )}
and for i > 1 :
Mi — {(mimg ...) G M*_i | |m^| =  M in fiM i-i)}
Definition 2.36 Let (A, d) be a metric space and 5  C A. The set cl{S) = SU  S ' is called 
the closure o f S where S ' consists of all the limit points of S.
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Note here that a result from standard topology texts (see, for example, Sutherland [118], for 
the theorem and proof) says that cl{S) is a closed set.
Lemma 2.37 Let C be the set o f bad sequences o fT f .  Then C is closed under the distance 
metric.
Proof- Let x ~  {xiX2 . . . ) be a limit point of C  and suppose that x ^ C. Then 3i < j  : 
Xi C t  (Kj. So Vy G C, y does not have the prefix (æ)j+i (or else there would be two trees 
which occur in the sequence y and which are homeomorphically embedded). So Vy G C 
dist{x, y) > Now choose c > 0 such that 2“ (^ '+^ ) > e. Thus Vy G C,æ ^ iV(y, e)
and there is a contradiction as x is not a limit point of C. Thus C  is closed under the distance 
metric. □
Lemma 2.38 Let M  Ç T^ be non-empty and closed under the distance metric. Then there 
is a minimal element in M.
Proof- Construct a nest of subsets of M  so that M  3 Mi 3  M2 3  .. . .  Now consider 
a sequence p =  (pipg .. .) in which |pi| =  M m i(M )  and |p, | =  M m ^M ^-i) for z > 1 . 
Then p G f] cA(Mi). As M  is closed and so are the cl {Mi), we have f | cl (Mi) Ç M. So 
p £ M  and p is minimal by constmction. □
2.2.6 Proof of KruskaPs Tree Theorem
This section shows that every sequence of trees is good by showing that a minimal counter­
example does not exist. The following sequence of lemmas follows the outline of Klop [71], 
in particular Lemmas 2.39 and 2.40 and Theorem 2.42 appeal- in that proof. We also fill in 
the details omitted from that proof.
Lemma 2.39 Let t ~  (^1^2 • • •) be a minimal element o f the set C  o f bad sequences o fT f^  
Suppose s — {s\S2 . . . )  < 5 5 1, then 3e < /  : Sg Çy sy.
Proof- As s < 5 5  t there is an i such that si is a proper subtree of U. Consider the sequence 
V ~  ( ti t2 . . .  ti^ is iS 2 . . . ) =  (viV2 . ..). This is not in C  as i was defined to be a minimal
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element in M , (v)i =  {t)i and < \ti\. So as v is not in C  there are two elements of the 
sequence v, a < b : v^ , Q t These two elements can not both occur in the segment (u)  ^
as there are no two elements o ft, c < cl ; tc E t  id- Now suppose that tg E t  Sj. But Sj is a 
proper subtree of some (so by Lemma 2.15 Sj E t  tk ) and thus by the transitivity of the 
homeomorphic embedding relation on T , tg E t  tk- Again there is a contradiction. Thus 
there must be some e <  /  : Sg E t  <s/. □
Lemma 2.40 Let t = [tit2 -. )  be a minimal element o f the set C o f bad sequences o fT ^ . 
For each infinite sequence s ~  {siS2 . . . ) such that s is a subtree sequence o ft  there is a 
subsequence r — (z'lrg .. .) o fs  such that E t  ^'2 E t __
Proof- Look for a proof by contradiction. Suppose that there is no infinite sequence r such 
that r  is a weakly ascending subsequence of s. There is a maximal element of s as there 
would be an immediate contradiction if this were not tiue. Say that the maximal element 
is Si. If this did not occur finitely many times, there would be a subsequence {sis i . ..) of 
s, which is weakly ascending as E t  is a reflexive relation on 7 ^. So we can choose a final 
occurrence of i which we will denote We say =  zq. We now consider the sequence 
• • •)• Again, as there is no infinite ascending subsequence of this sequence, a 
maximal element =  V2 exists. We continue this constmction and form a sequence 
(rirg • • •) • Lemma 2.39 says that there is e < /  ; 7'g E t  this contradicts the maximality 
of the elements which were chosen to constmct r. □
Lemma 2.41 Let t\ = ((Di, <i , p i ) , Li) and (g =  ((Dg, < 2 , P2) , Tg) £.Tnbe trees such 
that the following conditions hold:
•  Li(pi) < 7,2(pg)
•  k = 0 (pi, ti)  < 0 (p2 ,ig)
•  there exist maps tti, ^g , . . . ,  tt  ^such that Argt^ (pi, m) is homeomorphically embed­
ded in Argt^ (pg, m) via Wm (1 < rn < k).
Then ti E t  2^ -
Proof- There is a map tt : Di —^ Dg such that:
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1. 7t(pi) =  p2
2 . map all other nodes in exactly the same way as tti, TTg,. . . ,  tt/s
» The mapping is injective
immediate from the uniqueness of the root and the fact that the mapping of the aigu- 
ments is injective.
•  The mapping is monotonie
from the mapping of the arguments of the root and the definition of the root.
•  The mapping is sup preserving 
There are two cases:
1. the nodes are in the same argument of the root (or at least one is the root itself). 
In this case the mapping on the arguments and the definition of the root gives 
the result.
2. the nodes are in different arguments of the root, æ V y =  pi, so it is mapped 
to pg. X and y are mapped to separate arguments of the root of ig. and so 
7r(æ) V 7r(y) =  pg.
•  The mapping is label increasing
this is an immediate property of the mapping.
□
Theorem 2.42 Let C  be the set of bad sequences o fT f .  Then C =  0.
P roof-  Suppose the hypothesis is not true. By Lemma 2.37, the set C  is closed under 
the distance metric, and we can then apply Lemma 2.38 to choose a minimal element t — 
(iiig . . . )  of C. Suppose the roots and the labelling functions of , ig , . . .  are zq, rg, . . .  and 
Li, Lg, . . .  respectively. There is now a sequence of at most n +  2 steps which refines the 
sequence to a subsequence at each stage. These refinements will give us a contradiction:
1. by Example 2.25 there is a subsequence t' =  {t f j  o f t  such that
{ L iir ^ L jir j) . . . )  S:was (Li(ri)Lg ( r g ) . . . ) .
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2. by Example 2.25 a subsequence t" — {tah . ..) of t' can be chosen such that we 
get the following: (0(rq, ta )0 {n , tb) . ..) <was (0 (n ,  ti)0 {rj, tj) . ..). Thus the 
number of arguments of each of the trees in the sequence is weakly ascending.
3. now consider the first arguments of the roots of the trees in t". Let rg, . . .  be 
the roots of ta, 4 , - . .  respectively. The sequence {Argtfiva, l)Argt^{rb, 1) . . . )  is 
a subtree sequence of the minimal bad sequence t, and so by Lemma 2.40 there is a 
weakly ascending subsequence of these arguments. So now consider the subsequence 
t"' = {tfiw . . . ) of t" such that
1) E t  1) Er • • •
Similarly a subsequence t '"  = {tctd . . . ) of t"' can be found such that Argtfirc, 2) E t  
2) E t  • • - This ‘refining’ of the sequence can be continued for all arguments 
of the roots of the remaining trees. There will be at most n of these steps as the branching 
order for the trees is restricted to n. There is now a contradiction directly from Lemma 2.41 
and (7 =  0. □
Corollary 2.43 A Restricted Version of KruskaFs Tree Theorem
Every infinite sequence o f trees ofTn is good under the preorder E t-
P roof- This comes directly from Theorem 2.42 and Theorem 2.24. As the set of bad se­
quences for T f  is the empty set, then every infinite sequence is good: this satisfies condition 
1 of Theorem 2.24. □
The restriction that we would only work with trees with restricted branching order was used 
in the proof of Theorem 2.42, and ensured that we only needed to look at finitely many 
subtrees of a given tree.
2.3 Highlights o f Embedding Theorems
In this section we will discuss the history of the well quasi-order and the ‘homeomorphic 
embedding’ theorems. These concepts appear in many different contexts, as was noted in 
Kruskal [75], and so appear to be fundamental in many areas of mathematics. The results 
will be stated, and references to where the proofs can be found will be given. We will
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discuss some of the applications of this theory and also give examples of embedding and 
non-embedding.
The notion of the well quasi-order has been around at least since Janet [64] (as noted by 
Lescanne [79] and Gallier [43]). The first of the embedding theorems was proved by Hig­
man [59] and is for strings. Higman proves Theorem 2.24 which characterises a number of 
properties which are equivalent to the wqo. The motivation for this was to simplify some 
previous work about embedding group algebras in division rings.
Definition 2.44 Let X be a preorder on a set A. The preorder C, which is called string 
embedding, on A* is defined as follows;
•  e Q u for each u £ A* and
• if u = {uiU2 .. .Um) and v = (uiug .. with 1 < m  < n, then u C v i f  and only 
if there are integers j i ,  7 2 , ■ • •, jm  such that 1 < < 7 2  . . .  < 7'm < M and
“^ 32 5 • • •  >
As an example of this, suppose we have the usual ordering on natural numbers <. Then 
111 E 2102 as 1 < 2, 1 < 1 and 1 < 2. It is also possible to see that 111 g  202. The 
following theorem is due to Higman [59]:
Theorem 2.45 Lef ■< be a wqo on a set A. Then E is a wqo on A*.
A restricted form of Kmskal’s tree theorem was proved in the last section. The unrestricted 
version (i.e. where there is no fixed branching order) was proved in Kruskal [74]. The 
statement of the theorem is as follows:
Theorem 2.46 Let {ti t2 . . . )  be an infinite sequence o f trees in T. Then < 7 : h E t ij
This result has many applications in logic and computer science. For instance, it is used to 
show that orderings on terms are well founded, and so can be used to show the termination 
of sets of rewrite rules in Knuth-Bendix completion (see, for example, Dershowitz and 
Jouannaud [37]). Gallier [43] looks extensively at the proof theoretic aspects of Kruskal’s
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tree theorem, and in particulai' the relationship between the theorem and a countable ordinal. 
To-
The previous section gave examples of homeomorphic embedding for trees, so we will 
restrict ourselves to an example of non-embedding for trees, which we shall present here 
in usual term notation. We will show below that the corresponding definition of ordering 
for graphs does allow the two trees to be related. This example shows the nodes of the 
trees, and it can easily be checked that ti = a{b, d, e) does not homeomoiphically embed 
in ig =  c(d, e)) for any labelling. This is a direct consequence of the sup preserving 
condition in the homeomorphic embedding relation.
A similar result to Kruskal’s tree theorem has been proved for classes of graphs: these res­
ults are called graph-minor theorems. Robertson and Seymour have published many papers 
on this subject (a survey of results and where to find the proofs can be found in Robertson 
and Seymour [105]). There are, for example, graph minor theorems for undirected graph 
and hypergraphs. One of the major applications of this work is that any class of graphs 
which is closed under taking minors is determined by a finite set of ‘forbidden minors’. An 
instance of this is the Kuratowski-Wagner theorem (see e.g. Cameron [20]) which states 
that a graph is planar if and only if it does not contain A's or 7 3^ ,3 as a minor. We will define 
the relation ‘is a minor of’ for undirected graphs, where an undirected graph is defined to be 
r  =  (V, E) where V is a set of vertices and D is a set of edges. We will define a (directed) 
graph later in this thesis (Section 3.2). We start first with the definition of a graph minor:
Definition 2.47 Let T =  (y, E) be an undirected graph with e =  {.t, y} £ E  and z ^ V. 
Then we define:
•  deletion of e to be the construction of the undirected graph T — { e }  =  {V ,E  — { e } )
•  contraction of e to be the construction of the undirected graph r/{ e}  =  (Vi, E-f) 
where:
-  Vi = (y-{a?,y})U{z}
-  to obtain E i, for each edge f  £ E  replace each occurrence of x or y by z
An undirected graph To is a minor of an undirected graph F if it can be obtained from F by
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a series of deletions and contractions. The relation is a minor of on a class of undirected 
graphs will be denoted Cp.
It can be seen here why there is currently no corresponding theorem for labelled graphs. If 
the graphs were labelled, the contraction constmction in the definition means that there is 
a ‘choice’ of which label to take for the ‘new’ contracted node. We state the Robertson- 
Seymour theorem as in Cameron [20].
Theorem 2.48 Let C be a class o f graphs which is closed under taking minors. Then there 
is a finite set S  o f graphs with the property that F £ C if and only if  no member o f S  is a 
minor o f F.
The following example will show that there is a difference between ‘is a minor of’ on a 
class of graphs and the way that we have defined the homeomorphic embedding relation for 
trees. We can constmct undirected graphs from the trees we defined in the non-embedding 
example for Kmskal’s theorem.
Tfi =  ({a,& ,d,e},{{a,6},{a,d},{a,e}})
From the way the relation is defined, it is possible to see that Cp Ft^ •
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3 An Introduction to Proof Diagrams
3.1 Introduction
Logicians typically use proof trees to represent the proofs of formulae. This representation 
has the advantage that it is easy to follow. However, proof trees are not so well suited for 
representing proofs in which a formula occurs more than once. Programs which imple­
ment, for instance, Knuth-Bendix completion and Grobner bases can ‘prove’ formulae in 
many different ways. This chapter introduces a method to represent the executions of such 
programs. These execution traces correspond to proofs of given formulae. Proofs of facts 
here are represented by graphs and stractures called proof diagrams, which are like ordered 
hypergraphs.
Section 3.2 introduces notation and definitions for graphs (as given in Barendregt et al [8 ]). 
We introduce an embedding theorem, like the one for trees in Section 2.2, for a class of dir­
ected acyclic graphs (DAGs). This is different from the graph minor theorem of Robertson 
and Seymour [105] as it depends on the notion of homeomorphic embedding for trees, 
which was discussed in Chapter 2. This theory means that local structure can be ‘thrown 
away’ from this class of DAGs. This notion of throwing away structure characterises the use 
of a heuristic in this thesis: we wish to ‘quickly’ derive useful facts by missing out complex 
intermediate substracture in our proofs of facts (see Section 1.1.3 for more details).
The concept of the proof diagram is introduced in Section 3.3.1. Some basic definitions 
for propositional resolution from a given set of clauses are given in Section 3.3.2. This is 
used as an example throughout this chapter. A graphical soundness condition is introduced 
in order to reason about, and represent, the proof of a given formula. A way to map proof 
diagrams onto graphs is given in Section 3.3.4. By viewing a proof P  of a fact a as a graph, 
one can reason about the local properties of the proof of a; for instance the ancestry of 
a particular fonnula. This dependency is obviously very important when trying to define 
‘shortcuts’ through the search space. These two structures are used to introduce the concept 
of a proof P  of a fact a being minimal with respect to a proof P  of a in Section 3,3.5. In this 
case, it is not just a single shortest proof of a which is being looked for, but various shortest 
proofs of a which have different structures. It is through analysing these different proofs of 
a that common stmcture can be found and new heuristics developed. We then prove some
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simple consequences of the definitions mtroduced in this chapter.
Section 3.6 gives a proof that the set of proofs P  of a which are minimal with respect 
to certain proofs P  of a is finite. The class of proof diagrams which have this property 
have two necessary restrictions: the number of facts that can be derived in one step from a 
given set of facts is finite and any particular fact can only be derived by a finite number of 
inferences.
3.2 Graphs and a Version of KruskaFs Theorem
This section will develop an embedding theorem for a class of directed acyclic graphs 
(DAGs) by using Kruskal’s tree theorem, which was proved in Chapter 2. Basic defini­
tions for graphs, paths and an unravelling function (see Baiendregt et al [8 ]) are given and 
some elementary properties of graphs are proved.
3.2.1 Graphs
The definition from Barendregt et al [8 ] for graphs is first given. Note that in Barendregt 
et al [8 ] all graphs are rooted. Here all graphs will be rooted as well. We will introduce 
the concept of a rooted graph, in which there are added restrictions to the root, later in this 
section. DAGs are defined and it is proved that there are finitely many paths in a DAG.
Definition 3.1 A directed graph over N is a 4-tuple (N, lab, succ, r) comprising a finite 
non-empty set N  called the nodes of the graph, a function lab \ N  -y N , n function 
succ : N  N* and a distinguished node r £ N  called the root.
Example 3.2 As an example, consider the graph G = ({a, 6, c}, lab, succ, a) where:
•  lab{a) = 1, lab{b) =  2 and lab{c) = 3 and
•  succ(a) = (bbc), succ(b) — (c) and succ(c) =  e.
Figure 2  shows the graphical representation of G.
Note that this definition of graph is more like the standard definition of a multigraph: 
namely, there can be more than one edge between each pair of nodes; e.g. in Example
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a
b c
Figure 2: Graphical representation of G
3.2 succ{a) =  (6 6 c) means that there are two edges from a to 6 . Also the function lab is 
not necessarily injective: we may have the same label for two different nodes in a graph G. 
From now on a directed graph will be referred to as a graph.
Definition 3.3 Let G — (N, lab, succ, r) be a graph.
1. If succ{n) = ( n i . . .  for n £ N , then each m (1 < i < m) is called a successor 
of n.
2. A path in G is a sequence { n i .. .Um), (m > 1 ), where each iik+i is a successor of 
Uk (I < k < m  -  1), n i , . , . ,  Um ^ N . The path is said to be from ni to and the 
length of the path is m -  1. The set of all paths in G is denoted Paths{G).
3. A rooted path is a path which starts at r,
4. A cycle is a path of length greater than 0 from a node n to itself. G is said to be cyclic 
if it contains such a path,
5. G is acyclic if no path is a cycle; such a graph is called a DAG.
The rooted paths in G from Example 3.2 are E =  {(u), {ab), {abc), {ac)}, the paths which 
are not rooted paths are R = {(6 ), (c), (6 c)}, and so the set Paths{G) =  jR U Ë. It is easy 
to check that G is a DAG.
Now we wish to prove some lemmas about the set Paths{G) when G is a DAG. These 
lemmas will be used to show that it is possible to construct, from an arbitrary DAG, a DAG 
in which the root has the following two properties: there are no nodes of which the root is a 
successor and there is at least one path from the root to each node.
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Lemma 3.4 Let p =  {piP2 .. .)bea path in a graph G. Then every contiguous subsequence 
q — {qi .. .qk) o f p is also a path in G.
Proof- Suppose that q is not a path in G. Then there is an i such that %+% is not a successor 
of qi (i > 1). That means there is a node pi+j+i which is not a successor of pi+j in the path 
p, and there is a contradiction. Thus all contiguous subsequences of a path p are also paths 
in G. □
Lemma 3.5 Let G =  [N , lab, succ, r) be a DAG. Then there are finitely many distinct 
paths in G.
Proof— As G is acyclic, there is no path of the form {n .. .n). So each path contains at 
most one occurrence of each element of N . Thus if N  has I elements, there will be at most 
^ L i  (1) paths, where i ranges over the length of the sequence. □
3.2.2 Sources in Graphs
Now we will define a subset of the nodes of a graph which have desirable properties. These 
nodes turn out to be very important when defining a rooted DAG.
Definition 3.6 Let G =  {N, lab, succ, r) be a graph. A node n £ N  is defined to be a 
source if Vp £ N , n is not a successor of p. The set 5(G) =  {?% e iV| n is a source } is 
called the sources ofG.
For instance, in Example 3.2, a is a source and 5(G) =  {a}. In fact, it can be shown that, 
for any DAG, the set of sources is non-empty.
Lemma 3.7 Let G =  {N, lab, succ, r) be a DAG. Then 5(G) 7^  0.
Proof- Lemma 3.5 guaiantees that Paths{G) is a finite set. If there was an element p of 
this set which was of infinite length, then Lemma 3.4 says that each contiguous subsequence 
of p is also a path in G. So there would be infinitely many paths, which is a contradiction. 
Thus there will be a longest element of Paths{G)\ say this is p =  ( p i .. .pk). Thus pi is
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not the successor of any node (if it were, the path p could be extended and p would not be 
the longest path). Hence pi £ S  {G) . □
We also note here that the set S  (G) in a DAG G is finite. This follows immediately from 
the fact that the set of nodes of G is finite. Next the concept of a rooted DAG is introduced. 
We will be able to use the definition of the sources of the graph and the above lemma to 
construct a rooted DAG from an arbitrary DAG.
Definition 3.8 A graph G — {N, lab, succ, r) is called a rooted graph if it has the following 
properties;
1. there is at least one path from r to each node,
2. r  is a source
We call a graph G a rooted DAG if G is a rooted graph and G is a DAG.
Definition 3.9 Let G — (N, lab, succ, p) be a DAG and 5 (G) =  {si, 5 2 , ■ • • i H r ^  N  
the sourced structure o f G is defined as follows: Sourced{G) =  (A Ù {r}, labi, succi,r) 
where N  is as in G, labi and succi extend lab and succ such that labi (?') is any element of 
N and succi{r) = (siS2 .. .gj).
Lemma 3.10 Let G = {N, lab, succ, d) be a DAG. Then Sourced[G) is a rooted DAG.
P roo f-  The set N  Ù {r} is finite as N  is finite. As succ\ and lab\ are defined on all 
elements of N Ù {r} ,  the sourced stmcture is a graph. Suppose that there was a node I £ N  
such that there was no path from r to I. Look at all paths on which I lies. Suppose that I 
is a source in G, then there is a path from r  to  ^ in Sourced{G) as Ms a successor of r in 
Sourced{G), which is a contradiction. Now there must be a path from a source node to I 
in G. This source node will be a successor of r in Sourced{G), and so there will be a path 
from r to I, and again there is a contradiction. Thus there is a path from r to each node. 
r is a source in the graph as the definition shows that there is no node of which r is the 
successor. Suppose it was not a DAG. As G is a DAG, any cycle must include the node r, 
but r  is a source and so there is a contradiction. Thus the sourced stmcture of G is a rooted 
DAG. □
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Thus a question about an arbitrary DAG can be transformed into a question about a rooted 
DAG by carrying out the construction of the sourced structure. We will concentrate on 
proving an embedding theorem for rooted DAGs in the next section.
3.2.3 Homeomorphic Embedding for Rooted DAGs
Now a definition for unravelling a graph will be given. This is a useful constmction, as 
an embedding theorem (like Kmskal’s theorem for trees) will be proved. We do this by 
defining a version of the homeomoiphic embedding relation for rooted DAGs in terms of 
unravelling and the homeomorphic embedding relation for trees. The following definition 
is taken from Barendregt et al [8].
Definition 3.11 Let G — (N, lab, succ, r) be a DAG. The unravelling o fG , the stmcture 
U{G) =  {Nu{g)^  ^o,^u{G)i succu^G)j ru(G))y cau be defined in the following way:
•  the rooted paths of G are the nodes of U (G)
•  rj7 (G) is thepath (?').
• Given a path p = ( r n i . . .  iim) in G, labu[G){p) =  lab{nm) and
• Given a path p =  (rni G, succu g^) [p] =  (Pi • • • PA:) where pi is the result 
of appending the zth element of swcc(n^) to p.
Note here that the rooted paths of G are not necessarily distinct. In Figure 2, there are two 
rooted paths of the form (ab) and two of the form (abc). Both pairs of rooted paths must be 
considered when unravelling the graph, and each of these paths is a node in the unravelling 
of the graph. We look back at the graph in Figure 2 as an example.
The rooted paths of G are the sequences of nodes (a), (ab), (ab), (ac), (abc) and (abc), and 
these will be the nodes of the graph U(G). The root of U (G) is (a).
• lab[/(G}((< )^) ~  lab(a) = 1, labi/(G)((^^)) = lo,b(b) =  2 (for both occurrences 
of (ab)), labjj(^ Q>^ ((ac)) ~  lab(c) — 3 and labjjf^Q^((abc)) = lab(c) = 3 (for both 
occurrences of (a6c)).
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U(G) = 1 (a)
3 (abc) 3 (abc)
Figure 3: Unravelling a graph
• succu(G){{f^)) — ((&6)(uc)) succf/(G«)((«&)) =  ((u6c)) (for both occuiTences of 
(a6)), sricC[/(G)((«c)) =  c and g'UcC[;(G)((u6c)) =  e (for both occurrences of (abc)).
It is easy to see that a partial order on the nodes of U (G) is obtained in this example by 
looking at the prefixes of the nodes of U (G). This will be used in the next lemma to show 
that an unravelled rooted DAG may be regarded as a tree.
Lemma 3.12 Let G =  {Ni, labi, succi, r) be a rooted DAG, then the unravelling ofG , 
U (G) =  {N, lab, succ, r), may be regarded as a tree.
Proof- The structure of U (G) can be translated in the following way to the structure of a 
tree t — {{D, <t , f r ) , Lt ). Let N  ~  D  and the function lab translate to the function L t . 
The root of t will be the path (r). The set D  will be finite as Lemma 3.5 guarantees that a 
DAG has a finite number of distinct paths: the rooted paths are the nodes of U (G).
Define the partial order <t  as follows: a <t  b if and only if 6 is a prefix of a. As all nodes 
of U (G) are rooted paths every node of U (G) will have (r) as a prefix. From the way the 
partial order has been defined, n <t  (r) for all nodes n £ D. Now suppose that b <t  c 
and b <t  d fov b ,c,d  £ D. So 6 is a sequence (rni • • •'«'m) and both c and d are prefixes 
of 6. As 6 is a fixed sequence, either c is a prefix of d or d is a prefix of c; i.e. c < t  d or 
d <T c. So D  is finite and has a partial order with the properties required by Definition 2.5. 
Hence U (G) may be regarded as a tree. □
We now use the definition of homeomoiphic embedding (for trees) to define the homeo­
morphic embedding which we are interested in.
Definition 3.13 Let G i, G 2 be rooted DAGs. Gi is said to be homeomorphically embedded 
in G 2 (denoted Gi Cg Gg) if and only if C/(Gi) Ç t UijGf). The relation Cg is called the
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U(G) U(H)
Figure 4: An example of rooted DAG embedding 
homeomorphic embedding relation on rooted DAGs,
Figure 4 gives an example of the homeomorphic embedding relation for rooted DAGs by 
showing how U(G) is homeomoiphically embedded as a tree in U{H).  The dotted arrows 
show how the nodes can be mapped (for simplicity only the labels of the graph are shown; 
each label is associated with a node). Below it is shown that Kmskal’s theorem can be 
extended to rooted DAGs,
Lemma 3.14 The relation Cq is a preorder on rooted DAGs.
Proof- This follows immediately from the fact that Ç t is a preorder on trees, □
Theorem 3.15 An Embedding Theorem for Rooted DAGs
Let {gig2 * • •) be an infinite sequence o f rooted DAGs. Then 3% < j  G N  such that gi Qg gj.
Proof- The finite DAGs can be unravelled to obtain an infinite sequence of trees ((ifg . , ,) 
(from Lemma 3.12), Kmskal’s tree theorem (Corollary 2,46) can be applied to this sequence 
of trees to say that there exists i < j  with ti Qt  tj. So, by definition, gi is homeomorphic­
ally embedded in gj as rooted DAGs, □
This theorem states that rooted DAGs have property 1 of Theorem 2,24, Thus rooted DAGs 
have all the equivalent properties of Theorem 2,24,
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3.3 Proofs of Facts as Graphs
This section will develop a theory of ‘proofs of facts as graphs’. The notions of proof 
diagrams and proof graphs are introduced so that one can reason about the ‘good’ proofs 
of a fact a which occur in a proof of a which contains many redundancies. Some simple 
consequences of these definitions will then be proved. We informally define prepositional 
resolution from a given set of clauses in Section 3.3.2, and will use this throughout this 
section as an extended example.
3.3.1 Proof Diagrams
Some basic definitions aie now given which relate inference systems and proof in logic to 
certain types of graphs.
Definition 3.16 A system Syst = {Symb^ V, consists of:
1. An alphabet of symbols Symb
2. A set $  of finite strings of these symbols, called well-formed formulae ox facts
3. A subset F  of P  (€>) x $ , called the inferences over <I>. An element u € F  is denoted 
V = (A; 6) where A £ P  ($) and b £ $ . The axioms of V  are defined to be the set 
Tn = {(A;6)|A=0}.
4. An equivalence relation »  on $
Informally, an inference system is being modelled (see, for instance, Hamilton [52]) where 
V  is the set of all valid inferences: i.e. instances of an inference rule using appropriate 
notions of substitution, variable naming and so on. The equivalence relation on f  allows us, 
if necessary, to simplify the structure by calling some facts equivalent, to incorporate, for 
example, notions of equivalence up to permutation.
It now seems that In  is a poor choice of notation for the axioms; it was originally meant to 
stand for Initial Inferences.
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Definition 3.17 Let Syst =  {Symb^ %) be a system. A proof diagram F  is a subset 
of V. A  proof subdiagram o f a proof diagram F i s a  subset of F. Let |F | denote the 
cardinality of the proof diagram F.
Note here that F  can be empty, and in this case {F| =  0. At this stage, there is no notion 
of ‘proof of a fact’: this will be defined in Section 3.6. From now on, when we mention a 
proof diagram F , we will be assuming the existence of a system.
3.3.2 A System for Propositional Resolution
In this section, the basic notions for propositional resolution from a given set of clauses will 
be infoimally defined. The notation and structure of Jager [63] will be used. This is then 
used so that a system (as in Definition 3.16) for propositional resolution from a given set of 
clauses can be stated, and this will be used in the rest of Section 3.3 as an extended example.
We start our informal definition of propositional resolution from a given set of clauses with 
some definitions for building logical formulae.
Definition 3.18 Suppose we have the following propositional symbols: the alphabet of pro- 
positional variables; the symbol ' for forming the complements of the propositional vaii- 
ables; the propositional constants T (true) and 1. (false); and the propositional connectives 
A (and) and V (or). Then we can inductively gon&vaie, formulae as follows:
• all propositional variables, their complements and propositional constants are 
formulae
• if A and B  are formulae, then so are A V F  and A A F
Negation is now introduced for arbitrary formulae. We do this through the complements of 
propositional variables, de Morgan’s laws and double negation.
Definition 3.19 If A is a propositional vaiiable then -lA =  A', ->A' =  A. We also have 
-iT =  _L, -i-L =  T, -i(A V F) =  -lA A -iF, -i(A A F) =  -lA V -iF.
The semantics of classical propositional logic is based on the two tmth values T  (true) and 
F  (false).
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Definition 3.20 A tmth function is a function r  which assigns a tmth value to every for­
mula, such that the following conditions are satisfied:
• T(T) =  T. t (A' )  — T i l  and only if r{A) = F
•  r (AW B) — T  if and only if r{A)  =  T  or t { B )  — T,
•  t { A  a  B) = T  if and only if r  (A) =  T  and r(B)  — T,
A formula A is called satisfiable if r(A) =  T  for some truth function r.
We now introduce the notion of formulae in conjunctive normal form (CNF). In principle, 
any formula is equivalent to a formula in CNF. However, the conversion of a formula into 
CNF is an exponentially complex process, so for the method to be feasible we choose to 
start with the formula in CNF.
Definition 3.21 A formula is said to be in conjunctive normal form  (CNF) if it is a conjunc­
tion Cl A C 2 A . . .  of disjunctions Cp =  Lp,i V V ...,  where each Lj^k is a propositional 
variable or is the complement of a propositional variable. Each of the C» is called a clause. 
We denote the empty clause by / / .
The inference rule ' p r r  ' ,  the propositional resolution rule from a given set of clauses, is 
stated below.
\^^%VA VkakVA' mfm emerukprr --------------------------------
where A, A', F js , Dks aie propositional variables and their complements.
The next definition gives the stmcture of the inferences which we wish to model with the 
aid of proof diagrams. This will correspond to the ‘edges’ in the graphical representation of 
the proof diagram.
Definition 3.22 The clause Vj^jVVfcFfcis said to be a resolvent of the clauses Vj F j V A 
and Va; D k^A ', and the process of adding a resolvent of two clauses is said to be a resolution 
step.
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Suppose we aie given an initial formula S  in CNF. Resolvents are calculated from pairs 
of clauses in S, these new clauses are then appended to S  and the procedure continues 
iteratively. We will denote by Res{S) the set which contains each clause which can be 
obtained by 0 or more applications of p r r .  The next theorem is essential in the use of the 
resolution method as a proof procedure. A proof can be found in Gallier [44].
Theorem 3.23 Let S  be a formula in CNF Then
S  is satisfiable f f  ^  Res{S)
We will now define a system (as in Definition 3.16) for propositional resolution. We are 
only modelling propositional resolution from a given set of clauses C: no semantics is given 
in this definition. Suppose we are given a set of propositional vaiiables, their complements 
and propositional constants, we can define a system {Symb, %:) as follows;
•  Symb  is the set of propositional symbols, their complements and propositional 
constants,
•  =  Symb"". Each non-empty f  =  X Y  Z . . .  £ ^  denotes a clause X \ ! Y  M Z __
• V  contains inferences of the form (0; for each £ C and all instances of the 
resolution step; i.e. instances of the inference v = { {XA‘, Y  A}; X Y ) .  We represent 
the inference
F i  V . . .  V Fm V A V . . .  V V A'
B i V  . . . V  B m V  DiW . . .W Dn
by the inference ( { F i . . .  F^A ,  F i . . .  D„A'}; F i . . .  F ^ D i . . .  Dn)
•  The equivalence relation defines the structure sharing of the nodes in the graph-like 
stmcture. So in the propositional resolution example, an obvious equivalence to use is 
the equality of the sets of the elements which occur in a clause, e.g. AB ' B ' A 'B A ' A  % 
A A 'B B ' (as {A, F% B', A \ F , A} =  {A, A% F , F'}).
There aie, of course, other definitions for system which could be made. For instance, the 
equivalence relation «  could be defined as follows; Wx,y £ ^ , x  ^  y if and only if æ =  y 
as finite sequences. In this case A ' X  and A  A' will not be identified and thus the inferences 
{{XA' ,  Y  A}] X Y )  and {{A'X,  FA}; X Y )  will be different.
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A’ B ’ AB’
Figure 5: A proof diagram in propositional resolution
Now an example will be given which will be developed to explain the structures in this 
section. We will use propositional resolution from a given set of clauses, for which the 
only inference mle is given above, and will have as initial clauses AB ', B , A', and A'B '. 
A proof diagram such as S  can be generated. Figure 5 is a graphical representation of the 
proof diagram
S =  {(0; A B '), (0; B ), (0; A'), (0; A 'B '), ({A', AB'}; B '),
({AB', B}; A), ({A 'B', A}; B '), ({B', B}; / / ) ,  ({A 'B ', B}; A')}
The edges in a graphical representation of a proof diagram are different to those in most 
graph-like structures, where an edge is a directed line between two nodes. Here an edge 
is a set of directed lines from each member of a set of nodes to a single node. This is 
represented by the set of lines converging on a single arrowhead. For example, there is an 
edge that connects each of the assumptions A 'B ', A  to the conclusion B'.
3.3.3 Proofs of facts
This section introduces the concept of proofs of facts for proof diagrams. First it will be 
necessary to refer to the set of facts which occur in the proof diagram.
Definition 3.24 Let P  be a proof diagram. The set o f facts which occur in P  is defined to 
be the set F[P)  =  { /  E $ |3(B ; s) E F  such that f  Ç. Rov f  — s}.
The next definition gives a way to ‘throw away’ structure in a proof diagram, and is essential 
in the definition of proof of a fact below, as it will avoid the possibility of having cycles in
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proof graphs.
Definition 3.25 Let P  be a proof diagram and a e F{P).  The proof diagram restricted to 
a is defined as follows: P  \  {a} =  {(C; 6) e F |n  #  6 and a ^ C } .
Note here that as we allow a proof diagram P  to be empty, this notion is well defined. A 
graphical condition which will correspond to a notion of proof of a fact will now be given. 
This is not meant to have a proof theoretic meaning, but to show a global dependency on 
the proof diagram. The definition is such that there must be some justified ‘route’ back to 
the axioms from the fact which is proved.
Definition 3.26 Let F  be a proof diagram and a € F (F ). The proposition P roo f {P, a) 
is true if and only if (0; a) G F, or there is an inference (F; a) € F  such that P roo f {P \  
{a}, b) is true for all b e B. P roo f {P, a) is false otherwise. If P roo f (P, a) is tme, then 
we call F  a proof of a.
For example, in Figure 5 one can check that 5  is a proof of / / .  Since (0; / / )  is not in 5 , 
we need to check that there is an inference {K ; / / )  in S. As {{B', B}; f f )  G 5  we must 
verify that S  \  { / /}  is a proof of B ' and B. Here
T =  5T\ { / / }  =  {(0; AB%  (0; B), (0; A% (0; A 'B '),
({A', AB'}; B '), ({AB', B}; A), ({A 'B ', A}; B '), ({B, A 'B '}; A')}
T  is certainly a proof of B as (0; B) G T. But T  must also be a proof of B'. As (0; B') 
is not in T,  then there must be an inference (L; B') in T  (which there is: for instance 
({A', AB'}; B ')) and T  \  {B'} must be a proof of A' and AB'.
[ / =  T  \  {B '} =  {(0; A B '), (0; B ), (0; A'), (0; A 'B '), ({AB', B}; A), ({B, A 'B '}; A')}
As (0; AB') and (0; A') are in U, U isa. proof of the necessary facts and hence 5  is a proof 
o f / / .
Using different implementations and different heuristics, proof procedures can generate 
‘different’ (for some notion of equivalence) proofs of a fact a. Consequently, it would be 
usefiil to compare the proofs of a which are generated. One could then build heuristics by
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looking for common good proofs a. This means that we would like to have a concept of a 
proof P  of a being minimal with respect to a proof B  of a. This is set up in the context of 
proof diagrams in Section 3.3.5.
Intuitively, we are looking for a proof of a fact a which does not have a smaller proof of a 
‘sitting inside it’; i.e. a proof diagram in which no inference could be thrown away and a 
proof of a retained. Proof diagrams enable one to state global properties of what one would 
want a good proof of a fact to be; i.e. it respects a soundness condition (the definition of 
a proof P  of a) and is as small as possible. This relates back to what was mentioned in 
Section 1.1.3. This is simply the property of Levy [81] which states that a good proof of 
a fact a should contain no facts which are strongly irrelevant to the proof of a. We would 
also like to characterise the properties of good proofs of facts from Denzinger and Schulz 
[35]. To do this ‘useful’ facts must be derived quickly. This corresponds to identifying 
when different facts are generated in a proof of fact a and also when new paths through the 
search space are taken. This motivates the following definitions.
Definition 3.27 Let P  be a proof diagram and suppose c, d G F{P)-  The relation is a 
parent of on F{P)  is defined such that c is a parent of d in F{P)  if and only if there is 
an inference (C; d) G P,  such that c G C. We also say that d is derived by the inference 
( C ; d ) .
So in the above example, looking at the proof diagram S , B  is a parent of A. We can also 
say that B' is derived by the inference {{A'B',  A}; B'),
Definition 3.28 Let F  be a proof diagram. The relation is an ancestor of on F (F ) is 
defined to be the transitive closure of the relation ‘is a parent of’ on F (F ).
In the proof diagram S  it can be said that F  is an ancestor of f f .  Now some obvious 
substructures need to be defined so that one can talk about constituent parts of a proof of a 
fact. It can also be seen what dependencies there are in a proof diagram.
Definition 3.29 A proof F  of c is called a subproof of a proof Q of d if and only if
1 . c =  d or c is an ancestor of d in Q and
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2 . F  is a proof subdiagram of Q.
The proposition oof(P,  c ,Q,d)  is true if and only if F  is a proof of c which is a subproof 
of a proof Q of d. It is false otherwise.
As an example we have the proof diagram W . W i s a  proof of A which is a subproof of the 
proof S  of f f  from Section 3.3.2.
=  {(0; AB '), (0; B), ({AB', B}; A)}
Note that if Subproof {P, c ,Q,d)  is tme it follows immediately that Q is a proof of c.
3.3.4 Proof Graphs
In this section we define a stmcture so that we will be able to reason about the local proper­
ties of a proof diagram. We call this stmcture a proof graph. We then identify certain facts 
appearing in the proof diagram which will be necessary in order to add a root to a proof 
graph.
Definition 3.30 Let F  be a proof diagram. The axiom facts of P  are defined as follows: 
Aæ(F) =  { a G F (F ) |(0 ;a )G F } .
This is obviously related to the axioms In. Here, however, we refer to facts rather than 
inferences (remember: In  = {(A; 6 )|A =  0}). Now it is possible to map a proof diagram 
onto a graph. Then we will introduce the concept of a proof F  of a being minimal with 
respect to a proof B of a using the notions of the proof diagram and proof graph. The 
definition of proof graph is very closely related to the definition of rooted DAG in Section 
3.2.
Definition 3.31 A proof graph is a structure obtained from a proof diagram F  (where 
Ax{P)  =  {ai, U2 , ...} ) in the following way: Q{P) ~  (F (F) Ù {r}, lab, succ, r) such 
that:
•  lab is a labelling function lab : F (F ) Ù {r} N (where the labels N are the natural 
numbers) which assigns a label to each /  G F (F ) Ù {r}.
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AB’
W G(W)
Figure 6 : An example of a proof graph
•  succ is a function which describes ‘is a parent of’; i.e. succ : F{P) Ù {r} — 
{F{P) Ù {r})* such that succ{r) — . ..), for each element of Ax{P), and for
n 6  F{P), succ{n) =  {m im 2 ...)  where n is a parent of each of the mi.
This definition may at first sight seem unintuitive as it ‘inverts’ the graph. In the typical 
representation of a proof tree, the ‘goal’ node is considered to be the root of the tree and 
so looking at proof diagrams it may seem intuitive to define this as the root node of the 
proof graph. There may, however, be a proof of a fact which is not an ancestor of the goal 
node; this happens extensively when trying to derive a certain conclusion from a set of 
assumptions as numerous redundant facts are generated. In this case unravelling from the 
root node will not result in a tree. An ar tificial root is introduced in this formalism as all of 
the proof procedures in which we are interested have one thing in common: there is a proof 
of a fact if there is a ‘justified’ route back to the axioms. Figure 6  gives an example of a 
proof graph (the proof graph of the proof diagram W  from the example in Section 3.3.2).
For the purposes of this thesis the labelling is arbitrary. A possible alternative to labelling 
each node with a natural number would be to label each node with the formula it represents. 
This suggests the possibility of extending the theory by mapping facts onto facts which 
subsume them.
Definition 3.32 A proof diagram P  is called a valid proof if V/ € F {P ), -P is a proof of / .
Theorem 3.33 Let P  be a valid proof such that F{P) is a finite set. Then the proof graph 
G{P) =  {F{P) Ù {r}, lab, succ, r) is a rooted graph.
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Proof- G{P)  is a graph as lab is a function from F{P)  Ù {r} to the natural numbers, succ 
is a function from F{P)  Ù {r} to {F{P)  Ù {r})* and r is in the node set. Also F{P)  Ù {r} 
is a finite set as F{P)  is a finite set. Now it is necessary to show that it is a rooted graph:
1. Suppose there was not a path from r to some node / .  Then there is an /  € F{P) Ù {r} 
such that there is no path from r to f .  But F  is a valid proof, and so P  is a proof of 
/ ,  thus there must be at least one path from /  back to the ai 6  Ax{P). There is a 
contradiction and there is a path from r to each node of Ç (P ).
2. r is a source as the definition of G{P)  shows there is no p such that there is a path 
from p to r.
Thus G{P) is a rooted graph. □
3.3.5 Further Definitions
This section introduces the notion of a proof P  of a being minimal with respect to a proof 
B  of a. This concept will use the subgraph, and so this is the next definition.
Definition 3.34 Let G = {N, lab, succ, r) be a graph and let n Ç. N . Then the graph 
Sub{G) = {Ni , labi ,  succi, n) is defined to be a subgraph of G  if the following conditions 
hold:
• iVi Ç N,
•  /a6 i is the restriction of lab to N i ,
•  n G N i and
• Let a, 6  G Ni. If 6 is a successor of a in Sub{G) then 6  is a successor of a in G 
The relation ‘is a subgraph o f’ on graphs is denoted -<sg-
We wish to be able to define the concept a good proof of a fact a. This proof of a will 
contain no (obviously) irrelevant information; i.e. if P  is a proof of a, then |P | is as small 
as possible. This characterises the notion of irrelevance which occurs in Levy [81]. We are.
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a
.e
c c
Figure 7: Figure to show the abbreviation of a proof of c
however, also interested in different ways of proving facts and so we introduce a further 
restriction. We illustrate the further restriction through an example. Figure 7 shows what 
we mean. In this example, there is a proof diagram
F  = {(0; a), (0;6), ({a,6 }; d), ({6 ,d};e), ({d,e}; /), ({d, /}; c)}
It is obvious that F  is a proof of c and that this proof of c depends on the facts a and b and 
some intermediate facts. Although these inteimediate facts are necessary for the proof of c, 
we know that they can be generated by a and b. Thus the proof of c has been ‘abbreviated’ 
by adding in an inference ({a, 6 }; c) (which is shown as an inference with dashed lines), 
and this gives us a short cut through the proof of c. It is by looking for these short cuts that 
we are able to build up the more complex heuristics. This notion of a short cut corresponds 
almost exactly to the ideas of homeomoiphic embedding in Section 3.2, and so this too is 
incorporated into the concept of a proof F  of a fact c being minimal with respect to a proof 
F  of c . Indeed, {(0; a), (0; 6 ), ({a, 6 }; c)} is a proof of c which is minimal with respect to 
the second of the proofs of c which occur in Figure 7.
Definition 3.35 Let Subpi'oof{P, a, B, a) be tme. The proof F  of a is said to be minimal 
with respect to the proof F  of a if and only if there is no proof Q of a which is a subproof 
of the proof F  of a such that
• ^(Q) is homeomorphically embedded in a subgraph of G{P) as graphs and
•  IQI < |P |.
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ffPROOF t of
A B ’
PROOF 2 of ff
PROOF 3 of ff
Figure 8 : Proofs of / /
The proposition Min{P^ B , a) is true if and only if Subproof {P, a ,B ,a )  is true and P  is 
a proof of a which is minimal with respect to a proof S  of a. It is false otherwise.
Thus in Figure 8 , PROOF 1 and PROOF 2 of f f  are minimal with respect to the proof S  of 
f f  from Figure 5. PROOF 3 of f f  is not minimal with respect to the proof S  of f f
3.4 Properties of Proofs of Facts
In this section we show that when M in{P, B , a) is true, the proof P  of a has some desirable 
properties. In paiticulai', it will be shown that there are no irrelevant inferences or facts in 
such a proof P  of a,
3.4.1 Characterising Proofs of Facts
Given a proof B  of a, there may be many different proofs P  of a such that Subproof {P^  a, B , a) 
is true. The set of all such proofs of a with respect to B  is now defined.
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Definition 3.36 The pedigree of a fact a relative to a proof P  of a is defined to be:
'Psio) =  {proof diagrams F\ Subproof [P^  a, B, a) is true }
The next definition will be used in a number of lemmas in this section.
Definition 3.37 Suppose P  E Vb{o>). The proposition S'm a//(P, B, a) is true if there does 
not exist an B E PB(a) with |B| < |Pj and is false otherwise. If Sm a//(P, B, a) is tme, 
then P  is called a smallest proof o f a relative to the proof B of a.
It is obvious that a P  with which Small{P, B, a) is tme exists. One just needs to choose a 
P  E Pg(a) with |P | smallest. Now it is possible to show that there is always a proof P  of 
a fact a which is minimal with respect to any proof of a.
Lemma 3.38 Let B be a proof o f a fact a, then there is a proof P  o f a such that M in{P, B, a) 
is true. In particular, a proof P  o f a is minimal with respect to a proof B  o f a when 
Small{P, B, a) is true.
Proof- Choose P  E Pg(a) such that Bma//(P, B, a) is tme. Then P  is a proof of a and 
there are no smaller proofs of a in P g  (a). By definition Min{P, B, a) is tme. □
The converse of Lemma 3.38 is not tme; this can be seen directly from Figure 8  in which 
proofs of / /  of different magnitudes are presented. These proofs of f f  aie minimal with 
respect to the proof S  of f f .  It is now possible to show that for any proof B of a, there 
is a proof P  of a such that Subproof {P., a, B, a) is tme and G{P) is a DAG. This will 
be extended later to show that the proof graphs associated with all proofs P  of a when 
M in{P, B, a) is tme are DAGs.
Lemma 3.39 Let B  he a proof o f a fact a and suppose that P  E Pg(a) such that P  is a 
valid proof and Small{P, B, a) is true. Then Ç (P) is a DAG.
Proof- Suppose that G{P) is not a DAG. Then there is a fact b E P (P ) such that there is 
a path . .b .. .b ...)  in Q{P). There are two cases to consider. Firstly, assume that there 
is an inference (B ; 6) E P  with b e E. Then, as E  is non-empty, there must be some
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justified route back to the axioms from the b which occurs in E. We can remove (B; b) 
from P  and retain a proof of b and a proof of a (as P  was a valid proof). Thus there is a 
contradiction and this case cannot occur. In the proof diagram P  there are thus the distinct 
inferences (C; b) and (B; 6 ) (C D). Let Q — P  -  {{C] b)}. All /  E F{Q) are derived 
by inferences in Q, in particular b is derived by (B; 6 ). As P  is a valid proof, so is Q. Q is 
a proof of b because Q is a proof of all d E B. In particular Q is a proof of a. Thus there 
is a contradiction as it was supposed that there was no smaller proof of a in Vb  (a) than the 
proof P  of a. □
The next lemma shows a property of ‘is a subgraph of’ which will be needed later.
Lemma 3.40 Let P  and Q be proof diagrams. IfQ(P) = (B(P) Ù {r}, labo, succq^ r), 
P  Ç Q , and G(Q) = {F{Q) Ù {r}, labu succi^r) then Q{P) G{Q)-
Proof- A s P  Ç Q , P (P )Ù {r}  Ç P(Q)Ù{r}. It is also immediate that r E B(P)Ù {r} Ç 
F{Q) Ù {r}. a is a successor of b in G{P) means that there is an inference (P; a) E P  with 
b e B. As P  Ç Q, (B; a) e Q and a is a successor of b in G{Q). Thus Ê/(P) d^ sg G{Q). □
The next theorem shows a property one would want to characterise a proof P  of a when 
M in{P, B, a) is true: one can not throw away any of the information which P  contains.
Theorem 3.41 Let Subproof (PÙ  {(A; &)}, a, Q, a) be true. I fP  is also a proof o f a, then 
the proof P  Ù {{A; b)} o f a is not minimal with respect to the proof Q o f a.
Proof- Choose a valid proof R  of a such that Small{R, PÙ {(A; 6 )}, a) is true. Thus R  is 
a proof of a which is a subproof of the proof Q of a. So |B| < |Pu{(A ; 6 )}| (|B| must have 
at most the same magnitude as jP|), and G{R) homeomorphically embeds in a subgraph of 
G{P(J {(A; 6 )}) (namely G{R) itself as Cg is reflexive). Thus the proof P  Ù {(A; 6 )} of a 
is not minimal with respect to the proof Q of a. □
Corollary 3.42 Let M in{P, By a) be true. Then P  is a valid proof.
Proof- Suppose that P  was not a valid proof. Then there is an inference (C; d) E P  where 
P  is not a proof of d. We can therefore remove (C; d) from P  and retain a proof of a. 
Theorem 3.41 gives the result immediately. □
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3.4.2 Direct Proofs
The next definition and lemma show another desirable property of a proof P  of a fact a 
when Min{Py B, a) is true. We introduce the concept of a direct proof of a fact a; a proof 
of a in which only ancestors of a are proved. If facts which are not ancestors of a were 
proved, there would be an obvious redundancy in the proof of a. Although these facts may 
be of use when building more complex proofs of facts, they have no direct relevance to the 
proof of a, so we wish to exclude them from what we would consider to be a good proof 
of a. The motivation for this is the notion of strong irrelevance from Levy [81] which was 
discussed in Section 1.1.3.
Definition 3.43 Let P  be a proof of a fact a. P  is a direct proof of a when for all (A; 6 ) E P:
1 . A =  0 and 6 =  a or
2 . b — a' for some a' which is an ancestor of a
Lemma 3.44 Let Min{Py By a) be true. Then P  is a direct proof o f a.
P roof- If P  was not a direct proof of a, then there would be a fact b such that b E P (P ), 
b is not an ancestor of a. Then there is an inference {C\b) E P  and P  =  Q Ù {(C; b)}. Q 
is a proof of every ancestor of a which occurs in the proof P  of a, hence Q is a proof of a. 
Thus by Lemma 3.41, the proof P  of a is not minimal with respect to the proof B of a and 
there is a contradiction. □
The next lemma characterises the proofs of axiom facts. This lemma will be used in a 
number of further lemmas later in this section.
Lemma 3.45 Let M m (P, B, a) be true. If{$; a) E P  then P  =  {(0; a)}.
P roof- Suppose there is an inference (B; c) E P, B 7 :^ 0 or c a. This inference could 
be removed from P  and there would still be a proof of a which is minimal with respect to 
the proof B of a. Hence Lemma 3.41 gives a contradiction. □
The next lemma gives another characterisation of a proof P  of a when M m (P, By a) is 
true: each fact is derived by exactly one inference. This will be used to help to show that
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‘is an ancestor of’ is a strict paitial order on the facts which occur in the proof diagram 
associated with such a proof P  of a.
Lemma 3,46 Let Min{P,  H, a) be true. Then each fact c E F{P)  is derived by exactly 
one inference (B; c) in P.
Proof- If (0; a) E P  then P  = {(0; a)} by Lemma 3.45. Hence there is only one inference 
of the form (C; a) in P. Suppose that there are inferences (A; 6 ), (C; 6 ) E P  (A or C  0) 
for some fact b E P (P ). Now remove (A; b) from the proof diagram P. There is still, 
however, a proof of every fact which occurs in the proof of a; in particular 6 is derived by 
(C; b). This means there is still a proof of a. Thus the proof P  of a is not minimal with 
respect to the proof II of a by Lemma 3.41 and there is a contradiction. □
3.4.3 Properties of Subproofs
We can now show that when M m (P, Q, a) is tme, the proof P  of a is made up of valid, 
direct proofs R of b which are subproofs of the proof P  of a. We show that in this case 
Min{R,  P, b) is tme.
Lemma 3.47 Let Min[Py Q^a) be true. Each valid direct proof R of a fact b such that 
Subproof {Ry by P, a) is true is minimal with respect to the pr-oofP ofb.
P roof- By Lemma 3.46, each /  E P (P ) is derived by a unique inference (C; / )  E P. As 
Subproof {Ry by P, a) is tme, R C P, and clearly each r  E F{R)  is derived by a unique 
inference (S'; r) E R. If (0; a) E R,  then P  =  P  =  {(0; a)} by Lemma 3.45, and the result 
follows immediately. Now look at proofs of a where (0; a) ^ P. As the proof is direct, there 
aie no proofs of facts which are not ancestors of b and so if any inference is removed from 
R,  there will be no proof of b (if this was not tme, we could remove the inference from P  
and we would have an immediate contradiction from Lemma 3.41). Hence Sm all (P, P, 6 ) 
is tme and the proof P  of & is minimal with respect to the proof P  of 6 . □
The next theorem and corollary show that there are no cycles in G{P)  when Min{Py  B, a) 
is tme.
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Theorem 3.48 Let Min{Py By a) be true. Then a is not a parent o f any h E P (P ).
P roof- If (0;a) E P, then P  — {(0; a)} by Lemma 3.45. Thus a is not the ancestor 
of any b in P (P ). If (0; a) ^ P  and the hypothesis was not true, then there would be an 
inference (A; b) e P  with a E A. By Lemma 3.47, if Min(Py By a) is tme, every valid 
direct proof Q of & such that Sub2)roof{Qy by P, a) is true is minimal with respect to the 
proof P  of b. Hence any valid direct proof of a paient of b (in particular a), is minimal with 
respect to the proof P  of a. This is of smaller magnitude than the proof P  of a and G {Q )h  
homeomorphically embedded in a subgraph of G(P) (G (Q) itself) and is a proof of a. Thus 
the proof P  of a is not minimal with respect to the proof B of a and there is a contradiction. 
□
This theorem enables us to show the following property of P  when M m (P, By a) is tme:
Corollary 3.49 Let Min{Py By a) be true. Then Is an ancestor o f  is a strict partial order 
on F{P).
Proof- ‘is an ancestor of’ is defined to be transitive on P (P ), and the fact that it is irre- 
fiexive on P (P ) comes from Theorem 3.48. A fact can not appear in the proof of one of its 
ancestors. Hence ‘is an ancestor of’ is irreflexive on P (P ). □
Corollary 3.50 Let Min(Py By a) be true. Then G{P) is a proof DAG.
Proof- G (P) is a proof graph with no cycles in it; thus it is a proof DAG. □
3.5 Possible uses of Proof Diagrams
There aie many ways of analysing proofs of facts through proof diagrams, and this section 
will discuss a number of possible approaches. In paiticular, we will investigate the devel­
opment of useful heuristics for families of similar examples through analysing proofs of 
facts.
A simplistic approach to analysing proofs of a fact a is to analyse the cardinality of each 
proof diagram P  when P roof {P, a) is tme. One could then argue that the ‘usefulness’
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of heuristics used to generate the proof diagram P  can be described by comparing |P | to 
a proof diagram |Q| where Small{Qy P, a) is true. This is a rather unsatisfactory method 
as it seems unlikely that heuristics ‘learned’ by this method will generalise. Choosing the 
smallest element of Vp{a)  gives no intuition into the stmcture of the problem itself. Given 
a proof P  of a, the proof of a chosen may be ‘useful’ for only this one particular example. 
Also, the heuristics used to generate a proof Q of a such that SmaU{Q,  P, a) is tme may 
be extremely costly to implement.
A more interesting approach is to analyse the irrelevance of facts and inferences which occur 
in a proof P  of a. There is already a body of work in this area, see Levy [81]. If a fact or 
inference is never necessaiy in a proof P  of a, then Levy calls the fact or inference strongly 
irrelevant. If the cost of avoiding the calculation of these facts or inferences is also small, 
then a useful heuristic would be one in which these facts and inferences were not generated. 
There may be some facts and inferences which are only necessary in some proofs of a fact 
a. These facts and inferences are called weakly irrelevant in Levy [81]. It is these facts and 
inferences which may contain ‘useful’ information, as they may be of use in proofs of other 
‘useful’ facts. Of course, this notion of usefulness will probably be specific to a family 
of examples, but if we know some information about the usefulness of weakly irrelevant 
facts and inferences, it may be possible to analyse the proofs of facts more meaningfully. 
Therefore, it may be possible to use the theory of irrelevance to analyse proofs of facts and 
develop new heuristics for families of proofs of facts.
One could analyse a proof P  of a by analysing the proofs Q of a such that M m (Q , P, a) 
is tme. This is similar* to looking at irrelevance, which was mentioned above, as it is shown 
in Lemma 3.44 that no strongly irrelevant information is used in such a proof Q of a. 
Each such proof Q of a also describes different proofs of possibly useful weakly iiTelevant 
facts. It seems very likely that the heuristics needed to generate such a proof Q of a would 
be extremely costly to implement, and so this may seem an unlikely way to build useful 
heuristics. This approach does, however, suggest a method whereby one would look for 
repeated facts and patterns in a family of examples. This approach will be discussed in 
more detail in Section 5.4.3, and seems a likely method to generate useful heuristics for 
future attempts to prove facts.
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3.6 Kruskal’s tree theorem Revisited
This section presents a result which will show that certain classes of proofs B of a fact a 
have an interesting property: the set of proofs of a which are minimal with respect to a 
proof B of a is finite.
Note here that B can be infinite. We will look at an example in propositional resolution. 
Suppose we have an infinite number of propositional variables Bqî Bi, B2 ,  Let
In this case it is easy to see that there are going to be infinitely many proofs of f f  which aie 
minimal with respect to the proof P  of f f .  The restriction we need to prove this theorem 
is that there is no ‘infinite branching’ either up or down. This corresponds to restricting the 
number of inferences which can derive a particular fact and the number of facts a specific 
set of facts can derive to be finite. We will show in Chapter 4 that implementations of 
Knuth-Bendix completion have this property.
Lemma 3.51 Let P  bea  valid proof of a such that |B j  is finite. Then 'Pp(a) is a finite set.
Proof- Look at proof subdiagrams of P. As P  is finite, there are a finite number of possible 
subsets of P  and the result is immediate. □
The following lemma shows that, with certain finiteness restrictions, there are only finitely 
many valid direct proofs of a fact of a given magnitude.
Lemma 3.52 Let P  bea  proof of a such that:
•  each b G F{P)  is derived by a finite number of inferences (A*; 6) fi =  1, . . . ,  A:),
• for each A  E P (F (B )) there are a finite number of b j ( j  =  1 , . . . , I) such that bj is 
derived by {Ay bf).
The set of all valid direct proofs of a of cardinality m is finite.
P ro o f-  As there are a finite number of bj E B(B), which are derived by a particulai* 
A E P (F (B )) there are, in particular, a finite number of axioms (say there are q of them)
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In  =  {(0; bj)\{l < j  < q)}. Q = {(0; bn)} is a valid proof of bn of magnitude 1. As only 
valid direct proofs of a fact a are of interest, it is possible to constrain the proofs of facts 
which are of interest to ones which in the proof graph has a justified route from the axioms.
Consider what can be proved in one step, i.e. say there is a proof diagram B  = {(0; =
1 , . . . ,  g}; an inference (C; d) will be added to B  if (C; d) £ P  and C Ç Ax{P). The set 
of such inferences will be finite: each set of parents C  can occur in only a finite number 
of inferences, and the set Ax{P) is finite. Further iterations can also be made, and at each 
stage only a finite number of inferences can possibly be added to the proof diagram. Thus 
after m — q such steps the proof diagram will still be finite. No further steps need to be 
considered as the magnitude of the proof diagrams which are of interest is bounded by m. 
Lemma 3.51 gives the result immediately. □
Theorem 3.53 Let B  bea proof o f a such that
•  each b E F{B) is derived by a finite number o f inferences (Aj ; b) (i =  1 , . , . ,
•  for each A  E P (F (B )) there are a finite number o f b j ( j ~  1,. •., I) such that bj is 
derived by (A; 6 )^.
Then the set D  Ç ‘Pg(a), such that for each d E D, Min{d, B, a) is true, is finite.
Proof- Consider disjoint subsets Bi, P2 , . . .  C Vb{o>) such that each Q E Pi is a proof of 
a (when P{ is non-empty) which is minimal with respect to the proof B of a and |Q| =  i. 
So, from Corollary 3.42 and Lemma 3.44 each element of a Pi is a valid direct proof of 
a. Infinitely many of these subsets of Bg(a) are non-empty or else the theorem follows 
immediately from Lemma 3.52. Choose an arbitrary element from each of the non-empty 
sets Pi so that pi E Pi,P 2 € Bg,. . .  and form a sequence of the proof DAGs (these proof 
graphs are DAGs by Corollary 3.50). {G{pi)G{p2) • • •)• Suppose that this sequence is 
infinite. Theorem 3.15 says that 3/ < j  : Qg G{pj)- But now there is a contradiction:
Pi and pj are proofs of a which are subproofs of the proof B of a, \pi\ < |pj| and G{Pi) is 
homeomorphically embedded in a subgraph of G (pj) (namely G{pj) itself). This contradicts 
the fact that the proof pj of a is minimal with respect to the proof B of a. Thus there can 
only be a finite number of sets of proofs of a, Bi, B2 , . . . ,  B/ C B ^(a), such that each
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element of these sets is a proof of a which is minimal with respect to the proof B  of a. So 
there are a finite number of finite sets (by Lemma 3.52) of such proofs of a and the result is 
immediate. □
In practice, there are not many proofs of facts generated by a computational procedure 
which will have the necessary finiteness properties. In Chapter 4, though, we will show that 
proofs of facts in Knuth-Bendix completion can be seen to have these properties.
3.7 Conclusions
This section has given an introduction to proof diagrams. This will be developed in Chapter 
5 so that a rewriting system on proofs of facts is defined. This will also enable us to search 
for the common substructures which correspond to heuristics and derived inferences in auto­
mated deduction. Chapter 4 looks at Knuth-Bendix completion in the setting of proof dia­
grams, in particulai" the heuristics which are called critical pair criteria (see, for example, 
Bachmair and Dershowitz [6 ]),
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4 Completion and Proof Diagrams
4.1 Introduction
Knuth and Bendix [72] introduced a completion procedure as a method to construct a con­
fluent and terminating rewrite system from a given set of equations and a reduction order­
ing. This has a number of useful applications in mathematics and computer science; see, 
for example, Dershowitz and Jouannaud [37]. Equations are oriented into rewrite mles, the 
procedure then works by checking a local confluence property: an equation is generated 
from a pair of rewrite rules, and if it is not ‘locally confluent’, the equation is added to the 
set of existing equations and the procedure continues iteratively. The procedure aims to 
constmct a convergent rewrite system, and so terminates if a completeness criterion is satis­
fied. However, the procedure may not terminate (i.e. the procedure ‘diverges’) or it may fail 
if an equation which can not be oriented is generated. Thus Knuth-Bendix completion fits 
the description of forward proof procedure which were stated to be of interest in Chapter 1.
It is important to be able to construct confluent and terminating rewrite systems efficiently, 
if they exist at all. In any particular execution of a completion procedure there are a number 
of choices which have to be made, and these choices can have an effect on the efficiency 
of the procedure. More will be mentioned about this in Chapter 6 . The choice of which 
critical pairs to calculate has attracted much attention in the rewriting community. Critical 
pair criteria are heuristics for choosing which critical pairs to calculate (see, for example, 
Bachmair and Dershowitz [6 ] and Bfindgen [17]). They have been introduced as a method 
to check the redundancy of the critical pairs generated in a completion procedure. Omitting 
a redundant critical pair e is supposed to increase the efficiency of the completion procedure 
as no critical pairs need be calculated with an oriented version of e.
In this chapter we investigate Knuth-Bendix completion and critical pair criteria in the 
framework of proof diagrams in order to illustrate notions of heuristic. It is possible to 
generate a proof diagram from the inference rule formalism of Bachmair [5] for Knuth- 
Bendix completion. However, there are cycles in the associated proof graphs when this 
formalism is used, as an arbitrary chain of inferences may calculate the same critical pair 
many times. We therefore introduce a new inference rule formalism for completion which 
keeps track of which critical pairs are calculated. The main theorem in this chapter shows
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that there are no cycles in the associated proof graphs in our new formalism. Thus repeated 
application of the same inference rule on the same fact is not allowed. We are also able to 
investigate other heuristics for completion in this framework.
The chapter is organised as follows: standard definitions for equations, rewrite rules and 
completion are given in Section 4.2.1, and then a modification of the inference rules of 
Bachmair [5] is introduced in Section 4.2.2. Critical pair criteria are investigated in Section 
4.2.3, and it is shown that the modified inference system characterises them. Section 4.3 
looks at properties of the proof diagrams which represent completion. A system for the set 
of inference mles is presented in Section 4.3.1. The main result in this section. Theorem 
4.22 shows that, in our formulation, the relation ‘is an ancestor of’ is a strict partial order 
on the facts of a proof diagram which represents a completion procedure. Finally, Section
4.4 shows a number of examples of the completion procedure, and heuristics for completion 
are investigated in terms of proof diagrams.
4.2 Completion
Knuth-Bendix completion is introduced in the inference mle formalism of Bachmair [5]. 
Elementary definitions for tenus, equations and rewrite mles will be given to make this 
chapter self contained. We introduce an extension of Bachmair’s inference mle formal­
ism and show that this has a number of important properties: in particular, it characterises 
critical pair criteria.
4.2.1 Definitions
Some standard definitions of completion from Bachmair [5] are now given. Some theorems 
essential to the completion process, from Knuth and Bendix [72], are then stated.
Let T  and V be two disjoint (countable) sets. We call F  the set of function symbols and 
V the set of variables. Each f  e F  is associated with a natural number, called its arity. 
Symbols f  E F  with arity 0 are called constants. A term is a variable or an expression 
f { t iy . . . ytn)  where /  is a function symbol of arity n and f i , . . . ,  are terms. The set of 
all terms built from function symbols in F  and variables V is denoted by T (F , V). Terms 
containing no variables aie called ground terms. A term s is said to be a subterm of a term
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t i f  s = t ovt ~  f ( r i , . . . ,  r^) and s is a subterm of one of the n .
A subterm of a term is referred to by its position (a sequence of natural numbers). The 
empty sequence e is a position in any term, and ip is a position of a term / ( f i , . . . ,  fn) if 
and only if 1 < i < n and p is a position of If p is a position in a term t then the subterm 
f Ip at position p is defined to be f if p =  e, and ti\q i f t  — f { t i , . . . ,  iv^ ) and p — iq for some 
1 <% < M. f[s]p denotes the result of replacing a subterm of a term f a t a  position p by 
a term s. If p — e, then f[s]p =  s and if p = iq {I < i < n) and t =  f { t i . y t n )  then 
f [ s ] p  =  f{t\y .  .  . ,  f i — 1 )  f ^ . } - ! ,  ■ . . ,  f n ) ’
A substitution is a mapping from variables to terms. The value of a substitution a for 
a variable x is denoted xa. The mapping a on variables can be extended to a mapping 
on terms uniquely: ( / ( f i , . . . , fn))o‘ =  /(ficr, . . . ,  f„<r) for all terms / ( f i , . . . ,  f„). The 
composition of two substitutions is defined by f (<jr) — {ta)T for all terms f. Two terms s, t 
are said to be unifiable if there is a substitution a (called a unifier) such that ta — sa. A 
unifier a of s and f is said to be most general (denoted by m.g.u. for most general unifier) 
if for every unifier t of s and f there exists a substitution r ' such that {xa)r' =  x r  for 
all variables x. If two terms are unifiable, then they have a most general unifier, which is 
unique up to a renaming of variables (see Robinson [107]): we will assume this henceforth.
An equation is a pair of terms, written 5  =  f. Henceforth s — t and t = s will be considered 
to be the same equation. The set of equations built from T (F , V) is denoted Eq{T{F, V)). 
A binary relation — on terms is called monotonie if s —>■ f u[s]p -4- u[t]p, for all terms 
s, t and u and positions p in u. It is stable under substitution if s t sa ta  for any 
substitution a. — denotes the transitive closure of — the transitive, reflexive closure 
and <-)■ the symmetric closure. The symmetric, reflexive, transitive closure of is denoted 
by <4-*. For any set of equations E  we denote by the smallest symmetric relation that 
contains E  and is stable and monotonie.
Directed equations are called rewrite rules and are written s -4 f. The set of rewrite rules 
built from T (F , V) is denoted RR{T{Fy V)). A rewrite system is any set of rewrite rules 
R  in which the variables on the right hand side also appear on the left. The rewrite relation 
on terms is the smallest stable and monotonie relation which contains R\ i.e. s t 
{s rewrites to t) means that there exists a term w, a position p in w, a substitution a and 
u V E R  such that s = w[ua]p and t = w[ua]p. A term s is said to be in normal form
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with respect to R  if there is no term t such that s t. Rewriting a term t into a term u 
using a rewrite rule / - 4  r  at position p with substitution a is denoted t - 4 ^ ^  u.
A relation - 4  on terms is said to be Church-Rosser (or confluent) if, for any two elements 
s and t such that s <4* t, there is an element v such that s -4 * v and t -4* v. It is said to 
be weakly Church-Rosser (or weakly confluent) if for any term t such that s i— t u, then 
there is a term v such that s -4* v * u. The relation is said to be terminating if there are 
no infinite sequences f  - 4  - 4  • • The relation - 4  on terms is said to be convergent if it
is both terminating and Church-Rosser. A rewrite system R  is said to be terminating if and 
only if the associated rewrite relation -4g is terminating and is said to be convergent if and 
only if the associated rewrite relation -4g is convergent.
Définition 4.1 Let u = vbo  an equation, and B be a rewriting system. Then a =  ü is said 
to be redundant with respect to R  if there is a term t such that u -4 ^  t v.
A transitive terminating relation is said to be well-founded. A reduction ordering on terms 
is a well-founded ordering on terms which is stable and monotonie.
Now the inference system of Bachmair [5] in the form of Comon [28] will be presented. 
An inference rale here is a binary relation on tuples of equations and rewrite rales. In 
the remainder of Section 4.2.1, it will be assumed that all equations are built from terms 
T {F , V). In what follows it will be assumed that B is a set of equations, B is a set of 
rewrite rales and > is a reduction ordering on T (B , V). (B, B) denotes the pair of sets B 
and B.
D educe  ^ _______ If / -4 r, jÿ -4 4 e B, p is a non-variableB U {l[d]p(T =  ra}y R  position of I, a is the m.g.u. of Z|p andg.
D elete B Ù {s =  s}, Bb {b
-  „ B, B U {/ - 4  r} If / -4^' j  / with g d E R, and eitherC ollapse :—zr-f— z—~ , j  : • ,B U =  r}, B p ^  €,g dup  to renaming, or ?" > 4
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Given an inference system J ,  A P j  B  denotes that B  can be obtained from A  by an 
application of one or more of the inference rules in J .  A sequence A q P j  A \ )r j .is, 
called a derivation in J  from A q.
Let be a set of equations, ^  be a rewrite system and > be a reduction ordering. A proof 
of an equation s = t from (E, R) and > is a sequence P  =  . . .  5^) such that si =  s,
Sn = t and for 1 < 2 < a  one of Si, Si-i -^ r  S{, or <^r  S{ holds. We say
that s —  t is provable from ( P ,  R) and > if there exists a proof of s  =  i from (P, R) and 
>.
Note here that in Bachmair [5] it is proved that, given a reduction ordering >, if (P , R) Pjc 
(P i, P i), then an equation s = t is provable from (P, P) and > if and only if 5  =  i is 
provable from (P i, P i) and >.
Let s t and w u be rewrite rules with no vaiiables in common (rename if necessary), 
and suppose that some non-variable subtenn s|p of s is unifiable with u, a being the most 
general unifier. The superposition of u v on s t at position p in 5  determines the 
critical pair to  — scr[vo]p. CP{R)  denotes the set of all critical pairs between rewrite 
rules in P.
Definition 4.2 By a completion procedure we mean a program which accepts as input a 
pair (P , 0) and a reduction ordering > and generates a derivation in X from (P , 0) and 
>. Suppose that there is a derivation (P, 0) h j  (Po, Rq) - in % from (P, 0) and a 
reduction ordering >. If the pair (P,, Ri) occurs in the sequence, where P* =  0 and each 
element of CP{Ri) is redundant with respect to P^, the derivation is said to succeed. It is 
said to fail otherwise.
There are a number of things to note here. Firstly, we can think of a derivation in X from 
(P , 0) and > as being an instance of a completion procedure; (P , 0) and > are actual 
arguments for a completion procedure. Also note that the Ri are indeed rewrite systems;
i.e. they consist of rewrite rules. The only way new elements of Ri can be formed is through 
the Orient and Compose inference rules. The side conditions on these mles mean that the 
elements of P* obey the necessary conditions to be a rewrite rule.
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Now we go back to Knuth and Bendix [72] and Bachmair [5] (where the proofs can be 
found) for some lemmas and a theorem which are necessary to prove the convergence of a 
rewrite system:
Lemma 4.3 Newman’s lemma
I f  a rewrite relation is weakly Church-Rosser and terminating, then it is Church-Rosser.
Theorem 4.4 A terminating rewrite system R  is convergent if  and only i f  each element o f 
CP{R) is redundant with respect to R.
Thus if there is a derivation (P, 0) \~x (Po, Po) ‘ (0, P) in X from (P , 0) and a
reduction ordering > where each element of CP{R)  is redundant with respect to P , then P  
is a convergent system. It follows from Bachmair [5] that if the above derivation succeeds 
at (0, P ), then P  is a convergent rewriting system which can decide when an equation is 
provable from (P , 0).
In this chapter, all the examples which will be used will come from string completion, 
which is not immediately covered by the above definitions. It is well known, however, 
that any problem in string rewriting can be translated into a problem about monadic terms 
(see Chapter 6 ). Indeed, this is the basis for implementations of special purpose string 
completion systems for semigroup and group theory.
4.2.2 Extended Inference Rules for Completion
This section will look at another formulation of completion which we will call c-completion. 
An extension of the inference mles of Bachmair [5] is presented. Some elementary defini­
tions and results will now be given.
In what follows all equations and rewrite mles will be built from terms T (P , V), P  will be 
a set of equations, P  will be a set of rewrite mles and C  will be a possibly infinite set of 
equations. Also suppose that > is some reduction ordering on the terms T (P , V). The set 
of extended inference mles for c-completion (which will be denoted by XC) is as follows:
flu C
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D educe  P) P , C   z = l\d\pcr — vex  ^C ‘, I —y Vj g —y d E P,P U { z } , P , C u { % }  pa non-variable pos. of I, ex m.g.u. of l\p and,
guÿ=t'},Sc
D elete E Ù  {s = a}, P , C  P , P , C
Colla se P) PÙ -y r} ,C  If l V with g d e R,  and either
o ^pse P u { / '  =  r } , P , C  p e, ^  d up to renaming, or 7’ > d
The rules here are different to Bachmair's mles as they include the sets C. These ‘count’ the 
new critical pairs which aie calculated, and preclude the generation of critical pairs which 
already occur in C.  We will show in Section 4.2.3 that these sets mimic complex heuristics, 
called critical pair criteria, in completion.
We have the following definition which is similar to the definition of completion procedure 
in Section 4.2.1
Definition 4.5 A c-completion procedure is a program which accepts as input a triple (P, 0, C) 
and a reduction ordering > and generates a derivation in XC from (P, 0, C) and >. Suppose 
there is a derivation
(P , 0, C) Fxc (Po, Po, Cq) \~xc (P i, P i, P i) l~2:c
in XC from (P, 0, C) and a reduction ordering >. If the triple (P*, P*, Q ) occurs in the 
sequence, such that Pj =  0 and CP{Ri) C Q , the derivation is said to c-succeed with 
respect to Q . It is said to fail otherwise.
The definition of c-success of a derivation in XC from (P^, P{, Q ) and a reduction ordering 
> is dependent on the sets Q . Note that C  C Q  for all i, and so the choice of C  is very 
important. This is because the side condition on the Deduce inference rule precludes the 
generation of a critical pair equation if it already occurs in C. For the purposes of this thesis,
C  is an arbitrary set of equations unless explicitly stated. A theorem is now presented to 
show that the set C  characterises desirable properties: e.g. when each element of C  is an 
equation which is provably redundant.
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Theorem 4.6 Let there be a derivation (P, 0, C) (Po, Po, Po) ^ ic  in XC from 
(P, 0, P) and a reduction ordering >. Also let there be a triple (P ,^ P^ , Q) such that the 
derivation c-succeeds with respect to Ci where each c £ C is redundant with respect to P*. 
Then Ri is a convergent rewriting system.
P roof- Ri is terminating as > is a reduction ordering, which means that the associated 
rewrite relation -^ r . is terminating. It is therefore sufficient to show that Ri is Church- 
Rosser. In fact, it is only necessary to show a local Church-Rosser condition by Theorem 
4.4; i.e. it is necessaiy to show that all critical pairs between elements of Ri have been 
calculated (or are ‘known about’) and that each of these critical pairs can be rewritten and 
then deleted. As the derivation c-succeeds with respect to Q , P^ =  0 and PF(P^) Ç Ci. If 
an element of P P (P j)  is in Ci — P , then it has at some stage been processed (as Ei — 0), 
and so we only need to check what happens when an element of CP{Ri) is in C. As each 
equation in this set is redundant with respect to Pj, the condition is fulfilled immediately. □
The property C P (P ;) Ç Ci is similar to Theorem 4.4 which states that a local confluence 
check is sufficient to check that a rewrite system is Church-Rosser if it is known that the 
rewrite relation is contained in some reduction ordering. If one has a triple {Ei,R i,C i) 
and a reduction ordering >, then certain critical pairs between elements of an Ri may be 
precluded from being computed: this is exactly what the side condition on the Deduce 
inference rule in XC is saying. So if it can be proved that the critical pairs which are being 
precluded are in fact redundant in some way, then a useful heuristic which may help a c- 
completion procedure will have been defined. This is exactly the notion of the critical pair 
criteria which will be studied in more depth in Section 4.2.3.
Now a theorem which relates inference system XC to inference system X will be proved.
Theorem 4.7 Suppose that there is a derivation
(p, 0, P) ^TC (Po, Po, Po) (Pi, Pi, Pi) \~XC ■ • • 
in XC from (P, 0, P) and a reduction ordering >. Then there exists a derivation
(P, 0) l-r (Po, Po) (Pi, Pi) Hz . . .
in X from (P, 0) and >.
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Proof -  There is an obvious correspondence between the inference rules in the system 
XC and the inference system X. It can easily be seen that the Orient, Delete, Compose, 
Simplify and Collapse inference rules in XC manipulate the the sets Ei and Ri in exactly 
the same way as the corresponding sets are manipulated by the inference system X. It is thus 
necessaiy to concentrate on the inference rule Deduce. In XC Deduce is restricted compared 
to the corresponding rule in X, as no equation which occurs in the set Q  can be generated by 
application of the Deduce inference rule. Given (Pj, P j, Cj), then every equation obtained 
by application of Deduce in XC can be obtained by application of the inference rule Deduce 
in X to (P j, P j). Thus each application of an inference mle from XC to a triple (P^, P/., Ck) 
can be mimicked by an application of an inference mle from J  to a pair (P*, Rk).
□
Of course, the converse of this theorem is not tme. Each application of an inference mle 
from X does not necessarily correspond to an application of an inference mle from XC, as 
the Deduce inference rule is restricted by the condition on the sets Q .
We now say that an equation s =  t is provable from (P , P , C) and a reduction ordering > if 
and only if s ~  t is provable from (P , P) and >. Thus it follows from Bachmair [5] and the 
theorem above that if (P , P, C) \~xc (P i, P i, Ci), then an equation s — tis  provable from 
(P , P , C) and a reduction ordering > if and only if s — f is provable from (P i, P i, Ci) 
and >.
Corollary 4.8 Let there be a derivation (P, 0, C) hjc (Po, Po, C'o) l~JC * • • m XC from 
(P, 0, C) and a reduction ordering >. Also let there be a triple (P^ , Ri, Ci) such that the 
derivation c-succeeds with respect to Ci where each c £ C is redundant with respect to Ri. 
Then an equation s = t is provable from (0, P*, Ci) and > if  and only if  s — t is provable 
j from(P,0,C).
Proof- Follows from Theorem 4.6 and discussion above. □
4.2.3 Critical Pair Criteria
The efficiency of a c-completion procedure is dependant on a number of considerations, two 
of which are the number of equations and rewrite mles generated and how quickly certain
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‘essential’ equations and mles are generated. The first of these questions can be addressed 
by looking at critical pair criteria. These criteria preclude the generation of certain crit­
ical pairs which are provably redundant. If these equations had been generated, then the 
potentially costly process of normalisation and deletion would have to occur. Of course a 
critical pair criterion could make a c-completion procedure more inefficient. The costliness 
of the normalisation and deletion process has to be measured against the costliness of ap­
plying the criterion. It can also be seen that, even though the equations which are precluded 
are redundant, they may be applied in an intermediate stage of deriving one of the useful 
equations or rewrite mles. This section will investigate how critical pair criteria fit into the 
theory of the inference system XC.
Eaily critical pair criteria were based on ideas from Grobner basis theory, which has been 
shown to have many links to completion (see, for example, Biindgen [17]). Criteria which 
have been developed include the connectedness criteria in which a ‘smaller’ proof of a 
critical pair exists. These have been developed and refined by Kiichlin [76] and Winkler 
[125].
In Bachmair and Dershowitz [6] a characterisation of critical pair criteria is given in terms 
of proof orderings. These orderings make it possible to show that no information is ‘lost’ 
when a critical pair is precluded. In this formulation, critical pair criteria are introduced as 
‘elimination patterns’; i.e. proofs containing these patterns can be transformed into simpler 
proofs. We, however, take the approach of Biindgen [17] and Zhang and Kapur [127]. This 
formulation has the advantage that the intuition for the definitions is much cleaier than that 
of Bachmair and Dershowitz [6]. We use and adapt definitions from Biindgen [17].
Definition 4.9 A critical pair criterion is a mapping on sets of equations:
C P C  : F(Eq(T{P,V)) )  — > P (B g (T (f,V )))
Intuitively a critical pair criterion is a heuristic which indicates a set of equations which 
we omit during a c-completion procedure; i.e. the equations precluded by the criterion are 
meant to be irrelevant in the c-completion procedure. For example, an obvious critical pair 
criterion could indicate a set of equations which are formed by looking at disjoint critical 
pairs (this is analogous to Buchberger’s first criterion from Grobner basis theory; see, for 
instance, Cox et al [33]). As an example of this, suppose we had the rules bb -y b and
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aa a, then a disjoint overlap of these two rules would reduce in the following way: 
baa 4- bbaa bba. But we could rewrite the equation bba — baa to the equation ba = ba 
in two rewrite steps. It is easy to see that any such overlaps will give rise to redundant 
equations. The next definition is what characterises the use of a critical pair criterion.
Definition 4.10 Given a finite set of equations E  Ç Eq{T{E, V)), a possibly infinite set 
of equations C  Ç F g (T (F , V)) and a reduction ordering > on T (F , V), a critical pair 
criterion C P C  is said to be correct with respect to E, C  and > if and only if there is a 
derivation
(E , 0, C ) Hzc (Fo, Fo, Co) Hzc . . .  l-zc (E ;, F j , Q )  
in XC from (E, 0, C) and > satisfying
1. the derivation in XC from (E, 0, C) and > succeeds with respect to Cj\ i.e. Ej = 0 
and CP{Rj)  C Cj
2. each element of CPC{E)  is redundant with respect to Rj
It is thus the correctness property which characterises the use of critical pair criteria. It will 
now be shown that this characterisation is exactly mimicked by the set C  in a derivation in 
XC from (E, 0, C) and a reduction ordering >.
Corollary 4.11 Suppose we have a derivation
(E, 0, C) \~xc (Eq, j R q ,  Co) hxc • • • ^ ic  {Ej, Rj ,Cj)
in XCfrom (E, 0, C) and a reduction ordering > which c-succeeds with respect to Cj. Also 
let C  =  C PC (E ), where C P C  is a critical pair criterion and each element o f C P C  {E) 
is redundant with respect to Rj. Then an equation s = t is provable from  (0, Ri, Ci) and > 
i f  and only if  s — t is provable from (E, 0, C).
Proof- Follows directly from Corollary 4.8. □
4.3 Properties of Proof Diagrams in C-Completion
In this section we relate executions of c-completion procedures to proof diagrams. A num­
ber of properties of these proof diagrams will be investigated.
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4.3.1 A System for C-Completion and Generating Proof Diagrams
We first define a system for c-completion. We also introduce an example which will be 
used later in this chapter. This will be so that examples of heuristics for c-completion can 
be discussed in Section 4.4.
Henceforth all equations and rewrite mles will be built from T (F , V). Also in what follows,
E  will be a finite set of equations, R  will be a set of rewrite mles, C  will be a possibly
infinite set of equations and > will be a reduction ordering on T (F , V). A system Sys t =
{Symb, V, « )  (from Definition 3.16) can be defined in the following way:
•  ^  = {{E, R, C)\E, a e P{Eq{T{E, V))), E  is finite, C is possibly infinite, R e P{RR{T{E,  V)))}
• V, the set of inferences, is the sets of all possible instantiations of applications of the inference 
rules, and can be described in the following way:
Orient ({(E Ù {Z = r}, E, C)}; (E, AU {f -y r}, C)), If 1 > r
Deduce ({(E, E, C)}; (E U {z}, R,CU {%})),
z =  /[d]p<T = re ^ C7; I —y r, g —y d G E, 
p a non-variable pos. of /, a m.g.u. of l\p and g
Compose ({(E, E Ù {/ -y r}, C)}; (E, EU {/ -y /} ,  C)), If r r'
Simplify ({(E Ù{s = t}, R, C)}] (EU{g = t'}, R, C)), If t -y+ f
Delete ({(E Ù{s = s},R,  C)}; (E, E, C)),
Collapse ({(E, RÙ{1-^  r}, C)}; (EU {V = r},R,C)).
If î with g d £  R, and either
p fz e, g f  dnpio renaming, or r > d
Each inference in V represents an application of one of the inference rules XC.
• Now it is necessary to define an equivalence relation % on$. This can be done by considering 
the equality of the sets of equations, rewrite rules and critical pairs; i.e. (E^, Em, 67 )^
{Efi, Rfi) 67^ ) if and only if Em — E i^, Em — Rn and Cm ~ 67^ ,.
The next definition will show what is meant by ‘generating’ a proof diagram for the c- 
completion procedure. This proof diagram represents an instance of the c-completion pro­
cedure. This is very similar to the definitions for c-completion procedure and the c-success 
of a derivation in IC  from (E, 0, C) and reduction ordering > with respect to a 67*.
Definition 4.12 A proof diagram 
F = { ( 0 ;  (£ ,0 ,C )),({(fl,0 ,C ')};(B o,-R o,C 'o)),({(B o,flo ,C 'o)};(S i,fli,C i))...}
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is said to be generated from an axiom (0; (E, 0, C)) and a reduction ordering > if:
• E  is a set of equations built from T (E , V)
•  C is a possibly infinite set of equations built from T(JF, V)
•  > is a reduction ordering on T (E , V)
and each (E*+i, E*+i, {i £ N) can be obtained from (E*, E*, Ci) by application of
an inference rule from IC  and >. P  is said to c-succeed if there is (0, Ri, Ci) £ F{P)  such
that CP(E*) CCi
The fact that the disjoint union is being used in the premise of the inference mles in XC 
causes an interesting phenomenon. If (E*,E*,Q) \~ic (E*+i,E*+i,C*+i) where one 
of Orient, Compose, Simplify, Delete or Collapse is applied, then (E*+i, E*^-!,C*+i) 96 
{Ei ,Ri ,Ci)  (i.e. E*+i =  E*, E*+i =  E* and C*+i =  C* is false). Thus application of 
these inference mles never leaves the triple (E, E, C) unchanged. It can also be seen that 
the Deduce inference mle also has this property: this is due to the introduction of the sets 
Ci, A critical pair is only calculated if it does not already exist in a Ci which has been 
calculated before this point; i.e. only ‘new’ critical pairs are calculated, and need not be 
calculated again in the future. This, in essence, is what happens in a critical pair criterion. 
In Bachmair [5] and Biindgen [17], for example, this is done by restricting to ‘superposition 
patterns’ which can create certain kinds of critical pairs. The restriction means that certain 
constraints are put on the Deduce inference mle; to express these would, however, require 
considerable modification of our notation. Thus each application of an inference mle gains 
more knowledge. Removal of non-inferences in the realms of c-completion is obviously de­
sirable, as otherwise these non-inferences could be done exclusively, and no progress made 
in the procedure. The following definition and lemma arise from the above discussion.
Definition 4.13 If the proof diagram P  contains no inferences of the form (A; a), such that 
a £ A, then P  is called a faithful proof diagram.
Lemma 4.14 Let P  be generated by axiom (0; (E, 0, C)) and the reduction ordering >. 
Then P  is a faithful proof diagram.
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This property means that there can be no cycles of size one in the proof graph Q{P), where 
P  is generated by axiom (0; (E, 0, C)) and the reduction ordering >.
Example 4.15 Assume that the axiom a — (0; (E,0, (7)) is given, where E =  {ba = 
ab, aab =  6 , abb =  a}, and that C =  0. The reduction ordering >< we choose to use is the 
length then lexicographic ordering with b > a. Figure 9 gives a graphical representation of 
a proof diagram P  generated by a  and >t.
There are a number of properties of the proof diagram P  which are of interest. Firstly, two 
facts have been marked on the proof diagram by (*) and (**). One can check to see if P  
c-succeeds with respect to C{ where (*) =  (E*, E*, Ci). As E* =  0 it must be checked to 
see if CP{Ri) Ç C* is true. It is easy to check, however, that there is a critical pair between 
ba ab and abb -y a which has not been calculated at this point. Thus, up to (*), P  does 
not c-succeed with respect to Ci. The critical pair is calculated after fact (*) and this is then 
rewritten and deleted. Thus P  c-succeeds with respect to Cj where (+*) =  (Ej, Rj,Cj) .
It also appears that there is redundancy in this proof diagram. For instance, the facts which 
have a dotted box around them are in some sense redundant. The critical pairs which are 
calculated in this portion of the proof diagram are immediately normalised and deleted. It 
should be noted, however, that these critical pairs have to be calculated (or at least ‘known 
about’) for P  to c-succeed. Thus the facts can not be removed arbitrarily. This sort of 
heuristic was discussed in terms of critical pair criteria in Section 4.2.3.
The final thing to note is that the graph of the associated proof graph is lineai*: i.e. there is 
a total order on the nodes. It will be shown that the proof diagrams generated by a fact in 
general have ‘is an ancestor of’ as a strict partial order on P (P ) in Section 4.3.3. In our 
example this means that the graph is a line.
4.3.2 Properties of C-Completion
The following proposition makes it possible to refer to proofs of finite, convergent rewriting 
systems in the context of proof diagrams.
Definition 4.16 Let P  be a proof diagram generated from (0; (E, 0,(7)) and the reduction 
ordering > by application of the inference rules XC. The proposition KB{P,  a) is true if:
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ba=ab
aab=b
abb=a
...........  i
aab=b
abb=a
ba->ab
abb=a
ba->ab
aab->b
ba->ab
aab->b
abb->a
.................,|l...........y
abab=bb ba->ab
aab->b
abb->a
abab=bb
bb=bb ba->ab
aab->b
abb->a
abab=bb
ba->ab
aab->b
abb->a
abab=bb
abbb=ba ba->ab
aab->b
abb->a
abab=bbabbb=ba
ab=ab ba->ab
aab->b
abb->a
abahsbbabDD=Da
ba->ab
aab->b
abb->a
ababsbbabbb=baaa=bb
aa=bb ba->ab
aab->b
abb->a
abab=bbabBbfbaaa=bb
ba->abaab->b
abb->a
aa->bb
abab=bb
bbb=b ba->ab
abb->a
aa->bb
aa-bb
ba->ab
bbb->b
abb->a
aa->bb
aa=bb
bbb=aba ba->ab
bbb->b
abb->a
aa->bb
abab=bb
bbb=aba
b=b ba->ab
bbb->b
abb->a
aa->bb
abab=bbabbb=baaa=bb
ba->ab
bbb->b
abb->a
aa->bb
abab=bbabbbpbaaa=5b
abb=abb ba->ab
bbb->b
abb->a
aa->bb
abab=bb
abb=abb
a=a ba->ab
bbb->b
abb->a
aa->bb
abab=hb
abb=abb
ba->ab a abbb->b SSSffibbabb->a
aa->bb
abab=aa ba->ab
bbb->b abab=bb
abb->a abb=abbabab=aaaa->bb
bb=bb ba->abbbb->b mâïbbabb->a abab=aaaa->bb
ba->ab r aiBëSbbabab=aabbb->babb->a
aa->bb
ab=ab ba->ab abab=
bbb->b a=abbabb->a abab=aaab=abaa->bb
ba->ab
bbb->b
abb->a
aa->bb
~bb
bbab=ba ba->ab
bbb->b
abb->a
aa->bb
abab=bb
abb=abbab=ababab=aabbab=ba
ab=ab ba->ab
bbb->b
abb->a
aa->bb
abab=bbabbb=ba
SbSbbabab=aa
ba->ab abab=bbbbb->b abb=abbabb->a abab=aa
aa->bb B b .
(*)
(**)
Figure 9: Proof diagram P  generated by a  and >
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P  is a proof of a =  (0 , E*, Ci) where
-  P  c-succeeds with respect to C*; i.e. (7P(E*) Ç C*
KB { P ,  a) is false otherwise.
In Example 4.15, KB{ P ,  (**)) is true as all critical pairs have been calculated between 
the finite number of elements in the final set of rewrite mles. Thus this set is finite and 
convergent and the set of equations is empty.
In a computer implementation of a c-completion procedure, if the c-completion procedure 
c-succeeds with respect to a C* given a finite set of equations and a finite set of rewrite 
mles, only a finite number of manipulations of these sets can occur on application of an 
inference mle. The only problem is when unification is used. As we are working in first 
order theories, if a unifier exists, then there is a most general unifier which is unique up to a 
renaming of variables. Thus there are only finitely many distinct outcomes of applying the 
inference mle. We therefore only consider such ‘useful’ applications of the inference mles. 
The following lemma follows from the discussion above:
Lemma 4.17 Let P  be a proof diagram generated from (0; (E, 0, C)) and the reduction 
ordering > by application of the inference rules XC. Then for each a £ F{P)  there are a 
finite number ofb £ F{P)  such that a is a parent ofb in P.
Corollary 4,18 Let KB ( P ,  a) be true. Then there are only finitely many M  £ Vp{a),  such 
that M  is a proof of a, which are minimal with respect to the proof P  of a.
P roof- There is a single axiom (0; (E, 0, C)). Theorem 3.53 gives the result immediately. 
□
4.3.3 Orderings, C-Completion and Proof Diagrams
Now it is necessary to analyse the inference mles XC. Suppose that
{Ei ,Ri ,Ci)  \~ic (E*-+i, Ej-+i,Ci+i)
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We will study how the cardinality of the sets of equations and mles changes when each 
inference mle is applied to (E*, E*, Ci). This will be used in this section to prove that the 
relation ‘is an ancestor of’ is a strict partial order on the facts of the proof diagram.
Notation 4.19 )E| and |E| denote the cardinality of the sets E, R and in a fact (E, E, C). 
|(E, R)\ denotes |E| +  |E|.
It can be seen directly from the definition of the inference system IC  that certain applica­
tions of the inference mles correspond to changes in the size of the sets E, E.
Lemma 4.20 Let P  be a proof diagram generated by (E, 0, C) and >, and suppose that 
({a =  (Ei, Ri, Ci)}] b =  (Ei+i, E*_|_i, C*+i)) € P. Then:
1. ï/| (E*-4.i, E*^i) I > I (Ei, Ri) \, b is obtained from a by application of Deduce
2. ((|E*+i| > [E*j, b is obtained from a by application of Orient
It can also be seen that it is possible to trace some applications of the inference mles XC 
by looking at the sets C*. The following lemma characterises this, and follows immediately 
from the definition of the inference system XC.
Lemma 4.21 Let P  be a proof diagram generated by (E, 0, C) and >, and suppose that 
({a =  (Ei, Ri, Ci)}] b — (E*+i, E*+i, C*+i)) G P. Then:
1. ï/Cî+i D Ci, b is obtained from a by application of Deduce
2. Ci f> C*+i,
Theorem 4.22 Let P  be a proof diagram generated by a  — (E, 0, C) and >. Then Hs an 
ancestor o f’ is a strict partial order on F(P).
P roof-  ‘is an ancestor of’ is a transitive relation on F(P)  so it is sufficient to show that 
that this relation is irreflexive on E(E); i.e. there are no cycles in G(P),  By Lemma 4.14 
all proof diagrams which are being investigated are faithful, so there are no cycles of the 
form ({(E, E, C)}; (E, E, C))  in E; i.e. there are no cycles of length 1 in G(P).
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The proof will proceed by cases in the following manner: an arbitrary fact (E*-, Ri, Ci) in 
F{F) is chosen such that ({(E^, Ri, Ci)}', (E*+i, E*+i, (7*+i)) € P. If ‘is an ancestor of’ is 
not irreflexive on F (F ), then there is an inference {{{Ei+k, Ri+k, (Ei, Ri, Ci)) £
P  (k > 1) and so the proof proceeds by contradiction. The six cases which can result from 
each of the six inference rules of 1C being applied to (E*, Ri, Ci) are considered.
Case 1 The next inference is a Deduce
C'i+i D Ci and so at some point there must be an inference in which Cj D Cj+i 
(« -f 1 < i  < 7 +  k), which is a contradiction by Lemma 4.21.
Case 2 The next inference is a Delete
I (E*+i, E*+i)| < I (Ei, Ei) |, so to get a cycle the number of equations and rules must 
be increased. The only inference rule which can increase the number of equations 
and rules is Deduce by Lemma 4.20, which occurs in no cycles by case 1. Thus there 
is a contradiction and this case can not occur.
Case 3 The next inference is an Orient
|Ei+ij > |E i|, so a rewrite rule must be removed from an E*+p 0- < p < k) and at 
some stage, an equation is either deleted or disappears (i.e. it already exists in a set) 
from a fact. As Deduce is the only mle which can increase the number of equations 
and mles, and this is precluded by case 1 , there is a contradiction.
Case 4 The next inference is a Collapse
The number of elements of E  has to be increased, but as the inference mle Orient is 
precluded, (case 3) this can not happen (as Orient is the only inference mle which can 
increase \R\ by Lemma 4.20) and this gives us a contradiction.
Case 5 The next inference is a Simplify
There is no Orient and no Deduce by cases 3 and 1. The equation which is being 
simplified must be replaced in an Em (i + I < m < i F  k), and the only remaining 
inference which adds an equation to an Em is Collapse (Deduce does not occur by 
case 1). This does not occur by case 4 and there is a contradiction.
Case 6  The next inference is a Compose
There is no way to replace the rewrite mle which has been rewritten as the Orient mle 
is precluded (by case 3), and so there is a contradiction.
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Figure 10: Representation of Sequential and Pai allel C-Completion Procedures
Thus ‘is an ancestor of’ is a transitive, irreflexive relation on F (F ), and there aie no cycles 
in P; thus ‘is an ancestor of’ is a strict partial order on F (F ). □
This result shows that some of the redundancy of the inference rules of Bachmair has been 
removed; i.e. in Bachmair’s formalisation it was possible to get cycles in the associated 
proof graphs and in the formalisation of c-completion this can not happen. Thus the infer­
ence rule formalism here is closely related to how we would like to implement a completion 
procedure.
4.3.4 Representations of Proof Diagrams
Now a definition will be given which will represent the way that a sequential algorithm is 
implemented. Figure 10 represents parallel and sequential implementations of a c-completion 
procedure. There is an implicit local time condition on the relation ‘is an ancestor of’ on the 
facts of a proof diagram; this is what gives us the parallel representation. Thus it is possible 
to define the special case of the sequential proof diagram,which we will prove has the form 
of a line.
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Definition 4.23 Let P  be a proof diagram generated by a  =  (P, 0,C) and >. P  is said to 
be a sequential proof diagram if each fact in P (P ) is the parent of at most one other fact in 
F{P).
The next definition defines a special type of graph which will be shown to correspond to 
G{P) where P  is sequential.
Definition 4.24 A graph G =  {N, lab, succ, r) in which there is:
•  a path from the root r  to all nodes n e N ,
•  at most one successor for each node n e N  and
• no cycles
is called a line.
Theorem 4.25 Let P  be a proof diagram generated by a = [E, 0, C) and > where P is 
sequential. Then G{P) is a line.
Proof- From the way G{P) is defined there is a root r such that there are paths from r to 
all nodes in ^ (P ). As the procedure is sequential, each node p G P (P ) is the parent of at 
most one node. As ‘is an ancestor o f  is a strict partial order on P (P ), it is irreflexive on 
P (P ), and hence there are no cycles in G(P)- So G{P) is a line. □
Of course, in the general case (i.e. where the procedure is not sequential) the associated 
proof graph of a proof diagram P  will be a DAG.
4.4 Examples and Further Work
Example 4.15 continued. In Figure 9, a portion of the proof diagram has been surrounded 
by a dotted box, and it will be shown that this is in some sense redundant. The proof 
diagram represented in Figure 9 is generated from axiom (0; (P, 0,0)) (where E  — {ha =  
ah, aab — h, abb = a}) and the length then lexicographic reduction ordering with b > a. 
Using a critical pair criterion CPC,  where CPC{E)  =  {abab — 6 6 , abbb = ba}, it is
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ba=ab
aab=b
abb=a
abab=bb
abbb=ba
V
aab=b
abb=a
ba->ab abab=bb
abbb=ba
abb=a
ba->ab
aab->b
abab=bb
abbb=ba
ba->ab
aab->b
abb->a
abab=bb
abbb=ba
Figure 11: CPC{E) = {abab = bb, abbb — ba}
possible to constmct a proof diagram Q generated by (0; (J5,0, CPC{E))) and the length 
then lexicographic reduction ordering. Figure 11 shows a number of inferences which could 
constitute the ‘start’ of such a proof diagram.
This proof diagram precludes the generation of the critical pairs abab =  bb and abbb =  ba. 
It can be seen that the proof diagram from Figure 11 can ‘replace’ the first column from 
Figure 9, and if this is done, a proof Q' of (**) is formed. It is easy to check that the first 
fact in the second column of Figure 9 (which we will denote by m) really does follow from 
the last fact from the column in Figure 11 (which we will denote by 0-
It is possible to say more than this about the way Q' relates to P  in this particular example. 
Suppose we define G{P) and Q{Q') in the following way:
•  0{Q') = {F{Q') Ù {«}, succ^ lab, s), where lab{s) = 0  and for /  — {Ei, Ri, Ci) € 
F{Q '),lab{f) =  \{Ei, i?i)| and succ is defined as usual
# Q{P) =  {F{P) Û {r}, succi, labi, r), where lab{r) = 0  and for g — {Ej, Rj, Cj) G 
F{P),lab{g) = \{Ej, Rj) \ and succi is defined as usual
It is possible to define a map tt : F{Q') Ù {s} F{P) Ù {r}. We refer by to the jth
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fact in the ith column in Figure 9. The map tt is defined as follows
•  -j t ( s )  =  r
•  for each bj in Figure 11 (where bj is the jth  fact occuring in the proof diagram)
7r{bj) = c i j
•  T ^ { p k , r n )  — ^ k , m  for A? !!> 1
It is easy to check for this example that the following theorem is true, where F  and Q' are 
as defined in the example above.
Theorem 4.26 Suppose P  and Q' are defined as in Example 4.15. ThenQ{Q') Cg G{P)
Future work will try to concentrate on how applying an arbitrary critical pair criterion will 
affect a proof diagram P, and if it is possible to define a way so that the embedding in the 
example above will always occur.
There is also another way to view the facts in the dotted boxes in Figure 4.15 as redundant. 
We simply create a derived inference which takes the fact I from Figure 4.15 and returns the 
fact m  in Figure 11 ; i.e. p =  ({/} ; m ). Then it would be possible to remove the ‘redundant’ 
inferences from Figure 4.15 and replace them with p,. This ‘rewriting’ of a proof diagram 
will be considered further in Chapter 5.
Example 4.27 This example was suggested by U. Maitin and shows a number of interesting 
properties. Again, we will be working with the completion procedure for strings. The given 
presentation is one for the trivial monoid. The heuristic ‘orient every equation immediately’ 
will be added to simplify the proof diagram. The proof diagram P  is generated from axiom 
(3 — (0 ; ({a->  l,a^  1 } ,0 , 0 ) ) ( 1  denotes the empty string e) and the length reduction 
ordering >. Figure 12 shows a graphical representation of the proof diagram. We will also 
see how a rather simple heuristic, which could be implemented in a completion theorem 
prover such as Otter [93] works on a range of examples.
Figure 12 shows proofs of a number of facts for which K  B  (P, a) is true, and some different 
proofs of these facts. It is important, and easy, to see that there is a simple proof of the fact 
that {a 1 } is a convergent rewriting system which does not calculate any critical pairs.
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a =1
a^=I
->l
a->l
a^->î
a->l
a->l
a->l a->l a->l a=%a =1 a =1
r->l
a ->1 a->l a->l
a^->l
a = l a->l a->l a =1
a->I a =)
a =l ->1 a = l
a->l
a =I
a«>l a^=l
a = l
a->l a^=l 
a =1
Figure 12: Proof Diagram P  generated by (3 and >
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This is the left-hand-most portion of the proof diagram P. Therefore it can be seen that 
there is a lot of redundancy in each of the other derivations of the convergent rewriting 
system {a 1} in the proof diagram P.
There is also an amount of repeated, isomorphic substructure to portions of the proof dia­
gram P. Two such substructures have been surrounded by dotted boxes. Each of the facts 
in the substructures have a different set of redundant critical pairs in them. If it could have 
been foreseen that these critical pairs were redundant, then these parts of the proof diagram 
could be ‘pruned’. Thus a critical pair criterion could be applied to this problem.
It can also be seen that certain derived rules of inference could have been used to simplify 
the procedure. It is noticeable that certain equations and rules ‘have to occur’ in every proof 
that {a -> 1} is a convergent rewriting system. So, for instance, a useful derived inference 
may be ({({a^ =  1 }, {a -> 1 }, C)}; {{a^ = 1 }, {a 1 }, D)), as =  1 occurs in every 
path which includes a terminus in the proof diagram. This ‘derived inference’ precludes the 
orientation of > 1 (as it can simply be normalised). This notion of the derived inference 
will be studied in more depth in Chapter 5.
Example 4.28 Now an extension of the previous example will be investigated. Suppose we 
choose two natural numbers r  and s, then given the set of equations {a’’ =  1 , a® =  1 } and 
the length reduction ordering, then there is a convergent rewriting system —)■ 1. There
are now two cases which may lead to the proof diagram of such a completion procedure 
growing infinitely.
Firstly, not all equations which are generated have to be oriented. In this case Ei ^  0 for any 
Ei in a fact (E*, jR%, Q ) . The heuristic ‘orient every orientable equation immediately, if not 
orientable then delete’ can be applied to preclude this eventuality (it should be noted here 
that the only unorientable equations in this example are the ones of the form = a ’, which 
can be deleted). This heuristic is used in many real implementations of string rewriting 
systems (see, for example. Holt [60]).
The other problem which may occur is that the rewrite rules may be used to generate more 
critical pairs, which are then immediately oriented. In theorem provers which have com­
pletion capability it is possible to employ a simple heuristic which will stop this problem. 
There is a system which ‘weights’ equations so that critical pairs over a certain weight are
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not calculated. Obviously, in certain cases this is undesirable, as it may stop a convergent 
system from being discovered, but for the purposes of this example, it is easy to see that this 
will be of help.
The weighting system which will be used depends upon the length of the strings: an equa­
tion e will be said to have weight A: -j- / if and only if e = = a .^ The heuristic could
then be stated ‘create only critical pairs of weight less than f  and could be implemented in 
a system such as Otter. We choose r - f s  =  A. If ^ ==0 was chosen, then the critical pairs 
which would need to be calculated as a Church-Rosser test would not be used, although of 
course this would still lead to a convergent system.
This approach has the advantage that the DAG created by generating a proof diagram P  
from the axiom (0 ; ({«’’ =  1 , a® =  1 }, 0 , 0 )) and the length reduction ordering is finite. 
Suppose that there were infinitely many facts b{ which were derived by an inference ({6 } ; 6 )^ 
in P . This is not tme, as with finite sets Ei and Ri in a fact {Ei, Ri, Ci) € P (P ), there 
are only finitely many operations possible. In particular, given p i,p 2 € Ri, there are only 
finitely many critical pairs which can be calculated between pi and p2 - So the path should 
be infinitely long. If this were tme then there would be no fact {Ei, Ri, Ci) € P  such that 
Ei = 0 and CP{Ri) C Q. Every equation is immediately oriented or deleted, and so there 
are certainly facts in the path for which Ei =  0. So the only possible way for such an infinite 
path to exist is for there to be a way to create infinitely many new equations which could 
then be oriented. This can only occur if there are infinitely many critical pairs calculated. 
But as the heuristic ‘generate critical pairs of weight less than r  -f- s ’ is used, it is possible 
to see that there are only going to be finitely many of these critical pairs. This gives the 
following theorem.
Theorem 4.29 Let P be a proof diagram generated by (0; ({a’’ = 1, a® =  1}, 0,0)) and 
the length reduction ordering. Suppose that the heuristics
# ‘orient immediately, i f  not orientable then delete ’ and
• ‘calculate only critical pairs o f weight less than r -f s ’
are used, then G{P) is a finite DAG.
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4.5 Conclusions
Thus it can be seen that proof diagrams can be used to observe the behaviour of heuristics 
in as complex a procedure as Knuth-Bendix completion. In general, a small number of 
completion programs (for instance ReDuX [18]) implement critical pair criteria. Although 
a given equation may indeed be ‘redundant’ in a completion procedure, this equation, or 
some direct consequence of it, may well help at some intermediate stage, and make the 
procedure more efficient by doing a necessary simplification at an early stage. Still, work 
is going on into investigating such heuristics and looking at sets of examples where these 
criteria do work.
In general more specialised heuristics are needed to complete even moderately sized inter­
esting examples. It seems as if using ‘clever’ data structures (see, for example, Sims [112]) 
gives much the same sort of efficiency as using these general heuristics, and it seems in­
tuitive that an understanding of the particular problem and solution space will give rise to 
more efficient instances of completion procedures. This will be looked at in more depth in 
Chapter 6 .
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5 Derived Inferences and Proof Diagrams
5.1 Introduction
In this chapter a model of a derived inference in the setting of proof diagrams will be intro­
duced. Derived inferences in some sense ‘abbreviate’ parts of a proof of a fact. If one wants 
to prove lengthy theorems in a logical system, then derived inferences speed up the process 
of proving facts. Using just primitive inferences, relatively simple theorems can take many 
inference steps to prove; derived inferences mean that one sound step can be taken which 
represents many steps in the underlying logic.
Derived inferences are also seen in proof development systems in a different guise. Proof 
Development Systems (PDSs) in the LCF tradition (Gordon et al [47]) have been built on 
the idea of developing proofs in logical systems in a practical manner. The fundamental 
ideas of these provers were the following:
• user interaction is through a programmable meta-language, ML
• formulae and ways to manipulate the formulae are ML data
• the prover guarantees soundness
In order to make the proof methods effective, it was obvious that complex ‘heuristics’ were 
needed in order to pare the search space and cut down the workload of the theorem prover. 
There were three main methods for making theorem proving more practical in these PDSs:
•  use of already proved lemmas
• derived rules of inference
• tactics and tacticals
Proof development systems are used in a variety of fields; for instance constmctive mathem­
atics, hardware verification and softwaie verification. These uses demand that the theorem 
provers are robust and have an automatic inference system which, if guided correctly, will 
make complex proofs ‘easy’ to constmct, and perhaps as importantly, easy to understand.
Gordon and Melham [46] p. 364 infoimally define tactics in HOL as follows:
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A tactic is an ML function that when applied to a goal G reduces it to {!) a list 
o f subgoals G \ , . . Gn along with {ii) a justification function mapping a list 
o f theorems to a theorem.
Refinement tactics in Nuprl are defined similarly. The justification function does exactly 
what its name implies, it constructs a justification of the inference in which G is infeixed 
from G i, . . . ,G n  through application of the primitive inference mles. Tactics can take a 
long time to execute, as each step needs to be justified. Tacticals are the ‘glue’ which makes 
it possible to build compound tactics. For instance if one wanted to sequence two tactics 
Ti and T2 for further use, one might build a tactic T3 =  T\ T H E N  T2 . Paulson [100] 
p. 81 informally defines tactics for Isabelle as follows:
[tactics] are essentially functions from theorems to theorem sequences, where 
the theorems represent states o f backward proof.
Nuprl also has transformation tactics. Constable et al [29] say that such a ‘tactic serves 
as an operation on proofs, transforming one proof to another.’ It is possible for the use 
of a transformation tactic to generate a new proof which is justified by a large number of 
applications of primitive inference rules.
In Paulson [100] p. 14 derived mles are informally defined as ‘conservative extensions of 
the object logic, [which] may permit simpler proofs’. This means that derived inference 
mles do not strengthen the logic. It is possible to build derived inferences in Isabelle, but 
Nuprl currently includes no derived inference mles, and the concept of derived rule in HOL 
includes a ‘justification in the primitive inferences’.
Given a foiinula G, there may be a derived inference in which G can be derived from 
G i , . . . ,  Gn- It may also be possible to apply a tactic to G which returns G i , . . . ,  G„ and 
a justification function. Looking at a static representation of a proof of G, the result of 
applying a derived rule and a tactic may appear similar. However, the effect of the applica­
tion of a derived inference or tactic is different: applying a derived inference takes just one 
step, whereas applying a tactic may mean repeated applications of many primitive inference 
mles.
The idea of ‘proof abbreviations’ is that they will allow the theorem prover to do some of the
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more ‘tedious’ parts of a proof of a fact, while retaining soundness. This means taking short 
cuts through a proof of a fact by throwing away some of the applications of the primitive 
inferences and deriving theorems which are still true in the logic of the theorem prover.
The emphasis of this chapter is to show that derived inferences can easily be modelled with 
the aid of proof diagrams. Derived inferences are important heuristics for many types of 
machine assisted theorem provers. We also introduce a notion of rewriting proof diagrams 
which can clean up complex pieces of proof of a fact. Nuprl’s transformation tactics are the 
motivation for this. It should, however, be noted that the effect of applying a transformation 
tactic to a proof is different from the notion of rewriting proof diagrams in this chapter: 
the application of a transformation tactic to a proof may be an extremely lengthy process 
whereas we rewrite proof diagrams in one step.
Section 5.2 defines derived inferences in the context of proof diagrams and shows that these 
inferences really are sound extensions to the system. The relationship between proof dia­
grams defined in Section 5.2 is briefly investigated in Section 5.3. Section 5.4 investigates 
how derived inferences can be used in defining rewrite rules for proof diagrams, and a 
method of rewriting proof diagrams is introduced. This is somewhat like the notion of a 
transformation tactic from Constable et al [29]. Section 5.4.3 looks at how it could be pos­
sible to generate useful derived inferences automatically, and gives some promising research 
directions for the future.
5.2 Derived Inferences
This section will investigate the role of derived inferences in proof diagrams. In particular, 
it will be shown that derived inferences correspond to a condition on the proof graph as­
sociated with a proof diagram. It will also be shown that these inferences correspond to a 
sound extension of the system.
5.2.1 Definitions for Derived Inferences
The proof diagram is investigated in order to see which nodes are passed through to get 
from the axioms of to the ‘goal’ node (i.e. the node in the graph which corresponds to the 
fact which we wish to prove). It is a set of nodes which ‘cover’ all paths from the root of
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a
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Q Der(Q,H) Red(Q,H) U(H;a)}
Figure 13: An example of a proof diagram with a derived inference 
the proof graph to the goal node which are to be considered in a derived inference.
Definition 5.1 Let Q be a proof of a fact a (a ^ Ax {Q)) which is minimal with respect to a 
proof P  of a. The set of facts H  =  {/ii, /12, • • •, hn} (a ^ H) are said to form a covering set 
for a in Q if every rooted path in Ç{Q) to the fact a has at least one of the =  1 , . . . ,  tz) 
as an element. If no proper subset of H  forms a covering set for a in Q, then H  is said to 
form a minimal covering set for a'mQ.
In Figure 13, one can see covering sets for a inQ . An obvious choice is the set of axioms 
themselves, {6 , c}. {d, e} and {c, d} could also be chosen as minimal covering sets for a 
in Q. Any other choice of a set of nodes is not a minimal covering set for a 'm Q . Now 
notation is introduced so that it will be possible to refer to minimal covering sets in certain 
situations.
Definition 5.2 The proposition MmC'5(Q, P, P , a) is tme if and only if Q is a proof of a 
fact a which is minimal with respect to a valid proof P  of a and H  =  {/zi, h-g,. . . ,  is a 
minimal covering set for a in Q. It is false otherwise.
The following definitions allow us to characterise various properties and constituent parts 
of a proof diagram Q when M inC S{Q , P, H, a) is tme. This analysis will let us replace 
parts of the proof diagram in a sound way. The new inference which is used is supposed 
to represent a derived inference in a logical system. Firstly we define the derived inference 
itself.
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Definition 5.3 Let MinCS{Q^ P, H, a) be true. The proof o f a with derived inference is 
defined to be the proof diagram:
Der(Q,P) = Q u{(P;o)}
{H ; a) is called the derived inference.
So in Figure 13, the derived inference ({6 , c} ; a) is used. This is represented by the inference 
shown with a dashed line, and H) is the resulting proof diagram, where H  = {6 , c}.
When M inC S{Q , P, P , a) is true we construct a proof subdiagram of Q. This proof sub­
diagram will be shown to contain all necessaiy information so that there will be proofs of 
each of the hi € P .  We characterise it first by looking at the relation ‘is an ancestor of’ on 
the facts of a proof diagram.
Definition 5.4 Let M inC S  (Q, P, P , a) be true. The proof diagram
Red{Q, P )  =  {(A; b) € Q|3z, 1 < z < n, 6 =  /z^  or 6 is an ancestor of hi} 
is called the reduced proof diagram ofQ.
The proof diagram Ped(Q, P )  U {({6 , c}; a)} is shown in Figure 13. This represents the 
proof diagram
Red{Q, H) U {({6 , c}; a)} =  {(0; 6 ), (0; c), ({6 , c}; a)}
Lemma 5.5 Let M inCS{Q^ P, P ,  a) be true. Then Red{Q, H) is a proof o f all hi G P .
Proof- As the proof Q of a is minimal with respect to the proof P  of o, Q is a valid proof 
and hence is a proof of all hi G P .  Red{Q, H) retains all inferences from Q which are 
used in any derivation of an h{. Thus if Red{Q, P )  were not a proof of an hi, neither would 
Q be a proof of this hi, which is a contradiction. □
The next definition characterises a set of inferences in Q which are not necessary in a proof 
diagram when an inference ( P ; a) is known and M in C S (Q, P, P , a) is true.
Definition 5.6 Let M inC S  {Q  ^P, P , a) be true. The set of indirect elements o f Q with 
respect to H  is defined to be:
P )  =  Q -  P )
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Thus Ext{Q , H) contains all those elements of Q which are, in some sense, deduced from 
the covering set; i.e. the hypotheses in H  foi*m a sufficient set to deduce a. Suppose we 
choose to look at the covering set P  =  {6 , c} in the proof diagram Q in Figure 13.
E xt{Q ,H ) = {({6 ,c};d),({c,d};e),({d,e};a)}
The following lemma shows that our characterisation of a derived inference is in some sense 
correct: i.e. by looking at a reduced proof diagram and a derived inference, we still have a 
proof (which has nice properties) of a fact.
Theorem 5.7 Let MinCS{Q^ P, P ,  a) be true. Then R = Red{Q, H) U {(P ; a)} is a 
proof o f a which is minimal with respect to the proof Der{Q, P )  o f a.
Proof- Firstly it will be shown that Red(Q, P )  U {(P ; a)} is a proof of a. This follows 
immediately from the fact that Red{Q, P )  is a proof of all hi by Lemma 5.5, and a does 
not occur in Red{Q^ H) (a /  hi and a is not an ancestor of h). So it is necessary to show 
that the proof P  of o is minimal with respect to the proof D er{Q ,H ) of a. There are no 
‘smaller’ proof diagrams than R  in Per(Q , P ) ;  if there were, then the proof Q of u would 
not be minimal with respect to the proof P  of a, as an inference could be removed from Q 
and a proof of a retained. Thus Sm all{R, Der{Q^ P ) ,  a) is true and the proof P  of a is 
minimal with respect to the proof Der{Q^ H) of a by Lemma 3.38. □
5.3 Relationships Between Proof Diagrams
This section will discuss the relationship between Red{Q, H) U { (P ;a )}  and Q when 
M in C S  (Q, P, P , a) is true. It is possible to see that these two proof diagrams are closely 
related as there is an amount of structural information which is preserved when constructing 
Red{Q, P )  U { (P ; a)} from Q.
A  derived inference replaces a ‘cluttered’ piece of a proof of a fact by something which is 
easier to read. Cluttered is a word used by the Nuprl community to describe a piece of a 
proof which is complex. We wish to retain local information; i.e. the relation ‘is an ancestor 
of’ on the facts of Red{Q, P )  U {(P ; a)} should be preserved from the same relation on 
the facts of Q.
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Figure 14: relationship between unravelled proof graphs 
Definition 5.8 Let P  and Q be proofs of a fact a. P  is said to be strongly related to Q if:
• F{P) Q F{Q) and
• for each pair of elements r, s € F{P), if r is an ancestor of s in Q, then r  is an 
ancestor of s in P.
Lemma 5.9 Let M inC S{Q , P, H^a) be true. Then Red{Q,H) U {{H ;a)} is strongly 
related to Q.
Proof- /z i,. . . ,  a are in F(Q) (as H  forms a minimal covering set for a in Q) and so 
F{Red{Q, H)) C F{Q). By the definition of covering set, h i , . . . ,h n  are ancestors of a in 
Q, and in Red(Q^ H) they are parents of a. Thus the desired ancestry property exists, as all 
other inferences which occur in Red{Q, H) also occur in Q. □
This is very much like the notion of ‘throwing away’ structure which was mentioned in 
Chapter 2. So we would like to say something more than this about the relationship between 
the facts of the two proof diagrams. We shall investigate the proof graphs associated with 
the proof diagrams Pec?(Q, P )  U {(P ; a)} and Q from Figure 13. For clarity we omit the 
labels of the nodes. In Figure 14 we see that it is possible to define an injective mapping 
from the nodes of Ç{Red{Q, P )  U { (P ; a)}) to the nodes of Ç{Q) (the dotted airows show 
the mapping). From the way that the labelling is defined for an unravelled graph, there is 
the following obvious theorem.
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Theorem 5.10 LetQ and Red{Q, P )U { (P ; a)} be as in Figure 13. ThenÇ{Red{Q, H)\J 
{ (P ;o)}) Eg
It seems very likely that this will generalise, but formalising the definition of the mapping 
turns out to be difficult. We have the following conjecture.
Conjecture 5.11 Let M inC S{Q , P, P , a) be true. Then G{Red{Q, H) U {(P ; a)}) Cg
^(Q).
This conjecture is particularly interesting as it shows that the notion of homeomorphic em­
bedding characterises heuristics in an intuitive way.
5.4 Rewriting Proof Diagrams
In this section a way to rewrite proof diagram is introduced. This is motivated by the idea 
of a transformation tactic in Constable et al [29]:
’transformation tactics take proofs as arguments and return proofs. These tac­
tics . . .  [can] produce a proof which is analogous to the given proof and per­
form various optimisations to the proof such as replacing subproofs by more 
elegant or concise ones’
The derived inferences introduced in the last section will be used as a sort of ‘rewrite rule’. 
This rewriting of proofs of facts makes them easier to read (i.e. it removes ‘clutter’ from 
proofs of facts). It should be noted here that the notion of rewriting a proof of a fact for 
proof diagrams does not provide the justification function of a tactic.
5.4.1 Rewrite Rules and Proof Diagrams
In this section a rewrite rule for proof diagrams is defined. This will allow the application 
of derived rules of inference to transform proofs of facts which have been constructed in 
a given system. This will build on the ideas of Section 5.2, and a theorem will be proved 
that a ‘rewritten’ proof diagram is still a proof of a given fact; i.e. the notion of rewriting is 
sound.
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There has been a lot of work on proof transfonnation; see for example Andrews [1], Pfen­
ning [103], Lingenfelder [82] and Pierce [104]. This has mainly consisted of transforming 
proofs from one logical system into another. The main motivation for this work has been to 
constmct ‘human readable proofs’. This section takes a more abstract view of transforming 
proofs, as we deal with no specific logical system.
Definition 5.12 Let M inC S{Q , P, P , a) be true. The pair p — [Ext{Q^ P ) ,  (P ; a)) is 
called a pd-rewrite rule. If Ext{Q, P )  { (P ; a)} then it is called a proper pd~rewrite 
rule.
Thus the inferences in Ext{Q, P )  will be considered to be redundant and will be replaced 
in a proof diagram by the single inference (P  ; a) : this is what will constitute the ‘rewriting’. 
As P  forms a minimal covering set for a in Q, it is possible to derive a from the hypotheses 
P ,  and so such a replacement is sound in the underlying logical system. From now on we 
will consider all pd-rewrite rules to be proper, as these are essentially the rules which will 
be ‘of use’ as a heuristic aid for ‘simplifying proofs of facts’.
The next definition gives a way to rewrite proofs of facts by simply rewriting sets of in­
ferences. This means that the operations are carried out on proof diagrams. Later in this 
section we will give an example of how information can be ‘lost’ in this operation and give 
a side condition which will make it possible to rewrite a valid proof into a valid proof.
Definition 5.13 Let MinCS{Qy P, P ,  a) be true. Suppose that p — {Ext{Q, P ) ,  (P ; a)) 
is a pd-rewrite rule and let E  be a proof of a fact b with Ext{Q, P )  C P. In the proof 
diagram
Rewrite{R^ p) = {R -  Ext{Q, H)) U {(P ; a)}
R  is said to be rewritten by p.
Thus if M inC S{Q , P, P ,  a) is true and p — {Ext{Q, P ) ,  (P ; a)), then Rewrite{Q^ p) =  
Red{Q^ H) U {(P ; a)}, and thus Rewrite{Q,p) is a valid proof. Of course, one can not 
rewrite a proof diagram aibitraiily, as information which may be of use in the rest of the 
proof diagram could be thrown away in Ext{Q, P ) .  The following example shows how 
this can occur.
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Figure 15: Failed Rewriting
Example 5.14 Figure 15 gives a graphical representation of the proof diagram P. Figure 
15 also shows a proof Q of a fact g, which is minimal with respect to the proof P  of g . It 
can be seen that {d, e} forms a minimal covering set for g in Q, so it is possible to refer 
to the derived inference ({d, e};g), which has been added to Q as an inference with dotted 
lines. Thus Ext{Q^ H) = { ( { d ,  e } ;  / ) ,  ( { d , f} ;g )}  and the pd-rewrite rule
can be formed.
If the proof P  of i is rewritten with the pd-rewrite mie p, then it can be seen in Figure 15 that 
the resulting proof diagram is not a valid proof; in particular Rewrite{P, p) is not a proof 
of / ,  h or Î. The reason for this is that, although for the purposes of the derived inference 
the fact /  is ‘irrelevant’ in the proof Q of g, it is not ‘iirelevant’ in the proof P  of i. Thus 
there is no ‘justified’ path from /  back to the axioms of the proof diagram.
Example 5,14 shows that a side condition must be introduced so that it will be possible to 
rewrite valid proofs and obtain a valid proof. This side condition is now defined and says 
that in a proof F  of a each of the facts which are being ‘thrown away’ in the rewriting 
process can not be the parent of a fact which is used in a different part of the proof of a.
Definition 5.15 Let M inC S(Q , F, H, a) be true. Suppose that p = {Ext{Q, H ),{H ;a)) 
is a pd-rewrite rule and let F  be a proof of a fact b such that Ext{Q^ H) Ç R. p is
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said to be applicable to F  if no m G F{Ext{Q^ H)) -  F ({ (F ; a)}) is a parent of any 
I Ç: F{R) -  F {E x t(Q ,H ))m  R.
Theorem 5.16 Let M in C S  [Q  ^F, F , a) be true, p =  {Ext{Q, F ) ,  (F ; a)) be a pd-rewrite 
rule which is applicable to a valid proof R  o f a fact b. Then Rewrite{R, p) is a valid proof
P roof-  We need to show that Rewrite(R^ p) is a proof of all /  E F{Rewrite{R^ p)). 
As F  is a valid proof, we only need to check that there are proofs of all elements g E 
F (F ) -  F{Ext{Q , F ))  which have an e E F{Ext{Q , F ))  -  F ({ (F ; a)}) as an ancestor 
of g in F. There are no such elements, however, as p is applicable to F. □
This theorem gives us a sound way to rewrite proofs of facts: i.e. given a valid proof F  and 
an applicable proper pd-rewrite rule p, if F  is rewritten by p then Rewrite{R, p) is a proof 
of all /  E F{Rewrite{R, /?)).
5.4.2 Properties of Rewriting Proof Diagrams
This section gives a more global perspective on proof diagrams and rewriting. At this point, 
only one particular pd-rewrite mle is being applied to a proof of a fact. In this section, a 
method to rewrite a proof of a fact by a set of pd-rewrite rules is given. Thus it is also 
necessary to define what constitutes a useful set of pd-rewrite rules. This will refer back 
to the idea of a system from Definition 3.16, as the derived inferences which are being 
considered must be related to the ‘underlying logic’. In the setting of proof diagrams, the 
system is the underlying logic. The first two definitions of this section define such a set of 
pd-rewrite rules.
Definition 5.17 Let S yst = (E, # , V, %) be a system. The pd-rewrite system is defined to 
be the set:
oiSyst) = U A  B)\ 3F, Q Ç y, F  Ç o E $ such that ,
PK y ) MinCS{Q,P,H,a) is true, A = Ext{Q,H) and B =
Definition 5.18 Let S yst — (E, be a system. Rewr Ç p[Syst) is said to be a
proper pd-rewrite system if all r E Rewr are proper pd-rewrite rules.
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Figure 16: Rewriting with a system of pd-rewrite rules Rew7'
Now it is possible to define how a proof of a given fact is rewritten. This is a simple 
extension of the idea used in Theorem 5.16. The proof diagram is rewritten if and only if 
the applicability conditions of Definition 5.15 are satisfied.
Definition 5.19 Let Syst =  (S, F, be a system, Rewr Ç p{Syst) be a proper pd- 
rewrite system with p ~  {Ext{Q^ H)^{H\a))  6  Rewr and R  Ç V  a. valid proof of a 
fact b G F{R).  The following inference rule is called the proof rewriting rule:
R ew rL {R ,p )  W «cable to R
The following example shows how the process of rewriting a proof diagram proceeds.
Example 5.20 Figure 16 is a representation of a proof diagram R. We have a pd-rewrite 
system
Rewr = {({({e, g}; /i), ({e, h}; %)}, ({e, g}\i)),  ({({c, d}; / ) ,  ({d, /} ;; )} ,  ({c, d};;)),
So there are three pd-rewrite rules. We mark with dotted arrows two of the derived infer­
ences. We are able to rewrite R  with the two pd-rewrite rules
(({e, g}; h), ({e, h}; $)}, ({e, g}] i)) and ({({c, d}; /) ,  ({d, /} ; j )},  ({c, d};i))
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shown in Figure 16. The resulting proof diagram, R', is shown on the right. It is then easy 
to see that the final pd-rewrite rule
({{{d, /};;), },({/, d,g}; j ) )}
cannot be applied to R'.
The following theorem shows a useful property for rewriting proof diagrams: the process is 
terminating when the proof diagram is finite and the proper pd-rewrite system is finite.
Theorem 5.21 Let Syst =  (S, y, « )  a system, R  Ç V  be a proof o f a fact b, such 
that |i?| is finite, and Rewr Ç p{Syst) be a proper pd-rewrite system, where Rewr is a 
finite set. Then there are only finitely many possible applications o f the proof rewriting rule 
to the proof R  ofb.
Proof- As each p e Rewr is a proper pd-rewrite rule, |jR| > \Rewrite{R, p) \ and as \R\ 
is finite, only a finite number of applications of such pd-rewrite rules is possible. Thus there 
are only finitely many possible applications of the proof rewriting rule to the proof R  of b.
□
It can also be seen that such a process will not necessarily end in a unique ‘normal form’ ; i.e. 
in general the set of pd-rewrite rales are not confluent. This can be seen in Example 5.20. 
If the pd-rewrite rale ({({d, f } ; j ) , { { g j } ; k ) } ,  ({/, d,g}]j))}  is used first, then the pd- 
rewrite rale ( { ( { e ,  h), ( { e ,  h}; i ) } ,  ( { e ,  g}] i)) is applied to R,  the remaining pd-rewrite
rale will have no effect on the resulting proof diagram and the proof diagram of Figure 17 
will occur.
5.4.3 Finding Useful Derived Rules of Inference
This section will give a short exposition on how it is possible to automatically find derived 
rales of inference with the aid of proof diagrams. The method presented here is obviously 
very complex, and hence would be too inefficient to implement in a real machine assisted 
theorem proven The aim, though, is to show that it is possible to generate automatically 
such useful heuristics for further use.
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Figure 17: Diagram to show non-confluence of rewriting
The approach has an added attraction: it mirrors the way that humans would derive a tactic 
or heuristic for a theorem proven This is generally done by the user seeing patterns that 
recur in a set of proofs of facts which are being developed. It is by recognising these 
patterns and recognising that there is a way to automate this part of the proof of a fact that 
such heuristics aie usually generated.
Firstly, it will be necessary to define a set of proofs of different facts in a particular system:
Definition 5.22 Let S ys t =  (S, F, « ) . Then a library o f proofs in S yst is defined to be: 
Lib{Syst) = {P  Ç V \P  is a valid proof }
The set Lib(Syst), or any subset of it, represents a set of proofs of facts in the underlying 
logic which the system is modelling. Most theorem provers have a library of lemmas which 
are already proved and which may be of use in proving theorems at a later stage.
We need to find a proof Q of a which is minimal with respect to a proof P' of a. The 
following procedure prune{P, a) finds a proof Q of a which is minimal with respect to a 
proof P' of a, where the proof P' of a is a subproof of the proof P  of a.
Input: finite proof diagram P, fact a, such that P roof {P, a) is tme
Output: proof Q of a which is minimal with respect to some proof P' of a, P roo f {Q, a) 
is tme
1 0 1
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1. while P roof a) is true do
•  Q := P
• P  remove (C; b) from P  
end
2 . return Q
This procedure returns a proof Q of a which is minimal with respect to itself. We have the 
following theorem.
Theorem 5.23 Given a proof diagram P  such that |P | is finite and P roo f (P, a) is true, the 
result o f the procedure prune (P, a) is a proof o f a which is minimal with respect to some 
proof P ' o f a.
Proof- Suppose that the procedure prune{P, a) results in a proof Q of a. Then the result 
follows from Lemma 3.38 as S m al/ (Q, Q , a) is true. □
The pinning process thus does not necessarily generate a proof Q of a which is minimal 
with respect to the original proof P  of a, but does at least find a proof of a which is minimal 
with respect to some proof P' of a. The procedure which will be described next will use a 
subset of the set of proofs Lib (Syst)  to generate derived inferences which may be of use in 
future attempts to prove facts.
Input: A subset L of Lib{Syst)
Output: pd-rewrite rale JT), (P ; a))
1. Look at P  in L. Choose a fact a which occurs ‘often’ in the Ps,
2 . repeat
• choose a P  such that a G P (P )
• prune{P, a), call the resulting proof diagram Q
•  find minimal covering sets H  for a in Q
until hj G H  occur ‘often’ in L
1 0 2
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3. return {Ext{Q^ P ) ,  {H;a))
This procedure describes a method for generating new candidate derived inference rales. 1 
looks at proofs of facts which occur in L and sees which facts occur often in the proofs of 
facts. If a fact a does occur often, then it may be useful to have heuristics to generate a in 
the future. In 2 an arbitrary choice of a proof of a is chosen. If the covering set and a occur 
often in the proofs of facts in T, this matches the methods of proving facts which the user 
is applying. This means that this recurring pattern may be of use in further proofs of facts.
Investigating repeated occurrences of facts in a proof diagram is a rather simplistic way 
of trying to develop new heuristics. A more complex method might investigate repeated 
patterns in proof diagrams. Boyer and Moore [11] use common patterns of reasoning as a 
heuristic to guide inductive proofs; these ‘patterns’ are spotted by hand and coded by hand. 
Common patterns of reasoning are also explored in the work of Bundy [19] on Proof Plans. 
These are used to guide the search for proofs in a family of similar proofs, and have suc­
cessfully been developed in the area of inductive reasoning. ‘Common patterns of reasoning 
[are] identified and represented computationally as proof plans’. ‘Capturing common pat­
terns of reasoning’ is generally done by hand, however there is work on automating aspects 
of this; see, for instance, Desimone [39]. An approach whereby one looks for repeated 
‘patterns’ of inferences in proof diagrams would seem to be an interesting idea to explore 
further. Describing what would constitute a useful ‘pattern’ is an obvious first step. The 
‘common patterns’ which occur in families of similar proofs of facts are complex (as can 
be seen in Bundy [19]) and obviously domain specific. The success of the approaches of 
Boyer and Moore [11] and Bundy [19] make this an interesting area to investigate in future 
work.
5.5 Conclusions
This section has investigated how proof diagrams and the homeomorphic embedding rela­
tion can be used to reason about derived rales of inference in logical systems. In particular, 
a methodology for rewriting proof diagrams has been introduced. This was motivated the 
idea of a transformation tactic in a proof development system such as Nuprl.
Section 5.4.3 raises many questions which aie of further interest. It would be useful to
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automatically derive new heuristics by investigating commonly occuring substructures in 
proofs of facts which are already in a library of theorems. A procedure to look for such 
candidate heuristics is then proposed.
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6 Group Theory and Automated Deduction
6.1 Introduction
This chapter is similar to a paper Linton and Shand [84]. The work presented here was de­
veloped with guidance from Dr. Steve Linton, particularly in techniques from computational 
group theory
In this chapter we will look at a number of results in abstract algebra, specifically in the 
area of finitely-presented groups. The use of completion in abstract algebra goes back to 
Knuth and Bendix [72], but has focused mainly on special-purpose programs (see Sims 
[114]) or general systems to complete axiom systems (see, for example, Maitin and Lai 
[89]). In contrast, the objective of this chapter is to look at some results which have been 
obtained by special purpose programs, but which can be represented as equational reason­
ing and completion problems, and to investigate how these calculations can be done using 
various general purpose completion and theorem-proving systems. In general, the existence 
of finite convergent rewriting systems for finitely presented groups is undecidable. We will 
concentrate on finite and nilpotent groups, so that the existence of such rewriting systems 
will not be in question.
We take the view that using general-purpose systems is desirable for at least two reasons. 
Firstly, fewer programs need to be written, maintained and debugged and secondly, there 
are a range of examples which are outside the scope of the special-puipose programs, such 
as groups satisfying additional laws (see Sections 6.7 and 6.8.2).
We compare the performance of various programs on a range of group-theoretical problems. 
We also investigate different ways of formulating the problems, the effectiveness of various 
special features of the programs and ways to use additional mathematical information to 
improve performance. The aim is not so much to set out ‘challenge problems’ (though 
some of the problems are quite challenging) as to look at the common features of a range of 
problems.
Section 6.2 sets out the mathematical background common to all of our problems, and 
describes the two ways in which tlie abstract mathematical problems can be converted into 
concrete problems in first-order equational reasoning. We illustrate this with explicit input
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for the LP and Otter provers which can be seen in Appendix A.
Section 6.4 introduces the four systems which we will be using; Otter, a fast resolution the­
orem prover with added Knuth-Bendix facilities, LP, a flexible and interactive completion 
theorem prover, KBMAG, a specialised Knuth-Bendix completion program for strings and 
TC, a veiy fast coset enumeration program.
In Section 6.5 we look at a number of presentations of finite groups which have been used 
as test examples in the computational group theory community for many years.
In Section 6 .6  we consider presentations of the Fibonacci groups F{2,n) and look in par­
ticular at F (2 ,7) which has a number of features of interest.
In Section 6.7 we look at the Burnside groups: the free groups in the varieties of groups of 
fixed exponent. There are natural questions about these groups which cannot be answered 
directly by the tools of computational group theory, but which lie squarely within the 
province of equational reasoning.
In Section 6.8.1 we look at some results about infinite nilpotent groups, based on examples 
from Sims [113], and some open questions about Engel groups.
6.2 Mathematical Background
The material in this section is well-known. We include it here for ease of reference and 
to establish our notation. References for the group-theoretic material aie given. For the 
universal algebra see Meinke and Tucker [96].
6.2.1 Groups and Presentations
A group is defined as a set equipped with an associative binary operation, a (two-sided) 
identity and a (two-sided) inverse for every element. In the language of universal algebra 
we have a signature Ç with one sort, one binary operation (written as infix * or implied by 
juxtaposition), one unaiy operation (written as postfix “ ^) and one constant e. The class of 
groups is then the equational class Alg((/, E) where E  (which is called the theory of the 
free group) contains the following equations:
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æ * (3/ * z) =  ($ * 1/) * z
X ^ e = X
A presentation ( C j i? ) of a group consists of a set C  of constants and a set R  of ground 
elements in the term algebra of Q oC . An element r of R, called a relator, can be viewed as 
denoting the equation (or relation) r  =  e. Any equation t — t' can be represented (modulo 
E )  by the relator The group presented by (C  | F )  is then the initial algebra with 
the signature G O C  subject to the equations E C  R. For an introduction to group theory, 
see Lederman [78], for more details see Aschbacher [4], for more information specifically 
about presentations see Johnson [67].
Deteimining the structure of groups given by finite presentations has been a major area of 
computational endeavour for group theorists since the nineteenth century. A ‘mechanical 
procedure’ was formalised by Todd and Coxeter [123] even before the advent of electronic 
computers. Computer implementations of the procedure, called ‘coset enumeration’, fol­
lowed as soon as the hardware was available and the algorithm has been progressively re­
fined (see Cannon et al [24] and Havas [53]). The algorithm is related to model-building 
methods used in theorem proving, and constructs a concrete representation for the group 
from which much information about its stmcture can be efficiently determined.
The same information can also be determined from a complete rewriting system for the 
equational theory given hy E C  R. If the group is finite then it is easy to see that such a 
system must exist, and we can construct it by Knuth-Bendix completion (see Sims [114]). 
This method has the advantage that a complete system may exist even when the group is 
not finite, whereas the Todd-Coxeter algorithm can never terminate in this case (leaving 
aside the question of enumerating over a subgroup). Sims [113, 112] has also shown that 
Knuth-Bendix completion can sometimes be used for other purposes, such as verifying 
isomorphisms between finitely-presented groups.
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6.2.2 Notation
For brevity we introduce some additional operators, defined in terms of * and . We define
=  æ" * X for n > 0 
x~'^ =  [x’^ )~^ forn  > 1
[æ, y] = x~^ * y~^ * æ * %/
=  [[x i,.. .,X k - i] ,X k ] fo ïk > 2 .
This enables us to define one especially important stmctural property of groups. A group G 
is called nilpotent o f class c if there exists a natural number c such that:
V^ o^, . . .  j Xq G G [^0) • • ' ) ^c] — G
Any finitely-generated nilpotent group has a finite complete rewriting system with respect 
to a suitable generating set (see Sims [112]).
6.2.3 The Alternative Formulation of the Problems
Although the description above does formulate a group presentation as a first-order equa­
tional theory, it turns out to be rather inefficient in practice. The reason for this is easy to 
see. With an ordering such that
((æ * y) * z) > {x * (y + z))
the two words
Wi = * (og * (0 3  * - ' * («Ti-l + "  '))
and W2 = 61 + (6 2  * (6 3  * ' "  * {bm~i * 6m) "  •))
are in normal form, but putting wi ^ W2 into normal form will involve approximately n
rewriting steps.
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It is possible that this could be avoided by implementing special matching, unification and 
completion procedures for associative operators along the lines of Peterson and Stickel 
[102]. The main problem is that there is no unique most general unifier for such theories. 
We can also avoid this with an alternative formulation of the problems. This foimulation 
has been used inter alia in Martin and Lai [89], as well as being the basis of the specialised 
programs.
First note that under the theory E  of the free group, any ground term in ^  U C (except e) is 
equivalent to a term of the form
 ^ =  / i  * (/2 * ( / a  * • • • * i f k - i  * A ) " •))
where each f i  is either c or for some c G C. We can form a new signature S(C') with
one sort and 2|C| unary operations: c and c for each c G (7. We can transform any term t in
G \JC  into a term P in S(C), by putting it into the above form and then writing
t' =  9 i { 92 ( g z  • * ' 9 k - i { 9 k { x )  • • ')))
where J  c i f  f i  -  c 
t  c if /i =  c~i
The term e is replaced by the variable x. We then consider the equational theory F '(C , R) 
with the equations
c(c(æ)) =  X
c{c{x)) = X
p  ~  X for each r G i?
It is not hard to see that this formulation is equivalent to the original one, in the sense that 
there is a bijection between the initial algebras, and the operations of each can be modelled 
in the other. In the new formulation associativity is built into the terni stmcture, dramatically 
reducing the amount of rewriting needed. On the other hand, the fact that group elements 
are no longer one of the sorts of the signature prevents quantification over the group, so that 
additional laws (for example) cannot be stated.
We will use this alternative formulation for most of our examples, except when we wish to
use special features of the programs for which it is not suitable. Appendix A shows input
files for the Larch Prover and Otter on a small example.
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6.3 Theoretical Results
There is a large body of theory concerning which groups have finite complete rewriting 
systems, of which we indicate a few high-points here. The approach is typically topological, 
based on extending the directed graph of words, connected by elementary rewriting steps, 
to a higher-dimensional cell complex.
Perhaps the most important result (see Anick [3], Groves [49] and Squier [115]) is that 
all such groups satisfy a cohomological finiteness condition called FPqo- Since non-FFoo 
groups with solvable word problem are known, this shows that not all groups with solvable 
word problem have finite complete rewriting systems. All soluble FFoo groups have finite 
complete rewriting systems, (see Groves and Smith [50] and Kropholler [73]).
In Squier [116] it is shown that when a group has a finite complete rewriting system then 
any presentation of that group has a property called ‘finite derivation type’. Note that it is 
possible to have a finite complete rewriting system with respect to one set of generators but 
not with respect to another, (see Jantzen [6 6 ] and Kapur and Naiendran [69]). This will be 
discussed in greater depth in Chapter 7.
Most of these results hold for monoids as well as for groups.
6.4 The Programs
We will use four programs in our experiments. Two general-purpose theorem-provers cap­
able of Knuth-Bendix completion, a specialised completion program and a coset enumera­
tion program.
6.4.1 Otter
Otter [93] is a resolution-style theorem-proving program, which also has a built-in version 
of the Knuth-Bendix completion algorithm. Otter is mainly designed for non-interactive 
use, but has a primitive interactive mode. Otter allows us to use the lexicographic recursive 
path ordering and the length then lexicographic ordering in the completion examples. We 
use Otter version 3.0.
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6.4.2 Larch
The Larch Prover (LP) [45] is an interactive theorem prover for multi-sorted first order logic. 
It also includes an implementation of the Knuth-Bendix completion algorithm. LP has 
a number of orderings available and can also implement polynomial orderings controlled 
by user input. The default ordering is called noeq-dsm pos, which is the same as the 
lexicographic recursive path ordering from the left. Although it is not as efficient as other 
programs, we use LP for these tests because of its greater degree of interaction and extra 
features which are useful on some of the examples. We use LP version 3.1 beta.2.
6.4.3 String Knuth-Bendix
In the alternative formulation described in Section 6.2.3 the terms which arise are simply 
strings of unary operators and the Knuth-Bendix completion procedure can be optimised 
in a number of ways. Simpler data stmctures can be used, and more efficient indexing 
and rewriting procedures employed. These are described in Sims [112]. We use a fast 
implementation (called KBMAG) of such an algorithm due to Holt [40]. No version number 
is given, but we used the version current in late 1994.
6.4.4 TC
The Todd-Coxeter coset enumeration algorithm (see Todd and Coxeter [123] and Havas 
[53]) has already been mentioned. We use George Havas’ fast and flexible implementation 
of it, at version 4.06.
The CPU times given were obtained on a SparcStation 10-41 with 64 megabytes of main 
memory, running SunOS 4.1.3. Times are given in seconds unless indicated otherwise.
6.5 Finite Groups
In this section we examine a number of presentations that have been used as test examples 
for the Todd-Coxeter algorithm, and report the performance of val ions Knuth-Bendix com­
pletion programs on them.
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6.5.1 The Examples
We take our examples from Cannon et al [24], which is established among computational 
group theorists as a landmark study. Tables 3 and 4 of that paper report the performance of 
various versions of the Todd-Coxeter algorithm on a number of non-pathological and patho­
logical examples. The pathological examples show a large expansion of the intermediate 
data structures before collapse to a much smaller final result. In Havas [53] the pathological 
examples are repeated using more recent versions of the algorithm.
Some of the examples involve enumeration of the cosets of a non-trivial subgroup, which 
corresponds to a special form of ground completion not supported by any of the programs 
we are using, so we omit those examples. We are left with nine non-pathological examples 
and nine pathological ones.
The non-pathological cases are:
Gi =   ^a, 6, c j =  (a6)^  = (6c)^  =  (ca)^  =  (u6c)^  =  1 ^
G2 =   ^a, 6 I =  6^  =  (u6)^ =  (a“ ^6)^ ~   ^)
Gs =  ^ a, 6 I a® =  6® =  (a6)^ =  (a^6^)^ =  (a®6®)® =  1 ^
G4 = ^ a, 6 I — 6®° =  (u6)® =  (a“ 6^)^ ® =  a®6® =  1 ^
(?5 =  ^a, b\ — b‘^ = (a6)^ =  (a“ ^6)^ =  (a^6)^ =
(a6^)  ^ =  {a^ b^ y =  (a~^6u6)^ =  (a6“ ^a6)  ^ =
(?6 =  (u ,6 |u ^  =  6^=(u6)® =  [u,6]  ^=  [u ,^6]" =  [u^6]^ =  l )
G j =   ^a, 6 I =  6® =  (u6)^ =  (a~^6)^^ =  6]® =  1 ^
Gq = ^ a, 6  I =  6® =  (u6 )^  ^ =  [a, 6 ]^* =  1 ^
Gq — ^ a i , . . . ,  U6 I =  1 for all i, {aiUj)^ =  1 when\i — j\ > 1 ,
(u,U;+i)® =  1 for 1 < 2 < 4, =  1 )
G5 is the Burnside group H (2,4) (see Section 6.7). Gg is the Weyl group of type Bq (see 
Humphreys [61]).
The pathological cases aie:
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Pi =  
f z  =
Ps = 
Pa =  
F 5 =  
Pe =  
P7 =  
Ps — 
P9 =
r, s, t j t~^rtr~^ =  7'~^srs~^ = ~   ^)
a, 6  I =  6 ® =  {ab^ =  [a, 6 ]^  =  1 ^
a, b I — b^  — (a6 )® =  (a^6 a“ ^6)® =  1 ^
a, 6 I =  6® =: (a6 )^ =  [a, 6]  ^=  1 ^
r, s j r^srsr~^s~^ ■= s^7'srs~^r~^ =  1 ^
fl, 6 , c ] a® =  6  ^=  c^ ® =  {abŸ ~  (6 c)^ — {ca)^ = {abcŸ =  1 ^
a , 6  I b~^a~^bab~^aba~‘^ =  a~^b~^aba~^bab~‘^ =  1 ^
a, 6 I 6 “ ^o“ 6^ a6 ~^a6 a“  ^ =  a~^b~^aba~^bab~^ =  1 ^
a, 6 I b~^a~^bab~^aba~^ =  a~^b~^aba~^bab~^ ~   ^)
The presentation Pi (also called F i) is due to Higman [59]. It is the first in an infinite series 
of presentations due to Neumann, which all present the trivial group. The next member of 
the series is defined by letting R  =  s~'^tst~^, S  — and T  = r~^^srs~'^ and then
F2 =  ( r , g , f  I T~'^RTR-^ = R~^SRS~^ =  S~'^TST~^ =  1 )
where the relators are expanded to become words of length 25 in r, s and t. It is easy to 
show theoretically or by Knuth-Bendix completion that this presentation presents the trivial 
group, but this has never been demonstrated by coset enumeration.
For each of these groups. Table 1 below gives the results of using the Havas Todd-Coxeter 
program. Table 2  gives the results of the specialised Knuth-Bendix program, and Table 3 
gives the results obtained with Otter, using the alternative formulation. In each case the 
length then lexicographic and lexicographic recursive path orderings were used.
A number of observations can be drawn from these figures.
Firstly, the low-level simplicity and high level of development of coset enumeration makes it 
faster in almost all cases, even when, as in example Pe, it defines numerous redundant cosets 
while the Knuth-Bendix techniques go directly to the complete system. Nevertheless, such 
examples (and the case of E 2 ) suggest that the Knuth-Bendix procedure may sometimes 
show more ‘insight’ into the stmcture of the group than coset enumeration does.
Secondly, the recursive path ordering nearly always uses fewer mles in both the maximal
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Table 1: Results with Coset Enumeration
Group Order Max. Cosets Total Cosets Time
Gi 504 504 506 0 .0 2
Gg 1092 1092 1092 0 .0 2
03 3000 3000 3003 0.18
04 3000 3000 3016 0.15
Gs 4096 4096 4341 0.30
Oe 5040 5040 5040 0.36
O 7 5184 5184 5184 0 .2 0
Os 6072 6072 6072 0.23
G9 46080 46080 46080 3.0
Pi 1 190 20 1 0 .0 2
P2 1 230 230 < 0 .0 1
P3 660 660 726 0.03
Pa 1092 1248 1332 0.07
P5 120 652 660 0.02
Pe 21504 52004 52179 2.5
Pr 3 3269 3280 0.12
Ps 5 6474 6478 0.27
P9 16 26136 26218 0.97
E 2 1 — — —
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Table 2: Results with a Specialised Knuth-Bendix Completion Program
Group 
Name Order
Length-Lex 
Max. Rules Final Rules Time Max. Rules
RPO
Final Rules Time
Gi 504 325 325 1.3 57 57 2.1
G2 1092 467 467 3.0 76 76 1.5
Gq 3000 697 697 17.6 158 158 9.5
Ga 3000 520 520 16.7 16 16 2.3
Gs 4096 822 822 9.7 159 159 3.7
Ge 5040 995 995 16.4 338 338 21.0
Gr 5184 437 437 23.1 160 160 25.4
Gs 6072 688 688 86.1 255 255 22
Gq 46080 39 37 0.1 47 47 0.1
Pi 1 129 6 0.1 57 6 0.06
P2 1 58 4 0.2 53 4 0.05
Ps 660 236 236 1.6 87 82 1.2
Pa 1092 148 148 6.5 54 54 5.4
Ps 120 284 141 0.3 154 11 1.3
Pe 21504 4666 4666 481 781 690 159
P7 3 863 6 1.4 390 4 10
Ps 5 1381 6 3.1 2128 4 267
P9 16 1248 17 3.1 — — —
E2 1 1700 6 12.3 331 6 3
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Table 3; Results with the Otter Theorem-proving Program
Group 
Name Order Rules kept
Length-Lex 
Given Final Time Rules kept
RFC
Given Final Time
Gi 504 571 368 347 60.7 578 117 56 19.6
G2 1092 881 484 467 328 307 112 77 39.0
G3 3000 2224 744 706 2212 732 204 159 483
G4 3000 1642 574 520 1045 110 56 17 16.5
Gs 4096 5508 954 822 1462 2214 277 160 322
Ge 5040 2060 1025 985 5696 1163 373 339 2564
Gr 5184 1661 571 540 1843 967 223 161 662
Gs 6072 1633 606 571 6328 980 303 256 2411
G9 46080 134 90 47 2.0 134 90 48 1.24
Pi 1 681 92 6 4.4 399 62 7 7.1
P2 1 22 13 4 0.1 22 13 5 0.12
P3 660 771 236 194 122 407 114 83 75.8
Pa 1092 475 133 100 106 380 93 55 622
Ps 120 1538 198 141 24 2327 149 12 86.0
Pe 21504 — — — — 10489 847 691 14920
Pi 3 2358 120 6 37.7 — — — —
Ps 5 7567 224 6 211 — — — —
P9 16
E2 1 7864 341 6 539 9236 295 6 2539
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and the final system than the length then lexicographic ordering, and is usually faster, but 
not as much faster as the smaller systems would suggest. This is because the irreducible 
strings are usually longer. It does especially well in cases where one or more generators (or 
their inverses) at the top of the precedence can be quickly eliminated. This will be discussed 
in more detail in Section 6 .6 . The notable exceptions aie the related presentations P 7 , Ps 
and Jpg. In these cases the recursive patli ordering gives rise to increasingly long mles.
More detailed examination of the output of Otter suggests that most of its time is spent 
in forwards and (to a much lesser extent) back demodulation, that is, in rewriting. The 
comparison with the specialised program suggests that there is a difference in the asymptotic 
complexity of the rewriting (as the size of the rule system increases), as well as the constant 
difference that would be expected from Otter’s greater generality.
The case of Gg is remarkable in that a rather large group is represented by a very small com­
plete rewriting system. This is explained by tlie fact that Gg is a Coxeter group presented 
with respect to its canonical generating system of simple roots. There is a large theory of 
such groups, too complex to describe here (see Humphreys [61] for more details), but im­
portant results describe the conditions when a word w, multiplied by a generator s is equal 
to word w' of length less than or equal to that of w. These results come close to specifying 
a (small) complete rewriting system directly, which is close to the systems obtained by our 
programs.
6.6 Fibonacci groups
These give an interesting test case for completion theorem pro vers. We define the Fibonacci 
group
F (2 , 71] — ( Cl\ , } ' * ' 5 I Oi\ CL’2, — Ug, — Ct4 j ' ■ * 5 0"fi— 10>n — ^1 ) 0 > n ^\ ~  ^2 } •
For some small values of n (3,4,5 and 7) a complete system exists from which it can be 
deduced that the group is finite, and we can obtain this with completion and an appropriate 
ordering.
These groups were introduced by Conway [30] who posed the following question: can 
it be proved that F(2, 5) is isomorphic to the cyclic group of order 11? A number of 
suggestions were made as to how the problem could be solved (see Conway [31]), and many
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of the answers involved hand calculations essentially equivalent to rewriting and critical pair 
formation.
The given presentation of the Fibonacci group F(2, n) is quite circular, so it is not imme­
diately obvious that we will be able to cut down the search space and make large examples 
viable. If we want to prove that a group is cyclic (as is the case in F(2, 5)), then we must 
eliminate — 1 of the generators. We can therefore get the ordering to do some of the work 
for us. An ordering such as the lexicographic recursive path ordering which totally orders 
the generators and then orders terms initially by the largest generator which they contain will 
encourage elimination of generators; we just use a precedence such as > « 2  > • "  >
The Knuth Bendix ordering (see Knuth and Bendix [72]) can be weighted in such a way 
as to do the same job of generator elimination (i.e. we weight it so that we get a similar 
precedence to the one above).
We can use a group presentation simplification program (which will be discussed in detail 
in Chapter 7) to transform the given presentation into one with two generators and two re­
lations. In the general purpose theorem provers which we used, the completion procedure 
generated many more than the two relations which we know to be sufficient for a presenta­
tion on two generators: therefore, more matching and rewriting was done in the completion 
example with the given presentation than with the transformed presentation.
As we will see, F (2 ,7) is really too large to be done by hand. F (2 ,7) is isomorphic to the 
cyclic group of order 29; but proving that F (2 ,7) is cyclic is considered relatively difficult 
by group theorists using their regular ‘tools’ of the nilpotent quotient algorithm and the 
Todd-Coxeter procedure.
In a communication from Bundgen [16], it was stated that the above example took under 
three minutes on the ReDuX system (see Bundgen [18]). F (2 ,7) was completed with the 
Knuth Bendix ordering with the weighting total in the desired way on the operators. Also, 
a critical pair criterion (called the transformation criterion in Bundgen [17]) was used. As 
was stated in Chapter 5, little is understood why these criteria work on some problems better 
than others. Progress in this area would be especially valuable if it allowed one to exploit 
information about the structure of the system.
LP could not complete the presentation F (2 ,7) even in the transformed two generator, two
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relation form. Laige rewrite rales and large numbers of rewrite rales made this example 
particularly difficult. Otter only completed the transformed presentation. The specialised 
programs were extremely quick. In this example we see why the special purpose programs 
are used by group theorists; they are far quicker than the general purpose provers which are 
doing a lot of extraneous work. It should be noted, however, that the Havas Todd-Coxeter 
program is also doing a lot of extra work on this example: it calculates 72,395 cosets when 
the minimum number it could use is 29. The short ran time shows how efficient the coding 
of the program really is, and does not reflect badly on the theorem provers against which 
we are testing it.
There is a great deal of literature on the Fibonacci groups and generalisations. Some further 
examples of this type can be found in Campbell et al [21,22], Johnson et al [68] and Thomas 
[119]. They look, for instance, at longer strings on the left hand sides, i.e. F(m , n) where 
the relations aie of the foiin • • • ai^rn = (where the indices aie reduced
mod(n)). Further generalisations allow relations with a parameter giving a length to the 
right hand sides of the equations as well.
F (2 ,3), F (2 ,5) and F (2 ,7) are all non-trivial finite groups, but F (2 ,6) and F(2, n ),n  > 7 
are infinite. Of course, Knuth-Bendix completion can complete certain presentations of 
infinite groups. However, as yet we have been unable to complete the given presentation of 
F (2 ,6), if indeed there is a finite, complete system.
6.7 Burnside Groups
One of the areas where we feel machine assisted theorem-proving programs should be ap­
plicable to group theoiy is the study of the varieties of groups which satisfy additional laws. 
Examples include the variety of abelian groups, satisfying x * y — y * x and the variety 
of nilpotent groups of given class c, satisfying [æg,.. .,%c] =  e. Attempting to study these 
varieties by simply completing the axioms usually seems to fail, giving rise to unorder- 
able equations. Unfailing completion (see Bachmair et al [7]) does not fail, but does not 
terminate either.
Completeness is actually a stronger condition than is really necessary. Ground completeness 
would suffice, but is undecidable in general. Future work could investigate the ideas of
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Martin and Nipkow [90] which can sometimes demonstrate ground completeness. In this 
section we consider some simple results which can be proved in the case of the variety of 
groups of given exponent.
The Burnside group B {m, n) is the free m-generator group in the variety of groups satisfy­
ing the additional law æ" =  e. These groups have been extensively studied both computa­
tionally and theoretically, but a number of important questions remain open (see Vaughan- 
Lee [124]).
Attempting to complete F u { æ ” =  e}, we quickly encounter unorderable laws such as 
X * y = y t  X (when n =  2) or æ ♦ 7/  ^ a; * y =  y * y * x  ^ x (when n — 3). Unfailing 
Knuth-Bendix does not appear to terminate. However in the special case of n =  2, unfailing 
Knuth-Bendix can be used (in Otter for example) to prove easily that
E u { x t x  = e y = > x ^ y  = y4:x.
Given that fact, which makes * an AC-operator, AC-completion of F  U {æ * x ~  e} is easy.
In the case when n is a prime power (the most theoretically interesting case), the finite 
quotients of F (m , n) are all nilpotent. These quotients can be explored using a modified 
version of the nilpotent quotient algorithm (see Havas and Newman [55]), which can it­
self be viewed as a specialised Knuth-Bendix completion procedure (as was noted in Sims 
[112]). Investigation of finite quotients (and some theory) reveals that the groups B{m , 3) 
are all finite and nilpotent of class no greater than 3. Proving this amounts to showing that
E  U {x  * X * X =  e} [æ, y, z, w] =  e.
A&[x,y^z,w]  expands to a word of 22 letters, this problem is very hard for most theorem 
provers. However, in the McCune [2] shows that this problem can be solved by the Otter 
theorem proven The input for McCune’s solution appears in Appendix A. No explanation 
is given to explain as to how it was decided to set the flags in the particular way McCune 
has set them. The two generator group H (2,3) is actually nilpotent of class 2, as may be 
proved by showing that, with constants a and b,
E U { x * x ^ x  = e}=^ [a, b,b]= e A [a, 6, a] =  e.
These results appear to represent the limit of what can be achieved automatically using the 
exponent law as a law, however, it is easy to prove that if a Burnside group B{m, n) is finite
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then there exist words wi , . .  . ,Wk such that
so that some finite collection of nth powers is sufficient. Experimentation with (say) a 
Todd-Coxeter program (and a little theory) quickly shows that
B (tji  ^2) —  ^ ■ ' ■ ; I  ~  (n^Uj) — 1 ^
F (2, 3) =  ^ a, 6 I =  6^  =  (#6)^ =  {a^b)^ =  1 ^
J5(3, 3) =   ^a, 6, c I == (&6)3 =  (bc)^ — (ca)^ =  (a^b)^ =
(6^c)^ =  {c^ a )^  =  (aôc)^ =  (a ^ b c )^  — (a6^c)^ =  {a b c^ )^  =  1 ^
B(2j 4) =   ^a, 6 I =  6^  =  (a6)^ =  (a~^6)^ =  (a^6)^ =  (a6^)^ =  =
(a“ ^6a6)^ =  {ab~^ab)'^ =  1 ^
The last case, B (2 ,4), is example Gq in Section 6.5.
Gathering these problems together, we have three theorem proving problems which cannot 
be handled by specialist group theory programs:
Tl: F  U {æ * æ =  e} æ * y =  y * æ
T2: F  U {a: + æ * æ =  e} => [a, 6,6] =  e A [a, b,a] = e
T3: F U{ æ* æ* a ;  =  e}=> [æ,y,z^w] = e
We also have the presentations above for F (2 ,3) (order 27) and B (3 ,3) (order 2187). We 
attempted these five problems with whichever of LP, Otter, the specialised Knuth-Bendix 
program KBMAG (with its recursive path ordering) and Todd-Coxeter were appropriate. 
Otter was used in autonomous mode for problems Tl, T2, and T3; LP was set to prove the
results by completion (problem Tl had to be slightly rephrased (to prove [æ, y] =  e instead
of xy = yx)).
The very long time taken by LP on the last problem is partly due to its lack of a fast many- 
one matcher, and partly due to the high cost of ordering the very deeply nested terms which 
arise.
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Table 4: Run-times for the Burnside Group Problems
Problem LP Otter KBMAG T-C
Tl 4.24 0.06 — ■—
T2 73 3.56 — —
T3 — — 17742 —
B(2,3) 4.7 0.28 0.02 0.01
B(3,3) 38397 88 1.37 0.15
6.8 Nilpotent Groups
6,8.1 Sims* Example
In Sims [113], an algorithm is introduced which attempts to prove the nilpotency of groups. 
This is an enhancement of the nilpotent-quotient algorithm (see Sims [112]) which gives 
the largest nilpotent quotient of a group G, and does not say whether this equals the group 
G itself.
The nilpotent quotient algorithm gives a generating set for the nilpotent quotient, and a 
finite complete rewriting system with respect to that generating set. Sims’ approach is to 
use completion, with a carefully chosen ordering (of which more below), to ti-y and derive 
the relations (rewrite rales) of the quotient from the original presentation of the group, 
thereby showing the two to be equal.
Sims uses a special-purpose Knuth-Bendix algorithm for groups to try certain examples in 
Sims [113], and claims to have some fast results for the groups which he has tried. These 
groups provide a good test for completion theorem provers, and bring up some interesting 
points about what we can do with such provers.
The main examples used pose the following problem: is the quotient of a free group on 
n generators by the normal subgroup generated by a certain set of basic commutators the 
appropriate free nilpotent group? In Sims [113] he considers two examples, where n — 2 
o rn  =  3 for commutators up to weight 4. The (relatively easy) completion problem arising 
in the n ~  2 case is given in Otter format as:
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se t{ k n u th _ b e n d ix ) .
s e t{ p r in t _ l i s t s _ a t _ e n d ) .
l e x ( [ e ( x ) ,  e l ( x ) ,  c ( x ) ,  c l ( x ) , b ( x ) , b l ( x ) , a ( x ) ,  a l { x ) ] ) .  
s e t (f r ee_a l l _mem) , 
l i s t ( s o s ).
(x = x) . ( al  (a (x) ) = x) .
( b l ( b ( x ) )  = x ) . ( c l ( c ( x ) )  = x ) .
( e l ( e ( x ) )  = x ) . ( b(a(x) )  = a ( b ( c { x ) ) ) ) .
( c ( a ( x ) ) = a ( c ( x ) ) ) .  ( e (b(x) )  = b { e ( x ) ) ) .
(c(b(x)} = b ( c ( e ( x ) ) ) ) .  ( a ( a l ( x ) )  = x ) .
( b ( b l ( x ) )  = x ) . ( c ( c l ( x ) )  = x ) .
(e (el  (x) ) = x) .
e n d _ o f _ l i s t .
The larger example is given in Sims [113].
This family of examples is interesting as it is dealing with infinite groups. We are given 
a finite presentation of a group and the algorithm looks at the structure of a complete sys­
tem for this presentation under a given ordering. Not only can we prove that the group is 
nilpotent from the output, but we can also prove that the group is indeed infinite.
An interesting aspect of this example is Sims’ ‘less collected than’ ordering. This uses a 
total ordering on the precedence of the generators and thus forces the generators down the 
lower central series of the group. This may be intuitive for group theorists, but it is also 
more usually known in theoretical computer science circles as the recursive path ordering. 
Here is a direct mathematical application for an ordering which is widely seen as one of the 
most important in theoretical computer science.
This example also reflects a need for more flexible heuristics in completion theorem provers. 
On orienting the equations we find that the size of the left hand sides of the equations are all 
the same (for the n =  3 example, this means that there are 49 equations all with the same 
length left hand sides). In Otter, we can weight the equations differently, and the formation 
of critical pairs will be done with respect to this weighting strategy; so we have total control
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over the procedure. LP, however, has a fixed heuristic that looks at the size of the left hand 
sides. In the statistics below, we have three cases. The first is where we have tried to 
complete the given presentation (in the table below, this is LI (and 2)). The second is where 
we have tried to ‘fool’ the heuristic by ‘stacking’ the generators on one side (corresponding 
to heuristic 6 in the table), i.e. if g ~  g' we use the equation g{g')~^ = e. The third case 
is where the heuristic has been reimplemented by the program’s author (corresponding to 
heuristic 5 in the table below) to look at the size of left and right hand sides.
These examples can generate a large number of equations and involve a very large search 
space; it is often a long time before any useful information emerges to cut down the the size 
of the problem. There are also no obvious subsets of the equations which we can complete, 
so the search space may be too large for the provers to handle. There are various ways to 
cut down the work of the proven For example, if it could be automated, one could use the 
following group theoretic theorem: a group G with centre Z  is nilpotent if and only if G jZ  
is nilpotent. Automated proofs, such as Sims’ example, will become much more useful to 
group theorists if we can actually automate standai'd results of group theory such as the one 
above; more powerful methods for proof and more intuitive proofs may result.
We were able to invoke the above theorem in LP using deduction mles. These rules allow 
one to deduce new equations from equations and rewrite rales that already exist. They can 
be used to cut down the work that the theorem prover needs to do. For n =  3 this was 
necessary to actually prove that the group was indeed nilpotent, as the indexing strategy of 
LP was not able to deal effectively with the vast numbers of rales generated. The deduction 
rale which was used was:
when a*x=x*a, b*x=x*b, c*x=x*c y ie ld  x=id
We can obviously only invoke this theorem when using the formulation of group theory in 
which the generators of the group are constants, as we cannot assert such theorems in a 
higher order logic in our first order theorem prover. In the statistics below we look at the 
case when we use the above theorem and at the case when we use unary operators.
This sort of automation of a theorem is obviously a good property to have in a general 
purpose theorem prover. There are other such theorems that can be implemented in this 
way.
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Table 5: Statistics for n =  3 Sims example
Method Used Ordering Rewrites cpu Time
L,1 (and 2) - - -
L,2,3 - - -
L,l,4 - - -
L,l,3,4 1848 6080095 11:14:56
L,l,4,6 1665 3932093 4:23:16
L,2,6 - - -
L,1,3,4,5 1611 2698396 4:08:37
0.2 1187 120597 2:10
KBMAG NA NA 0.9
Code Description
L LP
0 Otter
1 Completion with group axioms
2 Completion of unary operators,
3 extra information added
4 ‘Factoring’ theorem implemented
5 Change cp-ing strategy for LP
6 ‘stacking’ operators on one side
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We see from the table the huge number of rewrites that LP is doing in the case of n =  3, 
This is mainly because of the indexing strategy. LP uses a list to index its equations and 
as a vast number of equations are formed, this strategy does not help. We see that Otter 
is doing less than 5% of the rewriting of LP. The specialised Knuth-Bendix of KBMAG is 
even quicker: again, this shows the unsuiprising advantage of the indexing strategy which 
KBMAG uses, and we can complete the presentation as given.
6.8.2 Engel Groups
These groups aie another example of groups with laws and there are still some outstanding 
questions which may be able to be resolved with completion. The Engel group F (2,3) is the 
free 2-generator group in the variety of groups satisfying the additional law [x,y,y,y] = e.
This is not a finite presentation; however, it can be shown that only finitely many instances of 
the Engel law ([æ, y, y, y] =  e) are needed to present the group, and experiments (Heineken 
[56]) reveal a set of five instances (below) which suffice. We use the methods of Sims [113] 
to prove both that these instances suffice and that F (2,3) is actually nilpotent.
Starting with this set of instances, the nilpotent quotient algorithm gives a presentation for 
the largest nilpotent quotient in tenns of the original generators a and b and four more: 
c =  [6, a]; d =  [c, a]; e =  [c, b] and /  =  [d, b]. It is easy to check that this nilpotent group 
satisfies the Engel law. It remains to check whether the relations of the nilpotent group are 
implied by the five instances of the law. Since the relations of the nilpotent group are a 
finite complete rewriting system, and obey a certain ordering, this is simply a completion 
problem. The input, in KBMAG format, is:
g e n s  { a , b , c , d , e , f } 
i n v e r s e s  { c a s e _ c h a n g e }  
r e l s  {
[ b , a ] = c ,  [ B , a , a , a ] ,
[ c , a ] = d ,  [ a , b , b , b ] ,
[ c , b ] = e ,  [ A , b , b , b ] ,
[ d , b ] = f ,  [ a , a * b , a * b , a * b ] ,
[ b , a , a , a ] ,  [ A , a * b , a * b , a * b ]
}
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This is a fairly easy completion and returns exactly the set of rules obtained by the nilpotent 
quotient algorithm, showing that F (2,3) is nilpotent and that these five instances of the law 
are enough to define F (2 ,3).
There are obvious related problems for the groups F(2, n) which are two generator groups 
under the law
[æ,y,  . . . , y ]  =  e
where y is repeated n times. It is conjectured that F (2, n), for some higher values of n are 
also nilpotent but this question remains open, in particulai* for the case n =  4. If we could 
treat the laws directly, instead of via instances, as discussed in Section 6.7, then we should 
be able to solve problems such as these.
6.9 Conclusions
This section has shown that many classes of problems which can be attacked with special­
ised programs in group theoiy can also be solved by general purpose theorem provers. There 
is, not suiprisingly, a heavy performance price to pay by using general purpose systems. A 
number of problem classes which can not be attacked by conventional computational means 
have also been highlighted. These offer more hope to the automated deduction community: 
the generality of the techniques make it possible to guide the seaich in an intelligent way.
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7 Tietze Transformations
7.1 Introduction
In this chapter, Tietze transformations (see Tietze [122] and Johnson [67]) will be defined. 
We can then discuss the relationship between Knuth-Bendix completion programs and 
group presentation simplification programs: this link will then be used to provide possible 
heuristics for more efficient and effective implementations of these programs.
7.2 Definitions for Tietze Transformations
The definition and following theorem show that a presentation of a group can be manipu­
lated by a sequence of operations and the result of these manipulations is the presentation 
of an isomorphic group and every such presentation arises in this way.
Definition 7.1 Suppose we have a presentation G = { X  | R ). Each Tietze transformation 
T i (i = 1 , . . . ,  4) transforms it into a presentation G =  ( X ' | ) in accordance with the
following definitions:
T l If r 6 X*  and r  =  1 is a relation which holds in G, then let X ' — X  and R' — i?U{r}
T2 If r  E jR is such that the relation r  =  1 holds in the group G = { X  \ R \ { r } )  then 
let X '  =: X  md R'  ^  R  \  {r}
T3 Ifw  € X* and z ^ X  put X ' =  X U  {z}  and R' = R U  {wz~^}
T4 If z E X and w E (X \  {z})* such that wz~'^ E R  then substitute w for z in every 
other element of R  to get R i, so we get X' =  X \  {z} and R' — R i
So the Tietze transformations correspond to adding a relation, removing a relation, adding 
a generator or removing a generator. The following theorem is standard in group theory, for 
a proof see, for example, Johnson [67] or Tietze [122]:
Theorem 7.2 Given any two finite presentations
( X | B )  nW ( y | B >
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for a group G, one can be transformed into the other by means o f a finite sequence o f Tietze 
Transformations
Despite this, the isomoiphism problem for finitely presented groups is undecidable (see e.g. 
Book and Otto [9]).
7.3 Tietze H ’ansformations and Completion
There has been work on showing that certain groups have either finite or infinite convergent 
rewriting systems depending on which generators are chosen for the group (Jantzen [66]) 
and depending on which orderings are chosen (see, e.g., Martin [91]). A procedure which 
automatically introduces ‘new generators’ will be stated, and it will be shown that this gives 
a heuristic to transform an infinite convergent rewriting system into a finite one. We do this 
by modifying the ordering; a new generator is introduced by putting it at the bottom of the 
precedence of the generators.
7.3.1 Related Work
There is a large body of work on divergence of completion procedures and infinite rewriting 
systems. This section will highlight some of the most notable work on this subject from 
both the rewriting and computational group theory communities.
Hermann [57] investigates the structure of rewrite systems and the way that critical pairs 
are formed in order to characterise two forms of divergence: forward and backward crossed 
rewrite systems. A number of ways to avoid divergence are also discussed. One of these 
suggests adding in inductive theorems to the system, but no way to do this explicitly is 
stated. Another is to change the chosen ordering; Hermann calls this ‘backtracking’. Mai- 
tin [91] gives a comprehensive description of orderings for string rewriting systems and 
the finite and infinite rewrite systems which can result from a choice of ordering. Many 
interesting questions about finding ‘good’ rewriting systems are asked.
Sattler-Klein [108] also investigates the role of critical pairs in divergent rewriting systems 
and characterises a number of conditions for a completion procedure to diverge. Interest­
ingly, Sattler-Klein gives an example which shows that given a diverging completion pro-
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cedure, there need not exist any rule which generates infinitely many new rules by critical 
pair creation.
The term rewriting community has worked to solve the divergence problem by using a num­
ber of methods from artificial intelligence (AI) and rewriting itself. Hermann and Kirchner 
[58] introduce a way to automatically detect divergence and automatically generate meta­
rules from syntactic conditions of divergence, building on the work of Hermann [57] and 
Kirchner [70]. Thomas and Jantke [120], Lange [80] and Jantke and Lange [65] use a 
method called inductive inference from AI to generalise infinite families of rewrite mles 
from a finite number of instances of the generalised rule.
Chen et al [27] develop recurrence rewriting to solve the divergence problem. Recurrence 
terms are introduced in order to identify similarities in the stmcture of terms. Recurrence 
relations are created to encode this structural similarity.
Thomas and Watson [121] introduce a method which enriches the signature of the original 
rewriting system by creating new sorts and new operator arities.
As was mentioned in Section 6.3, there is a whole area in group theory looking at properties 
which characterise whether a group has a finite complete rewriting system. Computational 
group theory also has some interesting results and examples to do with the divergence prob­
lem. Jantzen [66] shows that different choices of generating sets for a group can result in an 
infinite set of rewrite mles rather than a finite one, but gives no automatic method to achieve 
this.
Needham [98] describes a method to deal with ‘infinite families’ of rewrite rales. The 
procedure identifies these families and each of them is parameterised by a single rewrite 
rale. He also shows that his procedure can create a ‘canonical’ system for non-FPoo groups.
7.3.2 Generator Introduction
Intuitively, the Knuth-Bendix completion procedure for strings can be seen as T l, F2 and 
(to a lesser extent) T4. T l, the adding in of a new relator to the group, is similar to deducing 
a critical pair (and then ordering it) in completion. T2, the deleting of a relator which can be 
proved true by the other relators in the presentation, is equivalent to an equation or rewrite
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rale being rewritten and then deleted. If x is a generator, w is a word in which x does not 
occur and a completion procedure generates a rewrite rule x w, then we can think of 
X as being ‘rewritten out’. When the rewrite system and set of equations are normalised 
with respect to æ -4 w, then the only occurrence of x will be in a; —)■ u?. The lexicographic 
recursive path ordering (see Sims [113] and Dershowitz [38]), orders the rale this way when 
there is a precedence on the generators such that
æ > { generators occurring in w }
This is equivalent to Tietze transformation T4.
We will first give an example to justify our approach. The example comes from Jantzen
[66], who showed that the group in question had an infinite convergent rewriting system 
given one set of generators, and a finite convergent rewriting system given another.
Example 7.3 Let G = ( a ,  If one attempts to complete 1}
with the lexicographic recursive path ordering with precedence h > a one finds that there 
are infinitely many rales of the form 6 * 6 * ( o * 6 ) * * u * o —^ (a * 6)*. It is important to note 
here that this is a monoid presentation for the group; i.e. we are not using any of the natural 
inverse relations. An obvious choice of substring to ‘rewrite out’ would seem to be a * 6, 
which occurs infinitely many times. Suppose we added a =h 6 -> c into the rewriting system. 
Running the completion procedure one gets the following ‘new’ rewriting system:
R' — {c * 6 —>■ 6 * 6 * n, 
n * 6 -4 c}
i.e. this rewriting system is infinite. It is also possible to see that the ‘same’ critical pairs 
are being calculated. So to choose a ‘useful’ substring to ‘rewrite out’ of the presentation, 
it would seem wise to check the overlaps which are creating the critical pairs. In this case 
the overlap of interest is
6 * 6 * (n * } (a*
So we need a way to ‘destroy’ these critical pairs; i.e. choose a string which will stop 
from overlapping with 6*6 *  (a* 6)*+^  * a * u in the way mentioned above. One possible
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choice is 6 * 6 =  c. Completing {a*6*6*a  =  1,6*6 =  c} with the lexicographie recursive 
path ordering with precedence b > a > c, one obtains the finite rewriting system S:
5 =  { 6 * 6 - - ) ' C ,  6 * c —>-c*6, a * c - > c * a ,  c * a * u —) - e , 6 * a * a —>-a*a*6}
Of course, this heuristic could change a finite system into an infinite one. A (ground) com­
plete rewrite system is so useful, however, that it is often wortli exploring this possibility.
It should be noted at this point that adding in the generator is the Tietze transformation 
T3. Thus it follows straight from Theorem 7.2 that the presentation with the newly defined 
generator is isomorphic to the original group.
Needham [98] needs ways to determine when an infinite family of rewrite rules are being 
created by overlaps. Possible rules for deciding when an infinite family of rewrite rules 
is being generated are stated. We wish, though, to define a heuristic, and so the rules we 
can use to introduce new generators are much weaker than the rules needed in the work of 
Needham [98].
We now give an informal description of the procedure which we are using. This depends 
upon being able to analyse how the infinite families of critical pairs are being generated, and 
being able to ‘extend’ a reduction ordering > in which there is a precedence on the gener­
ators. We will analyse families of overlaps in order to determine where infinite families of 
critical pairs originate. We simply choose a substring of an overlap, which, if it is renamed, 
will ensure that this overlap will not occur again. So in Example 7.3 there is an infinite 
family of critical pairs 6 * 6 * ( a * 6 ) ^ * a * a  =  (a *6)* and an infinite family of overlaps 
o * 6 * 6 * 6 * ( a * 6 ) ^ * o * a .  Thus the overlap will not occur again if we choose to ‘rewrite 
out’ the substring 6*6.  In order to introduce a generator, a new constant c is defined and 
c is put at the bottom of the precedence in the reduction ordering. Thus the rale is oriented 
6 * 6 —> c, and the substring 6*6 is rewritten out of the presentation. This is called breaking 
the overlap.
The procedure which is used will now be described.
1. given a set of equations and a reduction ordering which includes a precedence on the 
operators, start the completion procedure.
2. if the procedure seems to diverge, break an overlap which causes this divergence
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3. continue with completion procedure
We can think of all of the equations which define potential new generators as always having 
existed, but there are times when modifying the ordering so that they are then ‘of use’ makes 
sense. If the rewrite rules are convergent on a set of generators, the rest of the potential new 
generators can be added at the top of the precedence in the reduction ordering. This will 
mean that they will be oriented
new generator > word in ‘already defined’ generators
and automatically this rewriting system will be convergent, as the left hand sides of these 
rewrite rules do not overlap with the left hand side of any other rewrite rules. Hence, in a 
sense, the finiteness of a rewriting system depends entirely upon the ‘choice of ordering’.
Example 7.4 We will now look at a particularly interesting family of examples from Martin
[91]. The groups in question have the following presentation for A: > 1:
Hk =   ^a, 6 I 6^  ^ =  1, aba = h^^~^,abb =  bba ^
H k  has 2 finite rewriting systems, and the following k -  1 infinite rewriting systems. The 
infinite rewriting systems are defined as follows for 1 < p < A; — 1 and 1 < t< o o :
Bp =
abab —>■ 1, 
baba 1, 
abb —> bba, 
aba^b ba*ba, 
b^a^ba -> a^~^b,
jRi arises when using the recursive path ordering with b > a. There are also k — I infinite 
convergent rewrite systems Rp which have the words in the above presentation reversed. 
A preliminary analysis of the rules of Rp shows that there are the following critical pairs 
(where cp{li, I2) denotes that there is a critical pair between rale h  ~¥ ri and rale I2 -> rg):
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1. cp{abb, bba^*~^ ^b) = bba^ha —> a^b
2 . cpibaba, aba^b) =  bba*ba —>• a*b
3. cp{abab, aba%) = bba^ba —>■
4. cp{abb,b^^^~'^^a^b) =
So a first new generator to introduce may be baa ~  d. Making the operator precedence 
b > a > d with the lexicographic recursive path ordering, one can complete Hk to a finite, 
convergent system:
C =
add —)■ dda, 
ada -> ddd, 
b -> d'^^^~^^a^d}
Future work will concentrate on investigating the idea of adding in generators in a more 
theoretical framework. In particular the work of Bachmair [5] in proof orderings will be 
used to prove theoretical results about such a system.
7,4 Tietze Transformations and Group Presentation Simplification
Automated group presentation simplification programs are a tool much used in computa­
tional group theory to simplify the very large presentations produced by some algorithms, 
permitting further human or machine-assisted investigation. Typically, presentations which 
require simplification are the result of finding a presentation of a subgroup H  of finite index 
in a finitely presented group G via the Reidemeister-Schreier procedure. This procedure 
tends to produce presentations which have many redundant generators and relations. A
simplification of such a presentation is essential if one wants to apply other computational 
techniques to it. No precise definition of ‘simplification’ is given, but that usually accepted 
in practice is the following:
1. a reduction in the number of generators,
2. a reduction in the total length of the relators and
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3. a reduction in the number of relators.
This corresponds roughly to an increase in the practicability of applying well-known tools 
(such as coset enumeration or the nilpotent quotient algorithm) to the presentation. It should 
be noted that there is really no satisfactory definition of simplification for the presentation 
of a finitely presented group. A presentation may have many generators, many relations and 
a great overall length, but it may also have the property that it is a finite convergent rewriting 
system. This means that it is possible to ‘read off’ important structural information about 
the group. The standard tools from group theory, e.g. the coset enumeration, nilpotent 
quotient algorithms, may not be useful in studying such a presentation.
Applying a simplification procedure to a presentation is generally much less time-consuming 
than subsequent analysis of the presentation, so that even small additional simplifications at 
significant costs in simplification time are worthwhile. Sims [112] proposes a presentation 
simplification program using Knuth-Bendix completion. In general, however, this approach 
is not widely used. This is because the presentations are simplified with respect to a given 
term ordering, and not the three criteria mentioned above.
Group presentation simplification programs (see e.g. Havas et al [54]) tend to be based on 
the Tietze Transformations T2, T3 and T4. This can be seen in large group theory packages 
such as GAP [109]. T2  and TA are done automatically by these programs, but T3 is used 
interactively.
We propose an additional heuristic for a Tietze transfoimation program which uses the idea 
of the ‘critical pair’ from Knuth-Bendix completion. When the presentation simplification 
program can do no more, we convert the relators into a set of rewrite rules and calculate a 
set of critical pairs associated with those rewrite rules. This is then converted back to the 
language of relators and the resulting presentation is again simplified. This will help in the 
automatic simplification of a given presentation. As a justification for this approach, we 
have the following example.
Example 7.5 We investigate the example F(2, 5) which was referred to in Chapter 6. We 
state the presentation again for ease of reference:
F (2 ,5) = {a ,b ,c ,d ,e  \ a * b  ~  c,b^ c ~  d,ct^ d — e,d* e = a ,e*  a — b ) .
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The GAP group presentation simplification program eliminates b, d and e and returns the 
presentation:
G = (^a,c \ a~  ^* * c * a~^, c * a~  ^* * a * c~  ^* a ^
Feeding this into a Knuth-Bendix program for strings (see Holt [60]) with the recursive 
path ordering with the precedence c > a, and completing the rewriting system we obtain 
the following set of rewrite rules:
Rewrite Rules =  {c“  ^ - > a * a * a * a * a * a ,  
c ~ > a * a * a * a * a ,
a * a * a * a * a * a * a * a * a * a * a —> 1}
The resulting simplified presentation is
G' =   ^a ] ^
Of course, the presentation could have been fed directly to a Knuth-Bendix program; exper­
imental data (see Chapter 6), however, shows that the approach of simplifying the present­
ation first is more efficient. There is also a question of which critical pairs to calculate. The 
critical pairs which are added into the presentation are defined below.
Definition 7.6 Given a presentation G = {X  \ R ), with BA, AC~^ € R, the relator BC  
is called a relator critical pair in G.
Lemma 7.7 Given a presentation G — {X  \ R), any relator critical pair of relators ri = 
BA, T2 = AC~^ £ R is a relator which holds in G
Proof- It is possible to form the overlap BAC~^, which can be rewritten in two ways to 
obtain B — C~^. Therefore BC  is a relator. □
This is equivalent to a critical pair in Knuth-Bendix completion, and adding the critical pair 
to R is an instance of the Tietze transformation T l. For experimental purposes, we chose to 
convert each of the relators r Ç. R into a rewrite rule and take critical pairs in the usual way:
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a number of orderings can be chosen and different orderings will correspond to different 
sets of relator critical pairs being computed. There is also a question of symmetrising the 
rules by multiplying through with the inverses of the generators which occur. Experiments, 
however, suggest that this can make the rewrite system unduly large. We choose to look at 
the rewrite rules r  e for each r  E B and calculate the critical pairs of these rales.
We have the following six step algorithm; given a presentation G =  ( X  | B ), we simplify 
the presentation as follows:
1. Simplify the presentation with a standard group presentation simplification program 
to obtain Gi =  ( Xi | Bi >
2. Convert each r  E i?i into a rewrite rale r  —> e
3. Calculate all critical pairs of the rewrite rales from 2
4. Take the union of the rales and equations from 2 and 3
5. For each equation and rewrite rale in 4, convert to relators: e.g. r i —>■ rg becomes 
'^ 1 (^2)“  ^ and f 3 =  f 4 becomes r 3 (r4 )“ ;^ thus obtain a set of relators Bg
6. Simplify presentation Gg =  (X i | Bg )
In practice it is useful to iterate (2) — (6) a number of times in order to obtain a reasonably
simplified presentation. We now give some results as to how the new heuristic works when 
used in conjunction with the GAP presentation simplification program. We call our present­
ation simplification heuristic IT-KB: this was implemented in GAP in order to be able to 
use the efficient presentation simplification program which is implemented in it. The above 
algorithm is used and the best presentation after 3 iterations is chosen. This is compared to 
the automatically derived GAP simplified presentation; these results appeal* in Table 6. The 
experiments were executed on a SPARC IPX with 64Mb of memory, and the cpu times are 
in seconds.
The presentations considered occur in Havas et al [54]. The Reidemeister-Schreier al­
gorithm is used to generate a presentation for the subgroup H (n )  =  (a, 6^) of index j2n+3| 
(for n =  5, ±7, ±8, ±10) in the group G(n) =
^ n, 6 I ( a * 6 * a *  * (6 * a~^ * 6 * a * 6"^ * a)~^,a * 6^  * a~^ * 6 * * b~^ ^
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Table 6: Comparing Automatic Group Presentation Simplification Programs
gen number of generators
rel number of relators
len sum of lengths of relators
cpu cpu time in seconds
Original GAP TT-KB
Group gen rel len gen rel len cpu gen rel len cpu
B(5) 14 26 238 2 3 37 0.9 2 3 37 1.5
B(7) 18 34 378 4 20 1,189 2 2 5 112 30
B (-7 ) 12 22 228 2 12 613 1.3 2 12 598 11
B(8) 20 38 466 4 22 1,095 3 3 22 3,258 68
77(-8) 14 26 294 4 16 474 1.3 4 16 474 9
F(10) 24 46 648 2 24 8,391 16 2 24 8,391 575
B (-IO ) 18 34 450 4 20 818 2.3 4 21 725 21.3
The results in Table 6 show that the TT-KB approach does work in the area in which present­
ation simplification programs aie used. The gains are modest, and the CPU times longer, 
but, as remarked above, this may well be worthwhile in practice. This method has the 
advantage that it can be varied to use the expertise built up both in group theory, where 
presentation simplification algorithms have been designed, and also the theoretical com­
puter science community which has expertise in Knuth-Bendix completion.
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8 Conclusions and Future Work
This thesis has introduced the notion of a proof diagram. A proof diagram represents the 
execution trace of proof procedures such as Knuth-Bendix completion and resolution from 
a given set of clauses. Proof diagrams are simply sets of inferences, so conditions necessar y 
to give these structures meaning must be stated; for instance, the definition of a proof of a 
fact was given. This corresponds in an obvious way to the notion of proof of a fact which is 
implicit in a proof procedure; i.e. we have a proof of a fact f  if there is a justified path from 
some subset of the axioms to f .
We have also defined a proof graph. This is obtained by mapping a proof diagram onto a 
directed graph. The proof graph makes it possible to reason about local properties of proofs 
of facts; for instance, if a ‘is an ancestor of’ 6 in the proof diagram then there is a path from 
a to 6 in the proof graph. We are then able to reason about the dependencies of the facts 
which occur in a proof diagram.
The structures of the proof diagram and the proof graph make it possible to reason about 
proofs of a fact f  which are minimal with respect to a proof Q of The intuition for this 
definition comes from two sources:
•  we do not want any strongly irrelevant information to be used in a proof of a fact
• we wish to miss out complex intermediate substructure
The first criterion above is formalised by the definitions of direct proof of a fact and valid 
proof. The notion of homeomoiphic embedding characterises the ‘throwing away’ of com­
plex pieces of proof of a fact. Intuitively, a proof F  of 0 is minimal with respect to a proof 
B of 0 if there is no ‘short cut’ to A  homeomorphic embedding relation for rooted DAGs 
is introduced so that this can be formalised for proof graphs.
Chapter 3 introduced the definitions for proof diagrams and proved some simple con­
sequences of these definitions. Most importantly, if M in{P ,B , a) is true, then Q{P) is 
a DAG.
This thesis has also investigated the Knuth-Bendix completion procedure. It has been shown 
that this is an interesting algorithm to investigate as there are a number of choices which
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have to be made in any particular implementation of a completion procedure. For instance, 
as can be seen in Chapter 6, which critical pairs are calculated and which ordering is chosen 
can have a great effect on the efficiency of the completion program. A new inference system 
for completion has been introduced in Chapter 4. This is similar to the inference system of 
Bachmair, but has some interesting additional properties. In particular, it has been shown 
that critical pair criteria are characterised by this inference system. These are criteria for 
detecting redundant critical pairs, and so are possibly a powerful heuristic for a completion 
procedure. It has also been shown that the relation ‘is an ancestor of’ is a strict partial 
order on the facts of a proof diagram associated with a completion procedure. We have also 
investigated possible heuristics used in completion by looking at proof diagrams. Through 
analysis of these proof diagrams we have shown that it is possible to invent heuristics which 
can be implemented in a machine assisted theorem prover such as Otter.
Derived rules of inference are the building blocks of complex heuristics used in LCF-style 
theorem provers such as Nuprl, Hoi and Isabelle. These heuristics are called tactics. In 
Chapter 5, derived inferences have been investigated in the context of proof graphs. They 
correspond, in a natural way, to a property of the paths in Ç{P) when Min[P, B, a) is true.
All paths from the root of ^ (P ) to the goal node must be ‘covered’.
We have used these derived inferences to formalise a rewrite rule for proof diagrams; we 
call this a pd-rewrite rule. This means we can replace a complex part of a proof of a fact 
by a derived rule. A side condition is defined so that we are able to rewrite valid proofs 
into valid proofs. This is motivated by the notion of a transformation tactic in the Nuprl 
proof development system. We have also briefly discussed the possibility of automating the 
search for useful derived inference rules.
Chapter 6 has shown that many of the calculations normally done with special-purpose 
group theory programs can be completed with today’s general-purpose completion theorem 
provers, but at such a large performance penalty that the specialised programs are likely to 
remain with us for some time. On the other hand, the general-purpose systems allow us to 
address some problems that are beyond the scope of more specialised tools (as in Section 
6.7) and to apply additional mathematical insight (as in Section 6.8.1). iIThe work presented in Chapter 7 has shown that group presentation simplification programs |
1can be enhanced by adding in a simple idea from Knuth-Bendix completion: the critical pair. 1
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Also, the idea of generator introduction for Knuth-Bendix completion has been discussed, 
8.1 Future Work
The original motivation for this work was to understand how heuristics can help guide 
search in machine assisted theorem pro vers. This is a rich and complex area: there are 
many algorithms and decision procedures to which the theory of proof diagrams could be 
applied.
Of particular interest is the possibility of automatically deriving useful heuristics. This 
seems a likely area in which the theory of proof diagrams could be extended. An automatic 
way of generating new heuristics for theorem provers would certainly be a powerful tool,
A number of the problems mentioned in the abstract setting we have presented for proof 
diagrams we can also conclude from Chapter 6, Therefore we identify a number of fea­
tures which would make general-purpose completion systems more suitable for the kinds of 
problems from group theory which we have examined:
•  Better user control of heuristics and orderings. Mathematical information that cannot 
easily be stated in the first order language of the problem can often be exploited in 
this way,
•  The facility to distinguish certain rules as special. Many of the optimisations of the 
specialised Knuth-Bendix program amount to forming critical pairs with certain rules 
at particular times.
•  Efficient handling of very large rewriting systems and very deeply nested terms. 
Many interesting problems seem not to have short or direct solutions.
•  Implementation of special matching and unification procedures for associative oper­
ators as mentioned in Section 6.2.3.
One approach to the sort of computation investigated in Chapter 6 is to combine the flex­
ibility of general-purpose systems with the speed of specialised programs by allowing the 
general-purpose systems to delegate suitable sub-problems to a special-purpose system. 
One approach to this is the ‘cooperating decision procedures’ being added to LP at present,
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another is the use of tactic languages which have the ability to invoke external programs and 
use their results as either an oracle or a source of hypotheses. It would be very interesting 
to try and use these methods to combine a general-puipose theorem prover with existing 
group-theoretic tools.
It would also be interesting to formalise the idea of Tietze transformations in an inference 
rule setting. This will not only show how completion relates to the notion of the Tietze 
transformations, but it also seems likely that the divergence problem for string completion 
will be better understood.
I
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A Example Inputs for LP and Otter
Consider the presentation
We will see how it would appear in the two different formulations (one with the generators 
as constant symbols, the other with generators as unary function symbols) as an Otter or LP 
input file.
% o t t e r  i n p u t  i n  f i r s t  f o r m u l a t i o n
s e t ( k n u t h _ b e n d i x ) . s e t ( p r i n t _ l i s t s _ a t _ e n d ) .
l e x ( [ e , x * y , i ( x ) , a , b ] ) .
l i s t ( s o s ) .
( x  = x )  .
( x * e  = x )  .
( a * a  = e ) . 
( a * b * a * b * a * b  = e ) . 
e n d  _ o f _ l i s t .
( ( x *  ( y * z ) )  = ( ( x * y ) * z ) )  
( x * i ( x )  = e ) .
( b * b  = e ) .
% O t t e r  i n p u t  i n  s e c o n d  f o r m u l a t i o n
s e t {k n u t h _ b e n d i x ) s e t ( p r i n t _ l i s t s _ a t _ e n d )
l e x { [ a ( x ) , a l ( x ) , b ( x ) , b l ( x ) ] ) ,
l i s t ( s o s ) .
( x  = x )  .
(a (al ( x )  ) = x )  .
(b(b l ( x ) ) = x ) ,
(a (a ( x )  ) = x )  .
( a ( b ( a ( b ( a ( b ( x )  ) ) ) ) ) = x )  
end o f _ l i s t .
( a l  ( a  ( x )  ) = x )  . 
( b l  ( b  ( x )  ) = x )  . 
( b ( b ( x ) ) = x ) .
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%LP i n p u t  i n  f i r s t  f o r m u l a t i o n  
d e c l a r e  s o r t  e l  
d e c l a r e  o p e r a t o r s
  * ___ : e l , e l  - >  e l
i  : e l - > e l ,  
e , a , b  : - >  e l
d e c l a r e  v a r i a b l e s  x , y , z  : e l  
r e g i s t e r  h e i g h t  a > b > i > * > e
a s s e r t
x * ( y * z )  = ( x * y ) * z ;  x * e  = x ;
x * i ( x )  = e ;  a * a  = e ;
b * b  = e ;  a * b * a * b * a * b  = e ;
c o m p l e t e
%LP i n p u t  i n  s e c o n d  f o r m u l a t i o n  
d e c l a r e  s o r t  e l  
d e c l a r e  o p e r a t o r s  
a ,  b ,  a l ,  b l  : e l  - >  e l
d e c l a r e  v a r i a b l e s  x : e l
a s s e r t
a ( a l ( x ) )  = x ;  a l ( a ( x ) ) = x ;
b ( b l ( x ) )  = x ;  b l ( b ( x ) )  = x ;
a ( a ( x ) ) = x ;  b ( b ( x ) )  = x ;
a ( b { a ( b ( a { b ( x ) ) ) ) ) )  = x ;
c o m p l e t e
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T h e  fo l lo w in g  is  an Otter script prepared b y  M c C u n e  (s e e  M c C u n e  [2])  to  s o lv e  th e  B ( m ,  3)  
problem .
% A d i f f i c u l t  g r o u p  t h e o r y  c o m m u t a t o r  p r o b l e m .
% I f  XXX = e ,  t h e n  [ [ [ x , y ] , z ] , u ]  = e ,  w h e r e  [ u v ]  = u ' v ' u v .
%
% S p e c i a l i z e d  f o r m u l a t i o n  a n d  s t r a t e g y ,  
s e t ( k n u t h _ b e n d i x ) .
l e x ( [ e , A , B , C , D , E , * ( _ , _ ) , g ( _ ) , h ( _ , _ ) ] ) .
c l e a r ( I r p o ) .
c l e a r ( p r i n t _ k e p t ) . 
c l e a r  ( p r i n t _ n e w _ _ d e m o d )  . 
c l e a r ( p r i n t _ b a c k _ d e m o d ) . 
c l e a r ( d e t a i l e d _ h i s t o r y ) . 
a s s i g n ( r e p o r t ,  3 3 6 0 0 ) .
a s s i g n ( p i c k _ g i v e n _ r a t i o ,  2 ) .  
a s s i g n ( m a x _ w e i g h t ,  1 0 5 ) .  
a s s i g n ( m a x _ m e m ,  1 4 0 0 0 ) .
a s s i g n ( f p a _ l i t e r a l s ,  0 ) .  % t o  s a v e  m em o ry  ( a n d  a  l i t t l e  t i m e )  
a s s i g n ( f p a _ t e r m s ,  0 ) .  % t o  s a v e  m e m o ry  ( a n d  a  l i t t l e  t i m e )
l i s t ( u s a b l e ) .
X = X.
e n d _ o f _ l i s t .
l i s t ( s o s ) . 
x * x * x * y  = y .
( x * y ) * z  = x * y * z .  
h ( h ( h ( A , B ) , C ) , D ) * E  ! = E.  
e n d _ o f „ l i s t .
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l i s t ( d e m o d u l a t o r s ) . 
h ( x , y )  = g ( x ) * g ( y ) * x * y .  
g ( x )  = * ( x , x ) . 
e n d _ o f _ l i s t .
w e i g h t _ l i s t ( p i c k _ a n d _ p u r g e ) . 
w e i g h t ( x ,  4 ) .  w e i g h t ( A ,  0 ) .  w e i g h t ( B ,  0 )  
w e i g h t ( C ,  0 ) .  w e i g h t ( D ,  0 ) .  w e i g h t ( E ,  0 )  
e n d  o f l i s t .
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